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News In Brief
Calloway Vietnam veterans
among those being honored
A 33-hour marathon of music, speeches, food and other entertainment will be featured Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 26-27 at Masterson
Station Park as Kentucky honors its 117,000 Vietnam veterans. Included among those being remembered are approximately 900
veterans from Calloway County
A $.5 a person entrance fee will be used to establish several programs initiated by the Kentucky chapters of Vietnam Veterans of
America. The programs include an emergency food bank, statewide
education and loans, a half-way house for homeless vets and funding
for the State Vietnam Veteran's Memohal in Frankfort
Former Governor A. B. "Happy" Chandler will kick off the event
at a p m: Saturday by singing "My Old Kentucky Home." Featured
among the speakers is Mrs. Charles E. Shelton, wife of .the only officially listed American POW. Formerly from Owensboro, she now
lives in California.
Also expected to appear are Vietnam veteran David Forsythe who
plays a vet named John Hudson on the soap opera "Another World,"
and well-known Kentuckians including Democratic gubernatorial
nominee Wallace Wilkinson, former University of Kentucky basketball star Dan Issel, Lexington horse farm owner Anita Madden, Barbara Bailey of WKYT-TV, Mindy Shannon of WLEX-TV, Dave
Michaels of WKQQ-FM radio. and Jim Helvachis, who is in charge of
.funding for the State Memorial
Several entertainment groups are scheduled to appear throughout
the weekend including Doug Breeding and the Bunch, The
Cumberlands, The Trendells. Debbie Sledge from Sister Sledge. National Velvet, and many more.
Jim Mullen. president of Vietnam Veterans of America Lexington
chapter, said he believed this to be the "first event of its type in Kentucky for veterans of any way."
"Everyone has been so generous in donating their time and energy
to this long-awaited tribute to our Vietnam veterans. Considering the
high quality of the speakers and entertainment planned, I have no
doubts that this will be a great time for everyone."
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky chapters of Vietnam Veterans of
America and WKQQ-FM radio, the event is expected to draw a crowd
of several thousand people not only from Kentucky, but from surrounding states.
Advanced tickets are on sale at all Ticket Master outlets.
Refreshments will be available and there will be plenty of room for
tent camping. Mullen said. The gates will open at 1 p.m. Saturday
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ommission:
_
more money
secret behind
development

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislative goals for boosting
economic development in Kentucky should include more money
for education and tourism promotion, some highway improvements
and a coordinator for the state's
various marketing programs, according to a report by a gubernatorial commission..
The General Assembly also
should play more of a role, with
creation of standing committees
on commerce and economic
development in both chambers,
said the report, which was released Wednesday by the Kentucky
Economic Development Planning
Commission.
It was presented to GOV. Martha
Layne Collins by its chairman,
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler.
The report calls for spending at
least $6 million per year on
(Cont'd on page?)
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Six professional development officials of the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) visited Murray State University
last week to explore ways of integrating campus activities into the BSA professional development program.
They are shown with Murray State President Kale M. Stroup, who is Chairman of the BSA's Professional
Development Committee, and Darwin Kelsey (left), director of the National Scouting Museum on the campus. Representatives of the BSA National Professional Development Division.are (left to right) William T.
McCahill, Leroy Mayne, John 0. Thurston, Glenn S. Pannell, Cal F. Stargel and Glenn E. Alexander. Discussions focused on faculty exchange possibilities and ways in which the resources of the museum can be worked
into the professional development training program for Scout executives from across the nation.

Biden out; says there'll be other
presidential campaigns for him

timid:41nd Press

MANAMA, Bahrain — U.S. Navy forces recovered several mines
from the central Persian Gulf, and were reportedly making plans to
turn over 26 captured Iranian crewmen to international relief
officials.
UNITED NATIONS — The United States called for a meeting with
;he Soviet foreign minister today after the Soviets expressed differences with an American -British call for a swift worldwide arms
embargo against Iran.
W.4SHINGTON — Oscar- and Tony-winning director and
choreographer Bob Fosse, whose high-kicking dance styles put his
stamp on such Broadway hits as "Cabaret," "Sweet Charity," and
"Damn Yankees," died of a heart attack at age 60.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Alabama's top public health official and
civil libertarians, charging an invasion of privacy, are trying to
destroy a secret police department list of AIDS victims that was uncovered by a college newspaper.
SARASOTA,Fla. — Residents picketed in support of three brothers
exposed to AIDS and ostracized in their rural hometown. Enrolled in
a new school, they've been warmly welcomed by classmates.
WASHINGTON — No major opposition is expected when the Senate
next week takes up a stopgap spending measure that includes $3.5
million in new "humanitarian" aid to the rebels fighting Nicaragua's
leftist government
'WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency says it is
tightening the rules in an effort to make sure vehicles U.S. tourists
ship home from abroad meet government pollution standards.
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court is being asked to reject a
private group's demand for records from the Roman Catholic Church
to support the group's legal challenge to the church's tax exemption.
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Gov. Martha Layne Collins

Collins says
she will call
session, but
unsure when

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
signed on to a plan to make the
coal industry shoulder much
more of the cost of the workers'
compensation program and
said she would call a special
legislative session to act on it.
But Collins said it would take
teamwork by both parties and
by urban and rural interests to
turn around the debt-ridden
program "because this has
been a problem that has
haunted Kentucky for 40-some
years."
A plan to please everyone
would be impossible, but
"we're going to be working
together for a program and a
plan that is fair to everybody —
to employers, employees and
the/titizens of Kentucky," Col(ns said Wednesday.
s"----16 She spoke at a news conference in her office after a
Forecast
meeting with key legislators:
Tonight: Partly cloudy, Low
Senate President Pro Tern John
50 to 55. Wind becoming north 5
"Eck" Rose, House Speaker
to 10 mph.
Don Blandford, House Majority
Friday: Mostly sunny. High
Whip Kenny Rapier and Sen.
in the lower to mid 70s. North
Ed O'Daniel.
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Collins said all had agreed to
the concept of assessing KenExtended Forecast
tucky employers an extra $110
The extended forecast for
million per year for 30 years to
Saturday Wough Monday calls
pay for workers' compensation.
for mostly lair conditions with
cool nights and mild days.
Details remain to be ironed
out, which probably will take
through the weekend, Wilms
LAKE LEVELS
said.
Kentucky
355.4
Barkley
355.5
(Cent'd on page 1)
•

WASHINGTON ( AP — Sen. a Senate committee room, where
Joseph Biden, the second a crush of reporte.rs and supDemocratic presidential can- porters spilled out the door.
didate to dropout of the race amid
"There will be other opporquestions of character and integri- tunities. there'll be other battles in
ty, says he is angry at himself but other places, other times, and I'll
vows, "There'll be other presiden- be there," Biden said.
tial campaigns, and I'll be there."
Biden, 44, withdrew from the
Biden was flying today to Des campaign after a week in which
Moines, Iowa, and Manchester. his campaign was rocked by adN.H., to thank his supporters and
missions of plagiarism and false
workers for their efforts in those claims about his academic
early caucus and primary states.
accomplishments.
The three-term Delaware
He said he would concentrate
his energies on chairing the Senate
senator ended his campaign
Wednesday just three months
Judiciary Committee hearings inafter it formally began, saying the
to the Supreme Court nomination
of Robert H. Bork.
"exaggerated shadow" cast by his
own mistakes and misstatements
Biden's rivals for the
had overwhelmed his candidacy
Democratic nomination reacted
and made it impossible to
with expressions of sadness and
continue.
respect.
"There'll be other presidential
"I'm very saddened by it,"
campaigns. and I'll be there,"
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Biden said at the announcement in
Dukakis said in Iowa. "It takes a

courage to do what he has
done — to put the Judiciary Committee's responsibilities ahead of
his future."
Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo.,
a competitor for the presidential
nomination who has denied allegations that his staff tipped reporters
to the first allegations against his
rival, issued a statement calling
Biden "a thoroughly decent and
honest man of very real talent."
A Republican colleague. Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South
Cirolina, ranking minority
member of the Judiciary Committee, said, "The Democrats have
now lost their most articulate
spokesman."
White House Chief of Staff
Howard H. Baker Jr.. a former
Republican leader of the Senate,
said, "You hate to see that sort of
lot Of

(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawyer warns Democrats Bork rejection
could backfire and then come haunt them
WASHINGTON (AP) — A prominent lawyer is warning fellow
Democrats that if they defeat the
nomination of Robert H. Bork to
the Supreme Court the decision
may come back to haunt them.
Lloyd Cutler, former counsel to
President Carter, told the Senate
Judiciary Committee on Wednesday that someday a liberal
Democratic appointee to the high
court could be blocked by a
Republican-controlled Senate using the Bork nomination fight as a
precedent.
"The time is going to come, and
it can't come too soon for me,
when there is going to be a
Democratic president," Cutler
said.
"It's necessary for Democrats
who would vote against a
moderate conservative nominee
to the court to remember they are
giving a hostage to the time when
a Democratic president will be appointing a moderate liberal or
perhaps a very liberal member to
the court who will be judged by the
same standard in reverse that you
would be applying in my view if
you rejected Judge Bork today."
Cutler said.
The committee recessed until
_
(Cont'd on page?)

Judge Robcrt Rork during Senate confirmation hearings.
4
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Sunday walk drawing attention to world hunger
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BTU. sail
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one small Genie Beast Bag
that wheels away. 010030

4"x4"x78" Treated
Mailbox Post. 218455

In Stock
Interior
Shutters

30%

"Taking Steps To End World
Hunger" is an effort sponsored by
the Redwood City, Ca., Church of
Christ, to help underdeveloped
countries of the world to feed their
people. Locally, the effort is being
organized by the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
"We invite everyone to take part
in the local walk," said John Dale
of the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ. "No collection will be

taken at the walk. However, we
will be passing out information for
those who are interested in
helping."
Participants in the effort will
walk 20 laps around the track at
Murray High School on Sunday,
Sept. 27, at 2 p.m. The first 10 laps
will be in one direction and the last
10 will be in the other direction.
Dale said there is a reason for the

(Cont'd from page I)
(Cont'd from page 1)
thing in either party."
She also said she had not decid-I have known Joe Biden since
he first came to the Senate. I count ed the dates of a special session.
him as a friend and I really regret but was "pretty sure" it would be
that it came to this," Baker said. next month.
The basics of the plan to fund
An ABC News-Washington Post
poll released Wednesday found workers' compensation had been
that 52 percent of those surveyed known for more than a week. They
were aware of the plagiarism were contained in draft legislation
issue, but of those, more than half written by O'Daniel, D — 55 percent — thought Biden Springfield.
Under the plan, all employers.
should not pull out of the presidenincludi
ng the coal industry, would
tial race as a result. Still, the poll
pay
extra $70 million per year
an
showed a sizable minority of 43
percent who thought he should for the program. Coal employers
withdaw, indicating the extent of then would pay $40 million per
damage to his campaign. The year on top of that.
Coal was singled out for a
results were based on interviews
greate
r share because coal
Sept. 17-22 with 2,015 Americans
miners'
black lung accounts for
and had a margin of error of 35
the lion's share of occupational
percentage points.
Biden's departure followed that disease awards from the workers'
of former Sen. Gary Hart of Col- compensation Special Fund.
The Special Fund already is
orado, the front-runner who ended
obliged
to pay $1.7 billion in future
his campaign in May following
benefits
of which about 78 percent
,
questions about his relationstip
with Miami model Donna Rice. would go to coal company
While the circumstances were en- employees.
On the benefits side of the protirely different, issues of
character and integrity were gram, a task force appointed by
underlying in the destruction of Collins last year recommended a
reduction of disability awards in
both candidacies.
the future. except that benefits
Biden is known for his inspirational speech-making, which was now being paid would not be cut.
perhaps his most distinguishing The task force also recommended
asset as a candidate. But it was administrative changes for the
program, aiming to make it
Biden's own words that drove him
simpler
and less expensive.
from the presidential contest.
O'Danie
l, who was a member of
The blows to his campaign came
the
task
force, said lawmakers
in a series of increasingly damagprobably would accept the task
ing reports, beginning with the
acknowledged charge that he force's recommendations in their
lifted passages from other politi- entirety, with the possible excepcians' speeches without attribu- tion of the proposed administrative changes.
tion in some cases.
Rose, D-Winchester, said details
He said the failure to note
of
the funding plan still to be
references was inadvertent, or
resolved include how to assess
that the allusions wer so widely
known they demanded no citation. self-insured employers, but he
But he then was forced to said it was "not a major obstacle
to overcome."
acknowledge he plagiarized
There are "no major stumbling
material for a paper while a firstblocks
as far as the Senate, the
semester law student more than 20
House and the governor are conyears ago.
cerned," he said. "We will be
The worst came Monday with
workin
g on fine-tuning some of the
reports that he had exaggerated
details of it, but the principles of it
his academic accomplishments in
and concepts of it are ones that we
a heated exchange with a voter in
all
agree on."
New Hampshire last spring that
The funding plan drawn up by
was captured on videotape. Biden
O'Daniel essentially superseded a
acknowledged errors, including
plan designed earlier by coal and
the false claim that he had
business lobbyists and top aides to
graduated in the top half of his
Blandford, D-Philpot. The "House
Syracuse University law school
plan" would have had coal paying
class. In fact, he graduated near
$8 million to $9 million less per
the bottom.
year.

change of directions.
"We are in a land of plenty. But,
there are people who are starving," Dale said. "Many people in
other countries have to walk miles
just to get water. So, the first 10
laps of the walk will symbolize the
trip to get the water. The last 10
laps will symbolize the trip home
and we will carry a gallon jug of
water.
Dale said approximately 18,000

to 40,000 people die each day in
foreign countries from starvation.
"We are not trying to be morbid.
We are trying to touch the hearts
of those who have been richly
blessed," Dale explained. "We are
trying to do something tangible
that will help "

Developments...

Sheriff warning
residents about
blacktoppers

(Cont'd from page 1)
tourism promotion, either from
general funds or by creation of a
tax that would be passed along to
consumers by businesses that
Calloway County Sheriff J.D
cater to tourists.
Williams is urging residents to
Baesler said the difficulty of
watch out for a driveway blacksuch a tax is determining who
topping
scam that has been occurshould pay it. He mentioned
ring in the area recently.
restaurants, hotels and motels and
Willjams said that though he
car rental agencies as
doesn't know v.tfo it is, the culprits
possibilities.
are telling residents ,that they
The proceeds would have to be
have some left-over black top
earmarked for tourism, Baesler
from another job and will pave
said. "Otherwise, we're just givdriveways at a low price then will
ing them another sales tax," he
actually charge the customer an
,aid.
"outrageous" price.
The report also calls for "full
Recently, the sheriff said, they
support and funding" of the educadid a job for an 80-year-old man
tion initiatives passed by the
that should have been about $500
General Assembly in 1985 and
and charged him 83,500.
1986, some of which are said to be
The truck was spotted recently,
in jeopardy because of state
Williams said. The sheriff's
budget shortages.
department chased it nearly to
The report also calls for the
Hickman then lost it, he added.
governor's office to coordinate
Residents are urged to contact
state marketing efforts, parthe Calloway County Sheriff's
ticularly between the Commerce
Department at 753-3151 if they
Cabinet and Department of suspect a scam is involved
in such
Agriculture.
an offer
"There's about 10 to 15 different
parts of government that market
Kentucky," Baesler said. "There
should be somebody that's got
their fingers on all marketing
programs)
The report also recommended,
—Inclusion in the state's master
A Murray woman escaped inroad plan of several corridor im- jury following a Wednesday mornprovements, including U.S. ing accident on Kentucky 121 in
68-Kentucky 80 between Bowling
Mayfield involving three vehicles,
Green and Mayfield: U.S.
according to a spokeswoman for
from Barbourville to Pineville, the Kentucky State Police Post I in
and U.S. 23 from Paintsville to
Mayfield.
Prestonsburg.
The accident, which happened
—Creating a board to advise the
at 9:15 a.m.. just south of
governor and commerce
Mayfield, occurred when a car,
secretary on economic driven by' Len Willis. 47, of
development policy and personnel
Gilbertsville, made a sudden stop
matters.
behind other" north-bound traffic
— Establishing a Kentucky
that had been stopped by a
World Trade Council to help sell flagman, according to the report.
Kentucky products overseas and
In turn, the car behind Willis,
to foster trade investments.
driven by Janis Roth, 41.
—Creating a •venture-capital
Mayfield. struck the Willis vehifinancing program for small
cle, and a car behind Roth, driven
business development.
by Ann Blackburn. 36. of 1619
Kirkwood, Murray. struck the
— Assessing what skills-training
Roth vehicle, the spokeswoman
the state is likely to heed to
said.
prepare the work force of the
Willis apparently drove himself
future.
the Calvert City Clinic, Roth
to
— Increase promotion of the fl
state's business information clear: was taken by a friend to the
Mayfield Community Hospital and
inghouse and publish an inventory:
Blackbu
rn was not injured, the
of state-run training programs
report indicated.
and resources.
The accident was investigated
by KSP Trooper Gary West.

Murray woman
escapes injury in
Mayfield wreck

(
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For further information concerning the walk or the nationwide effort, contact Dale at 753-3714.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Friday, taking today off because
of the Jewish new year.
Cutler testified that Bork, attacked by many as an extremist,
is a jurist whose views are close to
those of retired Justice Lewis F.
Powell. President Reagan named
Bork, a federal appeals court
judge since 1982, to succeed the
centrist Powell.
"Based on my reading of this
written record, and on 20 years of
personal knowledge of Judge
Bork, I have praised him as a
highly qualified conservative
jurist who is closer to the
moderate center than to the extreme right," Cutler sai
But the Democrats who control
the Judiciary Committee said
Cutler is missing the big picture.
"Isn't that the heart of our difference," said Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass. "You're urging
us to look closelyat the trees and
urging us not to look too closely at
the forest."
Bork also received support from
retired Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger, who made an extraordinary appearance for a former
member of the high court. Burger
said, "If Judge Bork is not in the
mainstream then neither am I. It
would astonish me to think he'S an
extremist any more than I'm an
extremist."
Bork taught law at Yale University before eturning to private
law practice and then becoming a
federal judge.
Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo., a
supporter of Bork, engaged in
sharp exchanges with
Leuchtenberg, Duke University
Law School Professor Walter Dellinger and John Hope Franklin, a
Duke history professor.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 34, 1987

PERSPEcTIVE
Wholesomeness
really pays off
Hey, hey, hey! Picture the
cartoon character Fat Albert's reaction to hearing of
his creator's wealth.
Forbes magazine reported
that entertainer Bill Cosby
may earn $84 million in 1986
and 1987 from his television
shows, books, commercials.
records and investments. His
estimated earnings were published along with those of 39
other entertainers and sports
figures who reportedly made
more than $10 million each in
the two-year period.
In Cosby's case, the estimate may have been conservative: it didn't include syndication values of his top-rated
program "The Cosby Show."
and some other investments
as well.
By any measure. Cosby is a
very wealthy man — on his
way to becoming a billionaire, the magazine said. He
gets more for making people
laugh, and stimulating them
.to buy products he helps sell,
than the highest-paid automobile executive gets for making cars. Chrysler Corp.'s Lee

Iacocca received $32 million
in the comparable period, according to Forbes.
Cosby is a gentle, non-violent, non-obscene entertainer.
He is a wholesome role model
at a time when wholesome
role models are relatively
rare.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott rig

A visit with Emma and Solon Darnell
can be a rich, rewarding experience

Mrs. Emma Darnell called the tist missionary for eight years in
• • •
they wanted. And, it would, too!"
other night. She had something Hong Kong. at one time.
• • •
Mr. Darnell was a painter as
she wanted to show me, and inToday, she is teaching English
was his father before him and his
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell have one
vited me to stop by her place at 113 in a Chinese institute in Beijing,
brother. He came to Murray in son, Pat. He is with GAO, the
South 10th Street to see it.
the capital of China. We used to
1923 from Hardin in Marshall Government Accounting Office,
What she had, I learned, was a know it as Peking. She was
County. Before he retired 42 years and lives in Decatur, Ga., a suburb
copy of News & Truths, dated Oct. backhome in Kentucky for a while
later, in 1965, he had painted either of Atlanta.
22, 1909. This was a small "paper" this summer, but went back
Even so, his success doesn't
to
the inside or outside of many of
He has their only grandson,
published periodically by the late Beijing August 20.
necessarily mean that wholeMurray's most prominent homes. Kevin, who is an accounting serH. Boyce Taylor. For 34 years, he
I have another more distant
He is one of eight children — six vice manager with a firm of cersomeness has triumphed.
was pastor of First Baptist Church cousin, so I'm told, who has been a
girls and two boys. With the excep- tified public accountants in AtlanSharing the pay spotlight
here in Murray, from 1897 until foreign missionary for many
tion of one, the youngest of
ta. His two children, a boy and a
with him were Sylvester Stal1931, the longest pastorate in the
years, I believe mostly in Japan. eight, all are living today, the girl, are Mr. and Mrs.
their
Darnell's
lone, with $74 million, and
church's 141-year history.
His name is Maxfield Garrott, ages ranging from 93 to
two great-grandchildren.
75.
Brother Taylor, as he was although I've never even met him.
Eddie Murphy, with $50 mil• • •
They are two of Murray's finest,
known, had written about a
Outside of these two, I know of
lion. Stallone's "Rocky" and
The home in which he and Mrs. really senior citizens — Mr. and
number of people who had gone
no other missionaries in the fami"Rambo" movies are heavy
Darnell live today was ,.built in Mrs. Darnell — both small of
out from the local church into serly,
but maybe we are related to 1940. That same year,
on violence. And Murphy, exDr. Hugh statue and soft-spoken. They still
vice on the mission field, some in
this one Mrs. Darnell has come up Houston built his home
where
cept for some of his over-thethe get around pretty good, but they
foreign countries and some here in
with. We'll see what turns up.
new Seventh ISE Poplar Church of don't get out nearly as much as
air television work, trades as
the United States.
• • •
Christ is going up today across they used to.
Among these were the names of
much on profanity and obI enjoyed visiting with Mrs. from the Holiday Inn,
They enjoy visitors, though, and
and Dr.
C. L. Neal, P. H. Harris, Enos
scenity as Stallone does on viDarnell, who is 85, and her hus- Rainey T. Wells built
talking about Murray and its peohis
home
Calhoun and W. C. Taylor in case
band, Solon, who is 91. That's a just south of town where
olence.
Howard ple in earlier times. If you went to
there is anyone around old enough
total of 176 years!
Brandon lives today.
school to Mrs. Darnell in the seNonetheless. Cosby's
to remember any of them.
They've been married for 58
"I painted all three of them," cond grade or had Mr. Darnell
achievement shows that an
There was one name that had
years, since May 14, 1929 — only said Mr. Darnell, whose
memory paint your house — any of you — I
entertainer can succeed withcaught Mrs. Darnell's eye — that
five months before the Great is keen for a man of his
91
years. might suggest that you stop by to
of E. H. Garrott. She wanted to
out being violent, crude or obDepression started with the crash During the Depression years
and see them sometime.
know if he was a relative of mine. I
of the stock market in October of the early 1930s, he recalls
scene. It suggests that the
I know they'd like that, and you
painting
have no idea, although I will pass
that year.
public will support high-quallong hours for 25 cents an hour. will. too.
the word along to some of my
Mrs. Darnell is a 1928 graduate Painters today get from $8 to
ity programming that is de$15
cousins who get their kicks Out of
of Murray State and taught school per hour, depending on the
cent.
job.
putting limbs on the family tree.
for 28 years. Twenty of those years
Mrs. Darnell hastened to point
• • •
were spent here in -Murray, and all out that Mr. Darnell had
an
Before my father moved our
of it teaching the second grade. unusual ability to mix paints to
Ten years ago
get
family to Mayfield from Guthrie, She retired in 1966.
specific, matching colors, often
Murray Rotary Club honored
Ky., in 1928, we always thought
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent demanded by the more particula
the Rev, and Mrs. Henry McKenr
there were no "Garrotts" on this
of Calloway County schools, was home owners. He was wide' zie at its meeting at Murray
side of the rivers — lots of "Garone of her pupils. When I asked if sought-after in this respect.
Woman's Club House. Rev.
retts." perhaps, but we spell our
Jack was a good student in the seMcKenzie was named as an
"Some of them would get upset
name with an "o." Why? Well,
cond grade, she just smiled.
honorary member of the Murray
when they'd see the paint while it
that's a long story.
Two others were Richard was still wet, thinking it wasn't
club.
the
We do have a couple of misWorkman and Steve Hale, both of color they wanted." she laughed,
Majorettes with the Murray
FRANKKoRT. Ky ( AP —
sionaries in the family, though. I
S00-pound gorilla around here, the
whom went on to become "but he'd just tell them to wait
High
School Band are Lori
unFlue Cross & Blue Shield's abrupt
have a first cousin who was a Bapmost special of special interests, a
preachers.
til it dried and it would be the color
Rushing, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
( ancellation of its state group company for which good things
Tom Rushing, Shaun Baker,
health insurance contract touched
Just naturally seem to happen.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
a raw neTve in the Kentucky
Some example's:
Baker, Gina Jones, daughter of
General Assemhly. where the in.
—In i9I. when the previous
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones. and
surance grant has long •enjoyed
state contract is being negotiated.
Lori
Brandon, daughter of Mr. and
considerable influence.
Blue Cro.ss gets an unusual
Mrs. Howard Brandon.
THEYRE BEGINNING TO
But it was not just the cancella. challenge from Aetna Life &
PERSPRE,SPOWS FANS'.
Twenty years ago
Ion — the prospect that 67,000 Casualty Co.
LETt -1-ArE A WOK Ar
Waylon
Rayburn of Murray has
state workers and school
Aetna is slightly ahead under a
been elected executive vice presiItASTAV
AT
eniployee's who carry the caring
THAT
ON
complex ating -system- the State
dent of Woodmen of the World Life
card- would suhdenly be stripped
uses to determine best bids. But
Insurance effective Jan. 1, 1968.
of coverage — that had lawmakers
when the Fieance Cabinet decides
He and his wife will move to
in high dudgeon
to allow both companies to submit
Omaha, Neb., to his new position.
.Nor WaS it the company's asser
new proposals. Blue Cross comes
Murray State University enrolltin that its income from the con. out on top. Aetna complains bittered Betsy McClain of Benton as its
tract — SN; r3 million in the past
ly, but Blue: -Cross gets -,-the
7,000th student for the fall term.
year — 'just wasn't enough to
contract.
Army Specialist Four Jerry L.
Make ends meet
—In the liese; General Assembly.
Gover is with the 128th Signal Co.
It was. instead, the disclosure
an omnibus health care reform
near Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam.
that.. the many companies that
bill is filed that, among other
Roger Joseph, Tony Jones,
ould he allowed by the Finance
things. would levy a 3 percent surSusan Alexander and Stan Key
Cabinet to submit bids on a new. charge on insurance premiums to
have been elected as officers of
and in all • probability more
help pay for indigent health care.
Senior Class at Calloway County
lucrative, contract would include
Blue Cross is in the forefront of the
High School.
-- Surprise' — Blue Cross & Blue" fight against the bill and. predi(
Thirty years ago
tably, it goes down in flames.
Gus Lamb will retire Sept. 30
And it was a deep and abiding
— In the same session. Clarke
after being with the United States
suspicion that the company's
files a bill to authorize the state to
Postal Service since Feb. 1, 1926,
stated reason for cancellation —
self•insure itself for group
Mrs. George Hart, guest
allegedly late payment. or noncoverage of state employees. He
speaker. talked about "What Is
payment. of state premiums — is
calls it an alternative to Blue
PTA" at meeting of Murray
a ruse.
Cross. The bill is pigeon-holed in a
Training School Unit of ParentRep. Joe Clarke, chairman of
committee. never to be seen
Teacher Association. William
the House Appropriations and
again.
Adams is PTA president and Dr.
Revenue. Committee. put it this
— Later in the year, the Finance
Mac G. Raney is director of the
NA:ay:
Cabinet asks 47 companies to bid
school.
"It seems to me this is a kind of
on a new group contract for the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Belcher will
ploy that would put Blue Cross in a
state. Only two bother to challenge
observe their golden wedding anposition to get out of one contract
Blue Cross, but each is outbid.
niversary on Sept. 29.
and into another one. ... It appears
Now. less than-four months from
Marsha Gale Riley and Allen
to be a legal gimmick to get out of
the start of the next regular sesMason Henson were married Sept.
a bad deal that they have made."
sion of the General Assembly,
14 at First Missionary Baptist
'I think the legislature as a
some lawmakers are demanding
Church, Benton.
whole probably would,be very
retribution. There is talk — so far.
upset if 4 Blue Cross I got a new
that's all it is — of legislation that
Forty years ago
contract,'• said state Rep. Jim
would ban Blue Cross from bidApproximately 116 girls were
Dear Editor,
t.4. _Bruce. the Hopkinsville Democrat
our natural resources
ding on the state contract for five
registered for Girl Scouts for
I saw the article in our paper
sincere. they would have already
who is chairman- of the- House
Our Land Between The Lakes is told us the price of our camera, 1947-48 on Sept. 20 at Girl Scout
years.'
about the Tennessee Tombigbee
Banking and Insurance Commit.
kinda' like some beatitiful film, how much the film cost, how much
cabin, according to Mrs. R.H.
More immediately, Blue Cross
Waterway and I marveled at the
tee. "Something like that, I don't
still inside the camera; no one will the photographers are paid and
President G. Douglas Sutherland
Thurman, registrar.
potential commerical benefit of
see how you just cancel it.''
ever know the full beauty of our how much it costs to shoot each
Johnny DeLime of Federal
faces the humiliating prospect of the project and the expertise
But some legislators said they
wildlife, natural resources poten- scene.
having to appear under subpoena
Game and Fish Reserve spoke at a
visable from the efforts of the
consider it a virtual certainty that,
tial or what true conservation is
this week before the interim joint Corps of Engineers and the TVA.
meeting of Murray Lions Club. He
Sincerely,
after
the bids are in, the winner
while TVA-Knoxville holds our
A&R committee. Clarke and his
was a guest of Glin Jeffrey and inb.
Terry
Joe
Harrell
I understand the LBL and Tenn- camera here in Kentucky
will be the same company that for
Senate counterpart, Lexington
troduced by Noel Melugin.
.
Rt, 3, Box 1102
Tom
share the same original
years has maintained a
I believe tf their efforts were
Democrat Mike Moloney, obtainMurray,
Ky. 42071
criteria. I wonder how hard we
stranglehold on the state's group
ed the subpoena on Wednesday.
would
have
push
to
our
concontract — "Big Blue."
It was believed to be a first in
gressman to get an economic
That reflects a keen awareness
In,
Kentucky history.
stimula at Ky. Lake like the
that Blue Cross has long been the
Go Big Blue.
Dear
Editor,
meted due to low oil prices, the
Waterway, or even the Paducah
•
News reports about ratio dropped to less than 50 perGassification Plant?. (former
A
developments in the Persian Gulf cent, meaning that the United
Atomic Energy Commission's
Murray Ledger & Times
have repeatedly stressed that States replaced less than half the
Plant)
-3 4
more than half the world's domestic oil it produced.
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
The word "development" seems
petroleum reserves lie in that
This
shrinkin
g
energy
base will
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
misunderstood by many: some
area.
•
have only one result — more
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
think it means commercialization,
What usually is not mentioned is dependence on these oil reserves
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
others say it means a "Disneyland
that our own reserves, here in the in the Persian Gulf area.
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
Type Thing," but I suggest it
United States, are dwindling and However, we can make a difThe Murray Ledger k Times (USPS 308-7001
means just what the dictionary
not being replaced by enough new ference by taking positive steps to
The Murray Ledger k Times Is published every afternoon except Sundays.
says: to cause to become active:
discoveries. In the oil industry, encourage domestic energy proJuly 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
to unfold gradually or evolve; to
this is known as the reserve- duction. such as repealing the
Newspapers Inc 1001 Whit:tell Dr , Murray. Ky 42071 Second Ow Postage
advance from one stage to
Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
replacement ratio.
mislabeled "Windfall Profit Tax"
another; to disclose; become
During the period from 1980 to on domestic crude oil and opening
SUBCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $4 00 per month.
more mature and to be disclosed
payable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin,
1985, there was enough successful Alaska's northeastern coastal
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear.
and become manifest; to show all
domestic exploration to replace 92 plain to petroleum exploration.
Tn . $48 00 per year, By mall to other deslinations $52 50 per year
the ramifications of; to increase
percent of the oil we Ad. During
Sincerely,
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-1018
capabili
ties or bring about
The Murray Ledger & Times tea member of the Associated Prase, Kentucky
a briefer period. 1983-85, the
Edward H. Murphy
F'reas Aesociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
enlargement or growth. This with
reserve-replacement ratio was an
American Petroleum Institute
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur
the other standards cited is my
impressive 106 percent. But in
ray Ledger & Times
1220 L Street, Northwest
idea of what should be done with
1986, as drilling activity plumWashington, D.C. 20005

Looking Back

Capitol Ideas

By Charles Wolfe

'Boo Blue the cry in Frankfort
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MURRAY TODAY
Reed speaks to Alphas; luncheon Saturday
Gerry- Reed. librarian at
Calloway Public Library spoke at
a recent meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
"Programs of the Library was
the subject of her talk
She described the Hurt Reading
Garden as "the nearest thing to a
mini garden where children's programs are often given, newly married couples have pictures made,
and a planned unique program for
Kelly Prescott, a blind Boy Scout,
who is using the facilities of this
area in an effort to earn his Eagle
Scout badge."
Mrs. Reed told about the mans'

e
icaseutz 753-0881

CENTRAL
CENTER

P,IC
Pf 4(01
The FAT BOYS are...

pssoitosatucc

'LEO
11:10

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

J00
000

1:1.5
9:se

ENDS TONITE•7:15 ONLY
THE LOST ROTS
REVENGE OF NERDS II 0:10 ONLY
ENDS TONITE
STARTS TOMORROW
STAKEOUT (R) 04ERI
ROROCOP (R) CINE
NEW ARRIVALS
Mannequin•Hoosiers
Some Kind 04
Wonderful
Burglar. An American Tall
1•00.4er. 11
p.e.; Sm. 1 p.m. 10 pc

OVIES TO SO
Cheri Theatre Lobby

June Smith introduced the
speaker.
Officers for 1987-88 are Alice
Koenecke, vice chairman, Gerry
Reed, secretary, and Mamie Patterson, treasurer.
The department will have a
potluck luncheon on Saturday.
Sept. 26, at 12 noon at the club
house

Gem Reed
programs available for children,
handicapped. adults, clubs,
organizations, churches, etc.

Dr. Coy Harmon, dean of
libraries at Murray State University, will be guest speaker. His
subject will be "Chinese
Literature."
Hostesses will be Frances
Brown, Chichi Miller. Florene
Shoemaker and Virginia Gibbs

Phyllis House honored
Phyllis House of University
Park, Ill., daughter of Mrs.
Geneva Kendall of Murray and the
late Chester Kendall, was honored
recently by more than 50 nurse
assistant training program
students from Thornton Community College.
The students awarded House, a
registered nurse who teaches
theory and clinical application for
basic nursing assistants at TCC, a
plaque in appreciation for her
efforts.
House is also a nurse consultant
for the U.S. Department of Labor
in Chicago. Ill., and is a staff nurse
at Oak Forest hospital in the acute
care and oncology units.
In addition, she also implemented a curriculum for a nursing assistant program at Prairie
State College.
House is a graduate of Douglas
High School, Murray, and attend-

LOW PRICED
PALM
FREE
DELIVERY

Hart and Parker wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Frank N. Hart of
Gilbertsville announce the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Jill Renee, to Robert
Grant Parker, son of Mrs.
Catherine Parker of Benton and
the late Taz Parker
.
Miss Hart, the daughter of the
late Mrs. Wanda Hart, is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Lucille
Hart of Murray and the late Jim
Hart and of the late Mr and Mrs.
Pearson D. Lovett.
She is a 1980 graduate of Marshall County High School, attended Murray State University and is
a graduate of Draughon's Junior
College of Business. She . is
employed by McCoy & McCoy,
Inc at LWD in Calvert City.
Mr. Parker is the grandson of
Mrs. Birtha Latham of Mayfield
and the late W.L. Latham and the
late Mr. and Mrs. T.D. Parker.
He is a 1981 graduate of Marshall County High School and is
employed at LW!)in Calvert City.
The wedding will take place on
Friday. Oct. 23, at 6:30 p.m, at
New Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church. Benton.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

fill Renee Hart-and
'Robert Grant Parkcr to marry

Phyllis House
ed Murray State University. She
received her bachelor's degree in
nursing from Governors State
University and is a student in
GSU's master's degree program
in health administration.

Babies, dismissals listed
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
. County Hospital for Tuesday.
Sept. 22, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Newcomb baby boy, parents.
Tammy and Danny, Rt. 9, Box 369.
Benton;
Childers baby boy, parents.
Valerie and Sandy, Rt. 1,
Ridgeland Drive. Mayfield.

May Ledger & Times

.lo Burkeen, editor

Dismissals
Miss Deborah Garland. Rt. 3.
Box 126, Murray; Mrs. Marilee
Baker, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dinah Moore, Rt. 1, Box
335A, Sedalia; Mrs Judy Ann
Clayton, Rt. 1, Box 31A, Almo;
Mrs. Patricia Kanachki, Rt. 4,
Box 183A, Murray; Mrs. Lucy
Roach, Rt. 1, Box 9, Kirksey:
Mrs. Dortha Eaker, 400 North
Fifth St.. Murray; Mrs. Gladys
White, 1600 Wiswell Rd., No. 2,
Murray:
Mrs. Lula White, 1606 Parklane,
.Muriay; Cleveland Thorpe, 105
South Porter, Paris, Tenn.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Sept. 23, have been released as
follows:
j
Newborn admissions
Sisk baby girl, parents, Belinda
and Robert, 1002 Main St.,
Murray;
Phillips baby girl, parents.
Jackie and David, 1522 North
Fourth St., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda Jean Adair and
baby girl, Rt. 2. Box 365A, Calvert
City; Buford Carl Higgs, Box 905,
Mayfield;
(Cont'd on page 6)

Bicycle Rodeo will be on Saturday
The annual Bicycle Rodeo will
be Saturday, Sept. 26, at A. Carman Pavilion at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center,
College Farm Road.
Sponsors of the event are KMart. Murray Optimist Club. and
Calloway County 4-H. Hours will
be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. with draw.
ing for prizes at 12 noon. Participants must be present at drawing to be eligible for prizes.
All ages will compete in bicycle
events, but only 7 and under will
compete in tricycle events.
Refreshments, clowns,_ games,
reflectors, bicycle safety checks
and ribbons will be featured.
All participants will be eligible
to enter a drawing for a bicycle,
donated by K-Mart who also has
given prizes for all events.
Registration fee will be 25 cents.
Each participant must bring their
own bicycle or tricycle as none
will be made available at the
rodeo. Each bicycle must be safety checked by members of the Optimist Club and a participant may
share a bicycle with another
participant.
"Anyone riding or having their
bicycle outside the designated
area when not participating in an
event will be disqualified and asked to leave the rodeo area. When
not participating in an event,
bicycles will be parked," said
Jane Steely, county extension
agent for 4-H.
Mrs. Steely said each participant must have a parent and or
guardian sign a release form as

printed below before entering the
rodeo grounds. Persons are to
complete this form and bring it

with them to the event. First place
winners,9through19, will be eligible for state competition

•
Joyce Tidwell, left, vice president of Calloway County CH Council, and
Monte McMican, assistant manager at K-Mart, show the 10-speed bicy•
cle to be given away at Bicycle Rodeo on Saturday at Expo Center.
Prizes for first, second and third in eight classes will be donated by
Mart.
BICYCLE RODEO APPLICATION
Name

Age

Address
Phone
School
Parent andor Guardian:
Sign below if you agree for your child to attend the Bicycle Rodeo.
By signing below you agree for your child to have emergency treatment if needed. The 4-H staff, volunteer leaders, University of Kentucky, MSU or their employees, or Optimist Club will not be liable for
accidental injury.
Signed
(Parent or Guardian)
Family Physician

Model VVWA5600G
• Large capacity
• Two cycles—regular and
permanent press
• Three wash/rinse temperature combinations with
energy-saving cold water
selections
• Soak cycle

SPECIAL

Model DOE5300G —Electric
• Three drying selections
• Rust-resistant porcelain
enamel finished drum
• Up to 125 minutes timed
cycle
• Easy-to-clean up-front lint
filter

SPECIAL

378 '296

•90-DAY REFUND OR EXCHANGE OPTION FROM GE ON RETAIL PURCHASES

GE. We bring good things to life.
EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE

Home Owned
Free Warranty'

Long Monthly Payments Low Interest Rates'
Large Inventory
Fast, Efficient Service'

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street
753 1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Phone

ekoineurait

*Fill out application form and bring it and 25,2 registration with you.

Bob Hope will attend special event

1/3 off
Selected
Groups
•

lie Place
S Otrih Stcie Mabor

FORT WALTON BEACH, Fla.
( API — Bob Hope will attend
ceremonies to dedicate a bust of
himself at an Air Force widows'
apartment complex that bears his
name, say sponsors of the event.
After the Oct. 15 ceremonies, the
entertainer will hold his fifth

benefit performance for Bob Hope
Village at a high school football
stadium in this Florida Panhandle
military and tesort town.
Hope held his first benefit performance here for the foundation
in 1977.

Sidewalk SALE
,
•
Thursday-Friday-Saturday ONLY!

300

Summer
and
Fall

Two Large Racks oe
Women's Clothing
V
Values to S25

Urn h

Sue'
s Discount Jeans
Hwy 121 N. Stella
at

753-2493

DATEBOOK
Ladies' day planned SatUfthly
The eighth annual Ladies Day at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
will be Saturday, Sept. 26, from 9 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The theme will be
''Tried As A Christian." Nineteen speakers
will present the "evidence,"
serve as "jurors" and as "witnesses." The
"recess" time will be filled
with brunch, served by the ladies of the host
church. Miriam Olree,
general chairman, invites all ladies of the
community to attend this
special event.

Two one-day -tours scheduled
Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for
Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens, has planned two one-day tours
. The first will be to Reelfoot
Lake on Monday, Oct. 12, where a prog
ram will be presented on the
history of the lake, nesting of eagles and
scenes of the four seasons of the
lake. Also the group will have lunch at Boyet
te's. Reservations should be
made by Wednesday, Oct. 7. The second
one will be to Nashville, Tenn.,
to the Flea Market on Saturday, Oct. 24.
For reservations and information call 753-8274 or 753-029.

JAMES J. R.ANKIN was commis.
sinned by the United States Army
as a 2LT on Aug. 20. He completed
Dexter Holiness Church will have all-day servi
his officer training at Fort Henn ces on Sunday, Sept. 27.
The
Rev. James Cox of Cadiz will be the guest speaker at the
Lag, Ga., and is attending Officer
morning
Basic Course in Field Artillery at services. Lunch will be served at 12:30 p.m. at Dexter Community
Fort SW, Okla. In February 1988 Center. „A gospel singing featuring The Messengers from Camden,
he will go on to permanent station Tenn., will start at 2 p.m. at the church.
at Fort Lewis, Vs ash. A former
resident of Murray, he is the son of
Northside Baptist Church, located on
Mr. and Mrs. J.O. Rankin Jr. of
Old Highway 641 North near
Almo Heights, will have revival services
Flora, Miss. He is married to the
starting Monday, Sept. 28, and
former Teresa ('owart, daughter continuing through Wednesday, Sept. 30. Servi
ces will be at 7 p.m. with
of Mr. and Mrs. J.A. ('owart of the Rev. Bob Swift, pastor of Hickory Baptist Chur
ch, as the speaker.
Murray, and they have one
daughter, .Ashley Rankin, 22
month...
The 41st annual Kentucky Gospel Singi
ng Convention will be Saturday
and Sunday, Sept. 26 and 27, at Eliza
bethtown High School Gym at
Elizabethtown. The Saturday session will
start at 7 p.m. and the Sunday
session at 1:30 p.m.

All-day event at Dexter church

Northside plans revival

Singing convention planned

DR.GOTT

Peter
Gott, M D

Ear problem
can be treated

Lodge plans golf tournament

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will sponsor a
-Just for Fun" Golf Tournament on Satur
day, Sept. 26, at Miller
Memorial Golf Course, located on Pottertown
Road. Four-man scramble teams will be drawn after all participants
have registered. Registration will be from 8 to 8:40 a.m. with tee off time
at 9 a.m. Entry fee is $5
plus green and cart fees. Proceeds will go
toward the building fund of
the lodge. All Master Masons are invited to
play. For more information
call Gary Williams, 759-1865, or Billy Gallo
way. 753-2831.

DEAR DR (xrrr - My job as a
telephone operator is at stake I have
what my doctor calls 'non-patent EuFaith Missionary Baptist Church at Hazel
stachian tubes " There was a roaring
will have revival services
in my ears -I could hear other voices starting Monday, Sept. 28, and continuing through
Sunday. Oct. 4. The
fine but not my own. It lasted off and Rev. James Rhodes of Mayfield will be
the speaker for services at 7:30
on for two weeks What can I do to p.m., Monday through Saturday,
and at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Sunprevent this from happening'
day. The public is invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Larry
DEAR READER
When the tiny Hawkins, church pastor.
vents
the Eustachian tubes - in
each ear become plugged, hearing difficulties, ear infections and tinnitus
(roaring in the ears1 may result This
A gospel singing featuring Gail McEwen.of Paducah will- beis a common phenomenon in people
Sunday.
with allergies. because swelling of the Sept. 27. at 3 p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church, located at
nasal lining can cause Eustachian L.P. Miller and Spruce Streets, Murray. The public is invit
ed to attend,
tube blockage Antihistamines may a church spokesman said.
be useful in relieving this blockage
and returning people to normal
You should be examined by an ear,
nose and throat specialist and. possiAdult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Mond
ay, Sept. 28, at 7
bly, by an allergist to determine the p.m. at Callo
way Public Library. The discussion will be about -Sma
cause of your 'non-patent" (blocked)
ll is
tube and whether specific treatment Beautiful" by E.S. Schumacher. Any person who has read the book is invited to take part in the discussion.
would be appropriate for you
DEAR DR GOTT My wife has to
shave her facial hair every day. twice
if we go out She's got too much to be
A new Bible Study Class will start Monday.
treated with electrolysis. She's one of
Sept. 28, at 7 p.m. at New
r the sweetest people I know and I want Life Christian Center, 115 South Fourt
h
St.,
east
side of downtown court
to remove this curse from her life
square, Murray. This is a non-denominational
class and all interested
Please help
persons are invited to attend, according to
Mark and Karen Welch,
DEAR READER
Your wife ministers at the center.
should see an endocrinologist, an M.D
who Specializes in hormone =hal
ances She may have a correctible
condition that can be treated, sueh as
Supporters for John Harper for governor
an excess of male hormone in her sysof Kentucky will meet
tem If she checks out medically a li- tonight Thursday) at 7 p.m. in Ohio Room of
Curris Center, Murray
censed cosmetologist may be able to State University. These meetings will
be held each Thursday until the
help her remove unwanted hair by general election. Tonight
plans for the visit of Harper to Murray will be
techniques such as the application of finalized. Harper
will hold a press conference at 1 p.m. and will
hot wax
speak at
1:30 p.m. in Wrather West Kentucky Museum
DEAR DR GOTT I have a friend
at Murray State University
on
Tuesday, Sept. 29.
who lives in southern California She
is always cold
she wears four or
five sweaters. thermal underwear.
two pairs of pants. a scarf and three
bandanas When she goes out, the air
Friendship International will be each Friday from 9:15 a.m. to 12 noon..
hurts her face She's practically a in the Educa
tion Building, First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St.,
shut-in because of this problem What
Murr
ay.
international women are invited to attend. The first
All
can you suggest'
READER
Your friend's meeting will be tomorrow, Sept. 25. This free program consists of conintolerance could be due to ill health. versational English, introduction to living in Murray, Christmas crafts
For example. patients with anemia and sewing, and Bible Study. A nursery will be provided with activities
and hypothyroidism (underactive thy- for pre-school children. For more information and transporta
tion call
roid) do seem to feel the cold to a 753-5613 or 753-6487.
greater extent than normal Your
friend should have a thorough exami(Cont'd on page 6)
nation by a doctor to make sure she
doesn't have an underlying disease to
explain her symptoms.
GottS new Health Report,
If you were arrested and charged with
WHAT VOI'SHOE.I.D KNOW ABOUT
being a Christian. would there he enough
NITRSING HOMES. aka a step-byevidence Jo convia you'
step guide to rating facilities and finding the best care available. For your
copy. send $1 and your name and address to PO Box 91369. Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title
loo are wilted to attend

Faith Church plans revival

St. John's plans singing

Great'Books plans discussion
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SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley Johnson

SRIglITS

Supporters' meeting tonight

Let Selby he your umbrella.
FREE with any purchase of
Sell)), footwear.

Friendship International Friday

TOWN PUMP
black, taupe. na%)
4A, 3A, 2A & B widths
An attracti•e stick umbrella with subtle.
stripes. It's v ours IREE. when
stepa 11111 a
pair of Sellev shoe, at height'... "this
it a
limited oiler ..s bile- supplies last.

TAMARA
black, taupe, na%)
4%. 24 & B widths

COstlao"
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The Eighth Annual Ladies Day
Church of Christ
Seventh and Poplar
Murray. Kentucky
September 26, 1987 — 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
irsi srssion
Prosekutor's Opening Statement
Witness for the Poneeutron

Denise 131.3,/2C1
Pam, Horton

firansl luoirs
['tonna Starks Loretta lisle) Sabrina Karrsher
Angela Usher Pato atson
l'f114
1111iri5 Isiderhe
.

Me are pleased to announce.
that Laura Abel. bride-elect
of
If/cline? Pitman. has made
her
selections from our brida
l
registrv for decorative
accessories. Laura and Micha
el
will be married October 10. 1900,

THE TREASURE
HOUSE OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center
753-6798
Kit•amoliinuminommi

Hest., Pder

iinesses ('tiled
Ilelores laurson rens
Alltwaten
I Cfrl SMIth
C.11111 C'kasei
lamms lirogan
Hilda McKenzie Beth Falvrell Sands. Simmons
RECESS
Break Fur Brun, IN
Sersed to the ladies of Sesenth and Porta!
Sesond Session
The Summation
IS, Plea
The Sentenons

•
11eniu Rratiel
toart Vaughan
Seth Anderson

ALI. LADIES ARE INS(TED
Conte be with ut and share in a time offellow
ship
Mot will be challenging and up lifting.
A nursery will be provided for shildren and under

5

The warmth and welcome'
received that day from silver
citizens, who are homebound or
limited in their activities, morthan made up for the excurciating
heat of the day.
The quality of the caring and
concern that May Denny shows for
her clients is not easy to measure
It is easy, however, to measure
The drive to the Dexter site is a
two. May Denny is the site and the quali
short and easy one: sometimes the
ty of the quilting that is
area director with Lois Reeves done
by the Dexter ladies. They
four-lane highway is taken and at
serving as the current president of are
known for their excellent work
other times the old road.
the group.
which would stand up to and out
All of our sites have things in
It was a clay in lattnuly when we from any
quilting seen elsewhere.
common, yet each one has its own
rode with Mrs. Denny on the
One recent Tuesday they were
distinct characteristics. One of
visitation route in the northeast "putting
in a quilt" and an invitathese is the feeling of an ensemble,
portion of our county. We met tion to
watch could not be resisted
of people who are working
some of the nicest people you The setti
ng up of the four wooden
together to achieve a total effect.
would meet anywhere.
horses, laying 1 x 2s over these,
One doubts that those who call
With beautifully tended lawns sorting
tacks, spreading a sheet
Dexter their center and gathering
and flowers outside, healthy
over one end, and then securing
place are actually aware of ding
plants inside and some of the most
batting and the pieced quilt was
this. They work together, enjoy beamaz
ing outlooks on life, we en- fascinating.
ing together and give credit
countered the aroma of a pie in an
The quilt, "Puddin 'N Pie," was
together.
oven, a home haircut by very
finished the following week, will
But every group, no matter how
adept hands and some of the
be seen and the winner drawn for
intertwined, must have a leader or
friendliest pets to be found.
at the Fall Festival in the Park on
Oct. 30.
Since that day, they have quilted
another in the "Bow Tie" pattern
for the area telethon auction Oct.
17. They will be finishing yet
another, called "Granny's Block"
for the telethon dinner. Other
evidence of the abilities of the
patrons at the Dexter Center will
be available at their annual
bazaar on Oct. 24.
The Bookmobile, the
"
Healthmobile and Clara Bramley
from the County Extension Office
W;•.-?ir%1411111111p.make scheduled stops here as at
other sites.
The monthly business meeting
and potluck is held the first Tuesday of each month. The Dexter
Pat Sons, right, with Health Mobile of Murr
ay-Calloway County Home
makers, many of whom
Hospital, takes the blood pressure of Clyde
Schroader at the Dexter
belong to the Dexter Silver
Center in the top photo. In the bottom photo,
Sherry Crittenden R.N.,
Citizens' group, also meet in this
right, of Health Mobile of MC('H, talks with Eulai
n Brown and Bennie facili
ty..
Brown at the Dexter Center.
If these people seem busy in
their caring and sharing with and
for others, they-truly are. And, in
addition, they find time to take
care of the center and its physical
appearance, helping those who
can come to the site and those who
cannot. The phone calls made for
reassurance and support, the act
of picking up a shut-in's mail, and
the interweaving of each other's
lives truly makes the group
complete.
May Denny is the shutter; the
bobbin, and the seam which binds
this extraordinary ensemble
together.
NEXT: Winners in the Senior
events.

Bible class will start Monday

461vied

P4GY

pink ha/eThi,,
green haie1,1,i,k

Get into the fresh new looks for Fall with a
visit to Bright's. You'will discovzr a world of
flattering fashions, especially the sweaters.
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Hamm and Major vows solemnized at church
Miss Amelia Rose Hamm and
Jeffrey David Major were married on Saturday. Aug 15, at 1
p.m. at Waverly Church of Christ,
Waverly, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wiley T. Hamm of
Waverly.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. George D. Major of
Cadiz.
Lee Brown of Waverly, assisted
by the Rev. Wayne Glass of Cadiz.
officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Nuptial music was provided by
Billie Northcutt of Waverly,
organist, Ray Henderson of Cadiz,
guitarist and vocalist, and Penny
Henderson of Cadiz, vocalist.
In the center of the altar,
English ivy intertwined a
21-branch tree candelabrum. Tall
brass vase arrangements of silk
maranta and off-whie cymbidiums
tied with pink satin bows were
flankd on either side by nephthytis
plants. In front of this arrangement were tahitian bridal veil
plants with arvacola plants. A candle decorated with English ivy
was in each window. Pink satin
bos designated family pews.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a gown of candlelight
white organza over bridal satin.
The bodice and sleeves were
covered with re-embroidered
French lace encrusted with seed
pearls. The skirt fell into a double
train with a border of lace, pearls
and lace appliques accenting the
front of the skirt. The short veil
was accented with candlelight
white flowers.
The bride carried a French bou-

•

FIVE GENERATIONS — Chester Vied Sr., seated right, of Marshall
County is seated by his daughter, Mrs. Faylene Sample of Hazel Park.
Mich., who is holding her great-grandson and Mr. Vied's great-great
grandson, John Tyler Cathey of Murray. Standing right is Mrs. Bobby
(Judith) Warren of Murray, granddaughter of Mr. Vied, daughter of
Mrs. Sample and grandmother of John. Standing at left is Mrs. Paula
Cathey of Murray, great-granddaughter of Mr. Vied, granddaughter of
Mrs. Samples, mother of John and daughter of Mrs. Warren.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)

Kasey Renee Ray born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Ray of Rt. 1. Buchanan, Tenn, are the parents of
a daughter, Kasey Renee, weighing eight pounds, born on Saturday.
Sept. 5, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Beverly Dunlap. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunlap of
Buchanan and Mr. and Mrs Larry Ray of Puryear, Tenn.

Michael Alan Thomasson born
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Thomasson of 6000 Harris Rd., Paducah, are the
parents of a son, Michael Alan, weighing seven pounds eight ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 12:47 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James
Fielder of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomasson of Paducah. .great-grandmother is Mrs. Beulah Fielder of Murray.

Investment class scheduled

Thursday. Sept. 24
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad
supper at 6 p.m. at club house.
Members note change in time.
————
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Department.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at American
Legion Building.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Nancy Fox of Murray from Community, Mayfield; J.D.
Canerdy of New Concord from Henry County Medical, Paris, Tenn.;
Eugenia Hopkins of Dexter from Marshall County, Benton; Marva
Hilliard, Larry Pea and Will Walston, all of Murray,from Western Baptist, Paducah; Dirk Lanham and June Parker of Kirksey, Rhoda
Holland of Dexter, Emma Johnson of Farmington, Dorothy Brannon of
Puryear, Tenn., William Holbrook, Mildred McClain and Keara
Wallace, all of Murray, from Lourdes, Paducah.

Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
————
Murray Shrine Club will have its
monthly business meeting at 7
p.m. at Barn on Highway 121
North.

Harrison reunion on Oct. 18
The George Harrison Family Reunion will be held Sunday, Oct. 18, at
Union Hall of Local 665 United Rubber Workers. Old Highway 45 North.
Mayfield. Doors will open at 10 a.m. and a potluck meal will be served at
1:30 p.m.

514 Main St.
All

Jackets &
Warm ups

753-7743

20% Off

(Price includes embroidery name)
Largest selection of jackets in West KY
Coupon good thru Smoot. 30th, 1987

oupon
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Southern Harmony Singers will

(Coat'd from page 4)

Faye's

e

•e

-
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and Mrs. Jeffrey David Major

Mrs. Betty Hawkins, Rt 7, Box
426, Mayfield; Mrs. Brenda Kay
Oliver, Rt. 2, Wingo;
Mrs. Cleodis Simmons, Rt. 3,
Box 233, Murray; Mrs. Sarah
Padgett, Rt. 1, Box 58, Almo;
Mrs. Ruby Hesselrode, 1635
Catalina, Murray; Mrs. Lula Belle
Burgess, HC Box 59, New
Concord;
Mrs. Audie Dowdy, Apt. K-2,
Southside Manor. Murray.

-

Thursday,Sept. 24
begin practice at 7:15 p.m. at Benton Public Library.
————
Calloway County Adult Basic
Education classes will meet at 6
p.m. at Calloway County High
School. For information call
753-5479 or 753-8141.
————
"Zuckerbaby" will be the German movie to be shown free at
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center theater,
Murray State University. as part
of fall series of Cinema International Society.
————
"The Velveteen Rabbit" will be
presented by Oberlin Dance CompanylSan Francisco, at 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. This is sponsored by
Murray Civic Music Association.
Admission is by MCMA membership card or MSU student ID card
only.
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
room of Education Building, First
United Methodist Church. For information call Pam at 759-1105,
Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at
435-4143.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Founders Day Convocation will
be at 7:30 p.m. at Wrather West
Kentucky Museum, Murray State

Thursday, Sept. 24
University. A reception will
follow. Admission is free.
————
Baptist Young Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will have an
organizational meeting. at 6:30
p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant
————
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a home prayer meeting for
coming revival at 7 p.m. at home
of Mason and Wilma Billington
————
Hospice Volunteer Training session will be at 6 p.m. in third floor
education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
————
Supporters of John Harper for
governor will meet at 7 p.m. in
Ohio Room, Corns Center, Murray State University.
————
Friday, Sept. 25
Epi-Care, epilepsy support
group. will meet at 6:30 p.m. on
bottom floor of Lowry Annex of
Pogue Library, Murray State
University. For information call
436-5337 or 753-5575.
————
Games have been rescheduled
for 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.
————
Calloway County Homemakers'
Annual Day program will start at
10 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant
Registration will start at 9:30 a.m.
————
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at

Come To The

RICE

••••••••••••••••

Weekend Special
Rent 3 Movies get1 Movie FREE
Members get 2 FREE
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Friday. Sept. 2.5
11:30 a.m. at Golden Corral
Restaurant.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Murray. High School Tigers will
play a football game with Fulton
County near Hickman at 7:30 p.m.
————
Murray High School will play a
soccer game with ERA there.
————
Murray High School Band will
perform in a band contest at
Glasgow
.AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended. Mayfield.
————
Friendship International will
meet at 9:15 a.m in chapel of
First Baptist Church.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Outdoor Sportsman's Rally at Hillman Ferry
Campground; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. and Stargazing at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center;
Squirrel Season closes in Kentucky and Tennessee portions.
(Cont'd on page 15)

Dudley Moore
gets his 'star'
on Walk of Fame
LOS ANGELES 1API — Dudley
Moore, the comic lush in "Arthur"
and the sawed-off leading man opposite Bo Derek in "10," has been
honored with a star in the
Hollywood Walk of Fame.
The 52-year-old British actor
was cheered by 300 fans, friends
and tourists Sept. 23 at the unveiling of the walk's 1,855th star,
located next to the one for Louis
Armstrong.

vE.O.S. SALE
\

(End of Summer)
Fri., Sept. 18th.•
z;a1. Sept. 28th

Pickup Friday, Bring Back Monday
orled
•

1;rd

$5.00 off

I-d.

Movie Club Membership
this weekend

OCN

•NAec,5

Jr •

Rehearsal dinner hosted by the
groom's parents at Nolan House at
Waverly -

Corning comm unity events are listed

A five-week course designed to help persons interested in understanding the world of investment will begin Monday. Sept. 28 at Murray
State University. The class will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 152 of
Business Building south I and is sponsored by Community Education
Program,a joint project of Murray State and Calloway County and Murray City Schools. "Securities and Investing: Part I" will be from Sept.
28 to Oct. 26 and will include investment terminology, importance of investing for the future, pros and cons of mutual funds, reading financial
news and financial planning. Betty Boston, a certified financial planner
and investment broker with Hilliard Lyons Inc., will be instructor and
the registration fee is $20. Telephone, mail-in and walk-on registrations
are accepted. For information or to register contact Community Education Program, Room 308, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071, or call 762-2716.

Coupon

quet of white roses, pink carnations and baby's breath enhanced
with sprengeri fern and showered
with pink satin ribbons.
Miss Amanda Hamm of Waverly, sister of the bride, was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Sharon
Phebus and Angela Killibrew,
both of Waverly.
The attendants wore pale pink
tea-length dresses with lace
overlay. They were slightly fitted,
drop-waisted with scalloped neck!mg and hemline banded with an
overlay of venetin lace with seed
pearls up the front outlining the
flowers. They carried a white
rose, pink carnations and baby's
breath.
Randy Cullen of Dickson, Term.,
was best man. Groomsmen and
ushers were Greg Major of Cadiz,
brother of the groom. and Richard
Askew of Memphis. Ten., cousin of
the groom.
A reception followed in the activity room of the church.
Angie Fuller of Camden, Term.,
kept the guest register. Edith
Daniel coordinated the wedding.
After a wedding trip to the Great
Smoky Mountains, National Park,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Major are
residing in Murray.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
A recipe and household shower
hosted by Ava Kennedy, Kay Ken•
nedy and Evaleen Mosely;
Woman's Missionary Union of
Liberty Point Baptist Church
presented a White Bible
Mr.
Ceremony:
A gift reception hosted by
women of Liberty Point Baptist
Church:
Christ,
A miscellaneous shower hosted
A lingerie shower hosted by
by women of Waverly Church of Sharon Phebus—

Many other
bargains!

Includes 27 FREE Movies and
daily discounts.

Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

20400/0

All Lamps, Prints,
Vases, C.1IcTted Baskets
091.-r Selectpd
Gtt• Items

$8.95

„

4

The Treasure Ho
of Gifts

BOLD LIQUIDATORS k.4
if )wrilr)vvii

_

mir,ore-

r-•

t

:)( !hit,. • Miirr.ly

•
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Open WI•Fri. & II let.

Southside Shopping ('enter
753-6798
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Library associates to attend volunteerism conference
Some of the Calloway County
Public Library staff, volunteers,
and trustees were awarded
scholarships by the Kentucky
Volunteer Office to attend the 10th
Annual Kentucky Conference on
Volunteerism in Louisville recently. "The library has an active
Volunteer Program, however we
are eager to learn more about the
many issues relating to
Volunteerism," remarked
Margaret Trevathan, director.
Susan Ellis, a nationally-known

PAWS members, Celina Hutson, left, and Amelia Davis work on posters
to advertise the PAWS Pet Fair to be held Saturday, Sept. 24 from 10
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Community Theatre in the park. The fair is held
annually to raise money to support the work of the Humane Society. For
more information, residents may telephone 438-2403.

Dewy

By Abigail
Van Buren

Young Victim's Private Ordeal
Becomes a Public Nightmare
DEAR ABBY: Recently my ht
bandand I heard Norman Early,
the district attorney from Denver,
speak on the criminal justice system
— from the victim's point of view.
He read the enclosed account of a
victim, of incest. Her name is
"Cindy- and she is 12. I thought it
worthy of inclusion in your column.
I hope you agree.
MARY DEAN ARMSTRONG
DEAR MARY: I do. And here
.
it is:
Promises, Promises — A
Child's View of Incest
I asked you for help and you
told me you would if I told you
the things my dad did to me. It
was really hard for me to say all
those things, but you told me to
trust you — then you made me
repeat them to 14 different
strangers.
I asked you for privacy and
you sent two policemen to my
school in front of everyone, to
"go downtown" for a talk in
their black and white car — like
I was the one being busted.
I asked you to believe. me, and
you smi:.1--tV-Mt you did, then you
connected me to a lie detector,
and took me to court where
lawyers put me on trial like I
was a liar. I can't help it if I
can't remember times or dmtes
or explain why I couldn't tell my
mom. Your questions got me
confused — my confusion got
you suspicious.
I asked you for help and you
gave. me a doctor with cold
metal gadgets and cold hands ...
just like my father, who said it
wouldn't hurt, just like my
father, who said not to cry. He
said I look fine — good news for
you. You said, bad news for my
"case."
I asked you for confidentiality
and you let the newspaper get
my story. What does it matter
that they left out my name when
they put in my father's and our
home address? Even my best
friend's mother won't let her
talk to me anymore.
I asked for protection and you
gave me a social worker who
patted my head and called me
"Honey" (mostly because she

could never remember my
name). She sent me to live with
strangers in another place, with
a different school.
Do you know what it's like to
live where there's a lock on the
refrigerator, where you have to
ask permission to use the shampoo, and where you can't use
the phone to call your friends?
You get used to hearing, "Hi,
I'm your new social worker,
this is your new foster sister,
dorm mother, group home'You
tiptoe around like a perpetual
guest and don't even get to see
your own puppy grow up.
Do you know what it's like to
have more social workers than
friends?
Do you know what it feels like
to be the one that everyone
blames for all the trouble? Even
when they were speaking to me,
all they talked about was lawyers, shrinks, fees and whether
or not they'll lose the mortgage.
Do you know what it's like
when your sisters hate you, and
your brother calls you a liar?
It's my word againiia my own
father's. I'm 12 years old and
he's the manager of a bank. You
say you believe me — who cares,
if nobody else does?
I asked you for help and you
forced my mom to choose between us — she chose him, of
course. She was scared and had
a lot to lose. I had a lot to lose
too — the difference was you
never told me how much.
I asked you to put an end to
the abuse — you put an end to
my whole family. You took
away my nights of hell and gave
me days of hell instead. You've
exchanged my private nightmare for a very public one.
FEELINGS BY CINDY,
AGE 12; PUT INTO WORDS
BY KEE MacFARLANE

Murray Tiger Band captures trophies
The Murray High School Tiger
Band captured trophies for First
Place in Class A-Div. II and Best
Percussion at the recent Trigg
County contest. The competing
bands were Todd County, Crittenden County, Providence,
Drakesboro, Murray, Stewart
County, Reidland, Hopkinsville,
Lone Oak, and Marshall County.
The Tiger Band's repertoire includes the following: "At the End
of the Day," solos by John Daily
and David Gish; "Looking for the
Right One," solo by Chris Edwards; "It Don't Mean a Thing,"
solo by David Weatherly; and
"Music is My First Love," solo by
Leslie Loberger.

Section leaders for this year's
band include Chris Edwards,
Lanie Howell, Leslie Loberger,
Gidget Vaughn and David
Weatherly.
The 1987-88 band officers are
Jenny Hammat, president, David
Weatherly, vice-president; Leslie
Loberger, secretary; April Lane,
treasurer; and Chris Edwards,
publicity chairman.
John McDonald and Beth Stribling direct the Murray High School
and Murray Middle School bands.
The high school band's next performance will be at Glatsgow High
School Saturday with prelims
beginning at 1:15 p.m., finals at 6
p.m., and awards at 8:30 p.m.

Hog Market report listed
Federal Wale Market Sews Serslor Septerrther
14, tie/ Rostock, Purchase Area Hoe Market
Report Lachman* 4 Buying Statism. Receipts Act.
NA Lot. WM
1, GUIs steady to onnal, Sows
steady to tweak
(S 1 0 Dana Ilse
$61.56-52.75
1
1 2 1140- tie lb*
160.50-52.50
P4 23 220-264 lb..
$52.14-52.2.)
* S I 42a 77e lb.
$61.44 52.00

awrovni

Sews
US 1-2 270360 lb.
US 1-3 304-460 lb,
US 1 3 465.50514s
Lti 1 3 505-550 Ito
few 51.54
L'S 2 3 300-540 lb..
Boars 1.51.114-44.00

"Conflict Management in
Volunteer Programs," and "Don't
Take Grants for Granted."
"In the two-day conference we
certainly have been given a better
understanding of a successful
volunteer process," commented
Jane Sisk, library board trustee.
"It would be impossible to offer
to our patrons all of the library
services which are available to
them without our volunteers,"
stated Gerry Reed, director of

Library Volunteers. "We continue
to encourage people to invest their
free time in the areas of their interest," she continued.
Those attending the volunteer
conference were: Wanda Kimbro,
library staff member; Elsie
Parker, library trustee; Madelyn
Melton, volunteer; Jane Sisk,
library trustee; Gerry Reed, of the
library staff; and Margaret
Trevathan, director of the
Calloway County Public Library.

Via-VI-WW1%

to Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye

to

•Includes choice of potato tossed
salad & french bread

$475

Good
Thurs.-Sat.
Sept. 24-26th

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Bonelass Fish or Catfish Steaks

475

1906 Coldwater Rd.

'Every Thurs, Fr,. &

Winter Is Near
Have Your Chimney
Cleaned & Inspected
Ask about our
new line of chimney
caps and screens

99

443 all 44 ire

Shop
Early
for
X-Mas!

COVERS

vs

Saftey tips

?

Senior Citizens
Discount

Square/Rectangular'Oval
Call 753-3445
For Free Estimates

4

864

Books b the lb.
Only

543.34-43.10)
$44.00-43.40
144.00-43.40
$45.00 51 fel
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CHUM CHIM CHIMNEY
SWEEPS
4„
HY-C CHIMNEY

„Sale Good Fri.

Sat. Only

READMO RE
BOOK-N-CARD 4A-i*
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.

SEARS Catalog
Bel-Air Center,
Murray

KENMORE
APPLIANCES
TRUSTED BY
MILLIONS OF
AMERICANS FOR
OVER 60 YEARS'

'\

t-

•* *

(Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, "What
Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know,"
send a check or money order for $2.50
and a long, stamped (39 cents), selfaddressed envelope to: Dear Abby,
lean Booklet. P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.)
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Each of these advertised items is readily available for.sale as advertised

Texas Boots

CMetery. entatlettOn elaril • Many Kenmore modeis come
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consultant and educator in the
field of volunteerism gave an
overview nationally of the trends
and issues in the field of
Volunteerism. Ellis founded and
directs Energize Associates, a
training, publishing and consulting firm that assists organizations to design and administer effective citizen participation programs. Other topics presented and
discussed were: "Community
Leadership Needs and Skills
Through the Year 2000," "Kentucky Leadership Programs,"
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House TVA caucus urged to lead fight to restructure agency
WASHINGTON
AP
—
Virginia Gov. Gerald L. Rallies
has warned congressional supporters of the Tennessee Valley
Authority that failure to restructure the agency now could lead to
calls for even more radical change

if TVA's financial and nuclear

tions the board made earlier this
month following a year-long study
of TVA
He said safety problems that
have kept TVA's five operating
nuclear reactors in Alabama and
Tennessee shut down since 1985,
coupled with rising TVA electric
rates. have created a window of
opportunity for Congress to correct the agency's "inherent structural weakness."
"Time is short," Baliles said.
"The window is open for a
Frances Drake
relatively brief period of time. I
What kind of day wIIloin(Irri
Ti find out what the ..1.1r,say read the would hope that the caucus
hirecast given fir your birth sign
would... sponsor legislation to
move this along."
FoR FRIDAY SEPIF\MLR
The energy board recommendARIES
SCORPIO
ed that TVA's current three!let. 21 iii \o% 211
(N1ar 21 to Apr
•
member board of directors, who
Don't delegate things that you can
The art 4,t genii,. persuit.ion ti irk'.
act as the full-time managers of
do yourself Last minute.,factors may hir you ti ,day Sonie could interpret
the agency, be replaced with a
mean the revision of a business or your will P°'"'t" ,Ls -Won't pow ernine-member, part-time board
investment plan Intuitiiin helps you tonight. Don't be inflexible
that
would function as TVA's
flu 4W
SAGITTARR'S
Ntn-_ 22 to I ter 21;
TAURUS
ct) policymaker.
The energy board also called for
(Apr. 20 to !11,
%% ant time by mitirst•It to
power problems worsen.
Baliles. Chairman of the
Southern States Energy Board.
met with the House TVA caucus
Wednesday to urge congressional
action to implement recommenda-

Your Individual
Horoscope

coE

mit

Igo

Don't he MU 411111111.1111CatIVe With a
close tie You're gisid at reading
between the lines ii iday. Put yourself
in another's place, understanding
come;,
GEMINI
(May 21 to lune 2111
A job hunch is right lb in't tinier-a:innate. it's time to complete a project
Undercurrents affect your tie with a
co-worker.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22i
A child needs to be gently encouraged and' not coerced. Count on your
ESP today in dealings with close ties.
Know when to he silent. Don't force
an issue.
LEO • • •
•
„.
2Ap
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22
• Others tend to exaggerate before
noon. Some get rid of household
clutter today. A free-lance job that
can be done from the home may he
offered to you now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You have firm convictions. hut
these must be expressed giatiously
to be effective today. Don't he
extravagant. Use your imagination.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
Your taste may he changing. Something you collect may no longer be of
interest. Still, you may add a decorative:touch to the home today.

complete unfinished tasks \ our
determination will lead to a pill %%CU
it in- A financial tip cm imes now;
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Ian. fill
Though yOU'rC el" it my al, what you
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP — A
face now may not be a black and fire truck brigade for four nuclear
White ISSLIC See In 01 suits
ari
plants and $203 million in
questiiin that arises. Much tune is payments
to local and state
spent with friends today
governments have been approved
AQUARRS
by the Tennessee Valley
t fan. 2010 h4). Is;
You wiirk hest from behind the Authority's board of directors.
The TVA also approved conSCeneS now and s,hoiglit aviud any;
direct ciinfrontation about business_ tracts that could spend 128.8
million over the next three years
learn fr(int being a a g(iod
(or temporary typists, most to
observer.
PISCES
Arse 'help with paperwork going along
A Feb. 19 to Mar,201
%OW with restart of idled nuclear
You are a forgiving S4 q11. but
plants.
some4ine you meet today; may he
The five fire trucks approved by
prejudiced in outlook Don't waste Chairman Charles H. Dean Jr. and
tune trying to win others over
director John B. Waters Jr. are

part of $2.5 million in new
firefighting equipment ordered to
meet federal safety standards at
TVA nuclear plants.
Dennis McCloskey, manager of
nuclear power support services,
said an additional $4.8 million will
be spent each year for operation
and maintenance of fire crews at
the federal utility's four nuclear
plants.
Three six-member crews will
each work eight-hour shifts at Se-

Ole

fr44
LiAle44e.

20
%;ff
All Table Lamps and Floor Lamps
Many Styles and Colors to Choose From
*Must present coupon before purchase

quoyah, Browns Ferry. Bellefonte
and Watts Bar nuclear plants, he
said. Each crew member will be
cross-trained in other crafts, he
noted.
TVA officials say 120
firefighters will be hired and that
each crew will include two professional firefighters, a captain, a
maintenance pipefitter, an electrician and an auxiliary . unit
operator.
The fire trucks are being
ordered from, Defense Logistics
Agency arid the Defense Construction Supply Center for vehicles
built by Pierce Manufacturing
Inc.
The purchase price is $697,874
and the trucks, equipped with
50-foot cherry pickers, will pump
1,000 gallons a minute, McCloskey
said.

The in-lieu.of-tax payments by
TVA are the highest ever by the
federal utility, which does not pay
state property taxes.
The payments make TVA the
largest taxpayer in Tennessee,
which will receive $125.9 million,
and one of the largest in Alabama,
which will receive $46.6 million.
Other states and their payments
include: Georgia-, $2.4 million: Illinois, $301,378; Kentucky, $13.8
million: Mississippi, $13.3 million:
North Carolina, $740,348; South
Dakota, $35.376; Virginia $518,985.
Payments to South Dakota are
for uranium properties TVA holds
there while the Illinois payments
are for coal reserves TVA owns in
three counties.
The contracts for clerical help
went to Manpower Temporary
Services in Chattanooga and to
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Stainless Steel Coffee Maker
A catered dinner
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agency's problems either
''The problems go beyond personalities,'' he said. ''Thr problems go to the structure of the
agency itself... The last time I
looked, two people could still outvote one "
Rep. Marilyn Lloyd, D-Tenn.,
chairwoman of the caucus, said
she has opposed opening the TVA
Act to make changes in the
agency's structure, but she promised Baliles that the caucus
would "take a very critical look"
at the energy board's
recommendations.
Rep. Don Sundquist, R-Tenn..
said he has decided to support the
recommendations and is willing
"to take my share of the heat" to
see that they are implemented.
"TVA has a short period of time
to get its act together," Sundquist
said. "If we don't make some major changes, the historic benefits
we have enjoyed from TVA are not
going to be there in the future "

753-6575
moo or or or or 40 or

VALUE
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (API
— The U.S. Department of Education has ordered all federal student assistance to Bowling Green
Junior College cut off because of
the school's alleged failure to
repay more than $250,000 in unused assistance and to meet
reasonable standards for
academic progress.
Also, the Office of the U.S. Inspector General is "seriously considering turning the matter over to
the Justice Department for
criminal prosecution." said
Robert Jamroz, special assistant
to the assistant secretary of
education.
The department also ordered
the two-year school to pay a
$500,000 fine.
Six hundred students are enrolled at the college's three campuses
— 350 at the Bowling Green campus, 200 in Glasgow. and another
50 at a new campus in Nashville,
Tenn. The college is a private, forprofit institution that is not connected with any state university.
"The school existed solely for
the purpose of collecting student
aid," Jamroz said.
The cutoff was to take effect on
Wednesday, but the college has
appealed. The appeal will be
heard by an administrative law
judge at a hearing that has not yet
been scheduled.
It is the second time in four
years that the college has run
afoul of the student assistance program. Following similar allegations in 1983, the college agreed to
repay $289,169 in overpayments by
the education department, pay a
fine of $75,000, take over $249,207 in
guaranteed loans, pay the government $63,616 in costs and remove
its president.
The same year, Bruce Ballard,
the college's financial-aid officer,
pleaded guilty to two counts of
making false statements to the
education department and was
given two one-year suspended
sentences in U.S. District Court in
Bowling Green.
Since then, the school has been
required to provide students with
financial aid and then seek reimbursement from the Department
of Education, Jamroz said.
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Upgrade Temporary Services of
Knoxville Each called for $4.6
million in fiscal 1988 with options
to extend the contract by two
years.
"We try to keep an in-house pool
of about 90 people for clerical help
but sometimes our needs go way
over that," said John Thompson,
manager of corporate services for
TVA, who said the temporary help
keeps TVA costs down.
Approximately 70 percent of the
temporary help is typists demanded by the nuclear program, which
is updating its manuals, procedures and other paperwork as it
struggles to restart the Sequoyah
and Browns Ferry plants
TVA's nuclear system has been
idle since August 1985 because of
safety concerns raised by
employees

Junior college
facing cutoff
of federal funds

In percent

'Created between
now and the year 2000

Good through Sat., Sept. 26th

Hwy. 641

porters have opposed his bill
because they fear TVA opponents
could use It as a vehicle to make
other changes in the law that
created the agency.
Baliles said Congress has
amended the TVA Act repeatedly
since it was passed 50 years ago,
and he warned that a failure by
Congress to respond'to TVA's problems now could lead to demands
for more radical changes if those
problems worsen.
"If you don't move now, while
the window is open, what's going
to happen to this legislation when
the roof falls in?" Barnes asked.
"I would think that the (TVA' Act
would be in greater jeopardy in a
couple of years from now" if the
agency's problems persist
Baliles said he does not think
TVA's structural problems can be
solved internally by TVA, and he
said President Reagan's appointment of Marvin Runyon to the
TVA board won't solve the

TVA buys fire trucks for nuclear plants, OKs in-lieu-of tax payments

A

IF Hi iRN Tt )AY y4,t1 have a
definite philosophic bent and are
often creative. A horn critic of society
and its values, you may he drawn to
writing, law and education. You are
inclined to specialize in what you do
and often become a connoisseur. A
tendency to he indecisive can work
against you, though you are capable
of making money through your
creative talents. Be less of a loner and
more willing to share what's going on
inside of you with close ones

the creation of a new position of
chief executive officer with
responsibility for the day-to-day
operation of the agency, and it
recommended that the legislatively imposed cap on TVA salaries be
removed.
Baliles said restoring TVA's
viability and credibility is important to the South's ectinomic
development because of its central role in providing the region
with electricity, one of the most
critical factors in attracting
industry.
And he argued that restructuring the agency along the lines of
the energy board's recommendations would provide the accountability necessary to create public
confidence and acceptance in
TVA's rate-making decisions.
Rep. Ronnie Flippo. D-Ala., who
introduced legislation earlier this
year that closely parallels the
energy board's recommendations,
told Baliles that many TVA sup-
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Jazz pianist McPartland
records; publishes book
By MAR)'CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Billy Strayhorn, whose bestknown composition is the Duke
Ellington Band's theme song,
"Take the 'A' Train," used to go to
the Hickory House in New York
when jazz pianist Marian
.McPartland played there.
When she played his music, he
never made suggestions for improvement, she recalls. He was
much too polite.
Her latest recording, her
seventh on the Concord label, is
"Marian McPartland Plays the
Music of Billy Strayhorn."
She also has a new book published by Oxford University Press,
"All in Good Time," a collection of
articles she has written about jazz
musicips, including alto saxophonist Paul Desmond of Dave
Helen Foley. playing Martha Brewster, at left, and Louise Weatherly, Brubeck Quartet fame and
playing her sister Abby, offer a glass of elderberry wine to their guest, pianists Mary Lou Williams and
played by Gary Glass. The three are rehearsing a scene from "Arsenic Bill Evans.
Longest of the 13 chapters, and
and Old Lace" which opens Friday, October 9 at the Playhouse in the
Park and plays for two weekends. The play was made into a film starr- the only one written for the book,
ing ('ary Grant, and is the most-often requested at the Playhouse. Call is about the International
Sweethearts of Rhythm, an in759-1752 for ticket information.
rho'. b Hi Rice
tegrated, all-girl orchestra of the
1930s and 1940s. Each chapter has
a recently written postscript.
satisfying a reader's desire for up...Head of State," a play reflec- citizens over 50 may be reservdates ahd additional biographical
ting the first 100 years of the U.S. ed by calling the theater box office
facts.
presidency,. will be presented at i5021 762-6797'between 6 a.m.
- And she'll Soon start taping 13
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and 4:30 p.m.
"Marian McPartland'S Piano
Oct. 1-3, at 8 p.m. in the Robert E.
Jazz" shows for her ninth season
Season tickets for Murray
Johnson Theatre at Murray State State's 1987.88 prtiductionsi"Head
on National Public Radio. The
University.
one-hour shows weave in Miss
of State," "Kiss Me Kate." "The
The three-part performance, a Man Who Came To Dinner."
McPartland interviewing a pianolight satire on the trials and Dance Theatre and other student
playing guest with some duets and
triumps of Presidents Washington shows I are available through Oct.
solos by both.
through Johnson, features 11 ac- 3 for $15 for adults. $12 for students
tors and a musician recreating a and senior citizens
schoolboy's view of the presidenty. The show includes music of the
period and slides taken from line
drawings and actual prints.
TRENTON, N.J. AP — Few
"Head of State" is Murray
crimes in history have inspired as
State's entry in the American Colmany armchair sleuths and exotic
lege Theater Festival, a national
solutions as the 1932 kidnapping of
theater education progi%m and
the infant son of aviator Charles A.
competition involving awards.
Lindbergh, and now another inscholarships and special grants at
quiry is about to hit America's
both the regional and national
bookshelves.
levels.
"The Lindbergh Case"(Rutgers
The play is aimed at a reUniversity Press, $22.95, by
examination of the nation's past
James Fisher, a former FBI
and its implication for the present
agent, is the first to be written by a
by placing on stage young actors
criminal justice professional. It
who play at Once themselves and
was compiled after he spent four
the spirit .of.. the .nation's heroes
years poring through evidence arseen both as legends and as 'fallichives, newspaper clippings and
ble human figures," playwright
Murray's Elizabeth Bailey reads a
firsthand accounts of the famous
John Ahart said.
part during rehearsals for "Head
crime.
Tickets for the show — $4 for
of State," a production of the MS1'
Fisher reaches unwavering conadults. $3 for students and senior
Theater,
clusions:, Richard Bruno Haupt-

'Head of State rehearsals underway

Concord plans to set up a special
label, Clayton, and release some
"Piano Jazz" shows as recordings. If they sell, more will be
released. Miss McPartland is
delighted. "People are always
asking where they can get them.
They should be out, maybe, in
time for Christmas."
On "Marian McPartland Plays
the Music of Billy Strayhorn,"the
pianist is joined by alto
saxophonist-arranger Jerry
Dodgion, bassist Steve La Spina
and drummer Joey Baron. Bobby
Short wrote the liner notes.
She recalls that at the Hickory
House, "Billy was always sitting
at the bar, always in the same
place. Naturally it was a good
time to learn some of his tunes, to
try them out on him.
'I think I probably learned all
the tunes of his that I play at the
Hickory House except 'A Train.' It
seems like I knew that tune
forever.
"The only criticism I ever had
from Duke Ellington was at the
Hickory House. He said, 'Oh, you
play so many notes,' in a very arch
kind of way. I thought about it
afterward and I thought he was
telling me not to play so many
notes. I •took that to heart eventually. I'm still trying; I still probably play too many notes."
The pianist says, "Billy was
such a nice person, it's hard to imagine him ever criticizing
anybody. He would just say how
nice it was and how lovely it
sounded. I had to figure things out
myself by trial and error."

Jimmy (Ken Nelson) tries to free himself from the clutches of th,
dastardly villain (former Murrayan Don Maley) during "Enter th •
Villain," the featured melodrama in Market House Theater's "In The.
Limelight." Other highlights of this variety show include the
Elderbloom Kazoo Band, Colossal Carl's rnindreading act plus songs
and sketches. Performances are October 2-3 at 8 p.m. and October 4 at
2:30 p.m. For ticket information, call MHT at 444-6828.

'Kentucky's Clarks available
Kentucky's Clark with Bill Cun- Mississippi, came to Kentucky in
ningham,
published
by 1931 as a teacher and quickly took
McClanahan Publishing House, the Commonwealth to heart.
Inc., is now available in local .becoming the head of the History'
bookstores.
Department of the University of
The book consists of a dialogue Kentucky in 1942.
between Dr. Thomas D. Clark, the
In the book, Kentucky's Clark,
South's most respected historian, the 83 year old historian comments
and Bill Cunningham, lawyer and on numerous interesting subjects to
author from Kuttawa, Kentucky, 'include the famous William
who has written two historical Faulkner, whom he knew while
books himself. The transcribed Clark was a student in Mississippi,
conversation between the two men the role of women in Kentucky,
covers the early life of Clark as politics, and numerous other in
well as his interesting reflections
antecdotes.
on Kentucky's past and present
The book sells for $15.95 retail,
with even a look at its future.
and can be purchased at local
Clark, a native of Louisville. bookstores.

Book investigates details of Lindbergh kidnapping
mann,the German-born carpenter
who was executed for the crime,
was guilty and the investigation
was flawed but brilliant for its
time; the trial was sensational but
probably fair; and the tiny,
decomposed corpse found several
miles from the Lindbergh estate
was unquestionably that of the
aviator's son.
Mobsters, smugglers, bootleggers and even the butler have been
blamed with the "Crime of the
Century," which captured the nation's imagination. In rec
years, 15 people have c
orward claiming they are Lindbergh's abducted son. Hauptmann's widow, Anna, now 88, has
been doggedly pursuing a

WKMS Highlights

,f

91.3 FM

Friday Sept. 23, through Thursday. Oct. I
5;38 m. Morning Edition Terry Gross's Fresh Air joins Morning Edition from 5-9 a m
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio a news magazine .4. the air
6 p.m Radio Reader with lock Este!' 'Witness to a Century
Midnight Monday Thursday An hour of new age music
Friday. Sept. 25
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C B Hunt
8:30 p.m. Nightbeat Mike Rathke offers a program of cool and progressive Jazz from the
505 through the '70s
Saturday. Sept. 16
a.m. Pickin• with A look at new albums in the WKMS folk bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for weekend listeners
X a.m. Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music from the WKMS record
I ibrary
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry- Groce Sukay performs music from the Andean
region of South America
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with John Sheffier Riders in the Sky are guests
3 p.m. Music from the British Isles with Joe Jackson An hour of ('eltic-music
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Marion McPartland's Plano Jazz Guest is Walter Bishop. bebop pioneer
I p.m. Focus on Jazz with Kent Jenkins
7 p.m. The Blues" with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter Music from on of Amen( as
earliest and continuing Jazz forms
14 p.m. Jazz Horizons with Darryl Anderson and Trent 'Mtn)
Sunday. Sept. 27
I a.m. ()pus 87 with Mike Rathke Chamber music and festival performances ,ind
classical music from the WKMS record library.
II a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
I p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 Bobby Bryan features the music of Harry James. Fred
dy Martin. Chick Webb. Tony Bennett. others
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Our Times Interviews and features with WKMS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins
5 p.m. Visit New Grimston, Anyway — "Down is Up' is out"
8:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Tales from the Shadows "The Outsider" by H P Lovecraft
7 p.m. Vocal Chords Faculty members from the MSU department of music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music
M p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sumer
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
le p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday. Sept. 201
5:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The St Louis Symphony Orchestra
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include have McKenna,
Johnny Hodges, Mel Torme and others
Tuefiday. Sept. 29
5:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The teiontreal Symphony Orchestra
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Call for information on weekend specials
Stanley Walker Nitely • Timeout • No Cover

After Hours & Weekends
Call 753.8144
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Kiss Me Kate
November 18,19,20,21

6-Gallon Wet/Dry Shop Vac
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up wet messes or dry' 2 extension wands, and dolly (316-5057)

16-Gallon Wet/Dry Shop Vac
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1 5-HP. Ybu get wands and hoses, nozzle and squeegee insett (316-51071....

Spring Fever(Dance Theatre)
April 7. 8.9

762-4421
Eddie Raven

MURRAY CABLEVISION

Presenting the
1987-88 Season

The Van-Dells

• & in

every strata. It shaped the way we
investigate crime. It made and
broke careers, people killed
themselves during the
investigation."
Pro-Hauptmann students of the
case gloss over the German immigrant's crime record in his
home country, Fisher said.
He said he found no evidence of
a conspiracy theory.

CABLE
\/1519N

8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Red Garland,
Thelonius Monk. Jimmy Rushing, Eddy Davis. and others
Wednesday, Sept. 3(1
6:30 p.m. Evening Classits — Music from Washington — Concert from the Franz Liszt
Centennial Celebration
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Lionel Hampton.
Benny Carter. Stan Getz, Peggy Lee, and others.
Thursday. Oct. 1
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The New York Philharmonic.
11:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Earl Hines, Zoot Sims,
Shorty Rogers. Stan Kenton and others

Head of State
October 1,2.3

it.

wrongful death lawsuit against the
state, claiming they murdered an
innocent man.
Fisher, a professor of
criminology at Edinboro University in Pennsylvania, said he was
drawn to the case after watching a
PBS documentary that argued for
Hauptmann's innocence.
"This case truly got into the
fabric of America. It cut across

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
Adult Season Ticket $15

cowsztroc-o-as-•• t.
America's Locally-Owned, Nationally-Known TOTAL HARDWARE Store

Layaway Now For Christmas'
STORE HOURS
8:30-9:00

Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604
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Meet
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Home Ioam
See Kathy for all your
Real Estate needs

KOPIREALTR
I UD
Home 753-6620

...Office 753-1222

THE
HOKE
COMPANY
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
You lust won't find a better value for your insurance premium dollar than a Homeowners
policy from the Stale Auto Companies As an independent agency representing State Auto, we
offer truly outstanding proSims Auto
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Calloway County senior Fred Jones is congratulated 0 teammates after
one of his four touchdown receptionslast Friday arainst Lone Oak. Jones will play a big factor in the takers' game
at talon Count

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT, INC.
1105 Pogue Ave.

753-1489

All The Way Lakers!
SEE US FOR
'
Feed & Seed
•Horse Care Products
•Fertilizer-Bag or Bulk
•Farm & Garden Supplies
Open: Mon -Fri 7-5; Sat 7-12
Industrial Road
753-1423

Calloway's Carey Alexander gets tackled during a recent game. The
Lakers will bring a 3-1 record into Friday's game at union County.
Union County was one of only three teams to beat Calloway County last
year.

Starks Concrete Works
'Ready-Mix
*Blocks
*Mortar
eSand
*Stepping Stones

*Driveway Tile
*Driveway Culverts
*Septic Tanks
'Pre-mix in bags
*Splash Blocks

We are prepared to do complete jobs!

See us for all your
used parts & used tires

Key
Auto Parts

733-1750

Calloway
County
Vs.
Union
County
Friday night
at Union Co.

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
'85 Pontiac 6000 S.T.E. 34.X X X certified miles
cream outside suede interior, loaded Enjoy
quality & style in this one.
Certified Milea e - Owner Histor

Hwy. 121 South — Murray, KY
(502) 753-5500

Good Luck
Lakers!

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
401 Olive

753-5312

Pre 110 ne-d Car.

MO Main

759-1

GO GET 'EM, LAKERS!
West Kentucky's
Fastest Emerging
Football
Powerhouse!

See Us
for America's
Most Exciting
Cars and Trucks

701 Main Street

A

Established 1956
511 S. 12th

By SCOTT WILSON
The Braves defeated Apollo 21-14
Staff writer
last Friday
WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE —
"Their quarterback is the other
Bill Price, Union County tailback
key to the team. He throws the ball
The Calloway County Lakers
well.' Haskins explained "They
have gathered a posse as they
run out of the 1-formation and the
prepare for their contest Friday at
double tigiht end. It isn't something
Union County. Calloway will come
we haven't seen or can't defense "
into the district game with a 3-1
The Union County dense has
mark and Union County will be
beenstingy this year allowing only
sporting a 4-0 season tally.
26 points to date. The Braves are
Price, a quick senior running
not big on defense, but they use
back, has led the Braves to four
speed and quickness to contain opconvincing wins this year. Union
posing running backs and cover
County has defeated Daviess
passing zones
County. Owensboro Catholic,
'They are led by senior Damn
Caldwell County. and Apollo by an
French at linebacker The fouraverage margin of 17 points.
year starter is the team's leading
"Tackling Price is the name of
hitter. Backing up French is an exthe game. We have to stop hirri,"
perienced secondary. All of the
said Calloway County coach Jack
defensive backs are returning
Haskins. He has shifty moves.
from last year's team "
They use him at wingback. at
"They are quick on the line. but
tailback and as a receiver.
I think we have an advantage
"Last year. we shined his shoes
because of our size We have to
If we shine his shoes again this
manhandle them and open up runyear. I might as well go sit in the
ning lanes.' Haskins explained -I
stands." Union County was one of
hope we can run the ball and have
only three teams to hand the
time to throw it. The big key will
Lakers a foss last year.
be blocking up front on the line '•
Price's stats are impressive.
This game has more than just
He has rushed for 389 yards and
win or a loss riding on it for the ,
has 347 yards in receptions. The
Lakers. If Calloway wins. they will
6-1, 175-pound runner is a talented
be in the driver's seat as far as the
tailback. He compliments his size
district race goes. A victory will
with speed. He runs a 4.5 in the . put them at 2-0 in the
district and
40-yard dash.
tied with Paducah Tilghman for
But. Price is not the only factor
first place. If the Braves win.
in Union County's success. Mike
Calloway will be 1-1 with
Sheffer. the quarterback, gives
Hopkinsville and Paducah
the Braves an added dimension.
Tilghman still ahead on the
The senior signal-caller has a
schedule.
strong arm and has thrown for 469
"I think it will come down to
yards and five touchdowns so far
who gets the breaks," Paris comthis year.
mented. "Both teams are good
"We have done better than ',exteams and this game will go a long
pected," said Union County coach
way in deciding who goes to the
Charley Paris. We are very forplayoffs. It will be a good battle."
tunate to have the record we have.
"We have got our hands full."
We got three turnovers against
relayed Haskins. "If we stop
Apollo and didn't commit any."
Price. we can beat Union County."

Two locations to serve you better
78 N. Main, Benton Rt. 1, Almo
(502) 527-8794
(502) 753-2243

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC

Murray, KY 42071
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By AUTT 141LSO.%
Staff writer
When Murray High coach Jack
Cain walked off the football field
two weeks ago after watching his
team get defeated handily by the
Mayfield Cardinals, he was —
understandably — upset.
So, Cain and his coaches put the
Tigers through tough workouts
these past weeks in preparation
for Murray's game Friday at
Fulton County. They got back to
the basics and ran a "spring
practice "
Cain is hoping that the extra
time and work spent by his
coaches and players will pay off.
"Practice has gone pretty well
over the past two weeks. The kids
have responded to and understood
the coaches," commented Cain.
"We did some tackling, tackling
and more tackling. I think we
could see some results of the practice on Friday night."
And the practice could come in
handy for the Tigers, now 1-2, as
they try to stop a team that is not
quite as bad, as its 0-4 -4ecord
shows.
The Tigers won last year's game
31-0. But Cain warns against
anyone using that game as a
gauge for Friday night's district
contest
Fulton County. a freshmen and
sophomore-dominated team. lost
13-12 to Graves County. 24-0 to.
Lake City, Tenn., 30-0 to Reidland
and 31-7 to Gibson County. Tenn.
Lake City is the only fellow Class
IA team Fulton has faced this
year
The Pilots are led on offense by
sophomore quarterback Terry
Killebrew The 5-9.- 150-pounder
directs the offense well and can
throw the ball. His favorite target
is 6-3. 1s5-pound sophomore
Dominique Hughes. Hughes has
caught two touchdown passes this
season
Freshman Derek Hanes, 5-9.
170. is the fullback and senior
Jamie Anderson. 6-0, 160 is the
tailback. He replaces junior Corey
Smith who broke a leg in last Friday's game with Gibson County.
"They are young a:nd they lost a
lot of seniors." Cain commented.
They are a good team and they
always get after us. They have a
fast running back and a decent
quarterback.
The Pilots are not big up front
and are usually fighting a definite
size advantage each game.
However, they use their quickness
to their greatest advantage.
Jason Howell leads Fulton County at right tackle. Howell is a
junior and stands 6-2 and weighs
220. Freshman Terry Schote, 6-2.
ISO, is at one end and junior Chad
Parker, 5-9, 180, is at right guard.
"They are not big, but they are
quick and quickness- hurts us,"
Cain commented. "We have to be
ready and not make silly
mistakes."

121 Bypass

"Buy Where The Dealers Buy"
See us for all your
used parts & used tires

INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac A
Buick
'Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern'

See Linda for all your
Real Estate needs

SAVE MONEY

753-5315

Key
Auto Parts

A Division of Key Cars,'Inc
Hwy. 121 South — Murray, KY
(502) 753-5500

Murray High Vs. Fulton County
Friday night at Fulton County
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PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
SouthsiOe of the Ct square
753-4451

Agents
Dan McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pete Purdom

GO TIGERS!
MAIO
RX7

CARROLL

323

West Kentucky's Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut
S. 12th St.
GOLF-JETTA

chip Farmer(39) gets swarmed by Mayfield tacklers during Murray's
recent loss to the Cardinals. Farmer
and his MIN teammates will be trying to get back on the winning track Friday
when they visit Fulton County.
Murray won last year's contest 31-0.
-

Shell

AUDI

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

'82 Buick Regal Limited 47,XXX certified miles
jadetone inside & out. Sharp and ready!

Certified Mileage - Owner History
McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pr -Owned ears

Murray's Tommy Zambella (631 leads Jason Sammons up the field. Sammons and Zambella
will try and lead
the Tigers to victory Friday when they travel to Fulton County. Murray is 1.2 on the
year.
"I am really pleased with our
overall attitude and enthusiasm.
The kids never quit," commented
Fulton County mentor Cecil
Wolverton,
The Pilots have had their
troubles on defense. Fulton County
hasn't given up the big play, but
they have had trouble stopping
opponents.
Senior Tony James and Anderson run the FC defense from their
linebacking positions. Freshman
Mike Warren handles the safety

GO TIGERS!!!

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners.

• digite;i3
Hwy 68 at Aurora
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

duties and the rest of the defensive
players jump over from the
offense.
Fulton County's biggest defensive weapon this year has been
Howell. The honorable-mention
all-state punter has been averaging over 40 yards a kick this
season.
"They haven't given up the big
play like we have. They seem to
have given up the long drive,"
Cain commented. "I think we can
hurt them off the pass and by run-

ning off-tackle. If we can't run offtackle, we will be hurting."
Running at all may be a problem for the Tigers. Chip Farmer
and Ricky Garland are injured
and-are not expected to see action
in the MHS backfield Friday.
Chandler Stroup and regular
quarterback Jason Sammons may
be used to carry the ball.
-Our kids are fired up." Wolverton said. "We are feeling good as
we head into the district
competition."

701 Main

759-1839

Enjoy A Delicious
Mr. Gattis Pizza Anytime!
Stop By After the Game!!!
Dine-In, Pick-Up or Delivery

The best pizza in town.
804 Chestnut

753-6656

"See me forall
Allison
Thotog(aphy yourfamily
f)( I-

-.53-8809

Good Luck
Tigers!

MURRAY
insurance needs.'' ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"All The Way Tigeis"
Lke a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

Jane Rogers
207S 6th St
753-9627

401 Olive

753-5312
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GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!
We Know
A Winner
When We See
One!
See Us
for America's
Most Excitiro
Cars and Trucks

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, KY 4207)

Good Luck
Tigers!

WAL:MART
Hwy. 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9: Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-6

We have Murray & Calloway
Printed Sweat Clothing
For The Game

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SAIRT IN YOUR LJFE"
1203 Chestnut Street
Murray

7,3-8844

I wife Shire
4=11Rt
-74/teSavit.ry.PL-ie

CFestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6
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Nuggets

Racers look to overcome loss in Louisville
From MSt. Spoils Information

Camp winners
• Several area basketball plia c ers w ere winners at the FreedHardeman College Basketball Camp recently.
Jeremy Latimer, Hazel, won the Free Throw Award and was
chosen an All-Star of the junior high division. He was joined on the
All-Star team by Dominic Guzman, Puryear. Tenn. Guzman was also
a member of the championship team.
Kevin Kent, also of Puryear, was on the junior high championship
team as well and Puryear's Mike Owens was one of the 3-on-3 champs
and on the high school division's championship squad.

In the wake of a Saturday night
• which saw the first loss of the
season and the loss of an allAmerica candidate to injury, the
Murray State University football
team must regroup and take to the
road again, this time for a date
with Division I-A foe Louisville on
Saturday. Sept. 26. Kickoff in Car-

dinal Stadium is scheduled for 7
p.m. EDT
Not only did the Racers drop
their first decision of the season in
a 21-17 loss at Western Kentucky,
they also lost the services of senior
wide receiver Stanley Howard,
who is sidelined six to eight weeks
with a separated collarbone suffered against the Hilltoppers

• Several local runners took home honors at the United Way 5
kilometer run in Paducah recently.
Ken Harrison. Hardin, was second overall with a 17:15 run. Tim
Jones, a Murray State student, was close behind, coming in fourth in
17:30.
Dr. Karl Mowery was third in the 46-50 age division in 21:08 and Ted
Vaughn finished in the same division in 24:47.
Karl Wuest was second in the 50-56 in 22:17 and Adam Lanning was
second in the 56-up group with a time of 21:05.
In the women's division, Murray's Eva King took home first
overall and first in her 30-35 division in 21:19.
Ann Henry, Murray, won the 46-50 age group and was third overall
in 23:24.

By The .Associated Press

• Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F. and A.M. will sponsor a "Just for
Fun" golf tournament, Saturday, Sept. 26 at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Four-man scramble teams will be drawn after all participants
have registered.
Registration is from 8-8:40 a.m. with tee-off at 9 a.m. There is a $5
entry fee in addition to green and cart fees.
Proceeds will go to the building fund. For more details call Gary
Williams at 759-1865 or Billy Galloway at 753-2831.

1986 NFL salaries

1.

Qua-tart:lacks

S333,600

2.

$230,000

3.
4.

Runn:ng backs
Defensive linemen

$225,500

Linebackers

$198,000

5.

Receivers

$197,000

6.

Offensive linemen

$194,700

7.
8.

Dcten7ive backs
Kickers

$106,000

9.

Tight ends

$164.600

10.

Punters

$107.000

Average

$178,000

Note: Average salary of all players is $203,565
Chicago Trib ioe Graphic: Source: Sports IndLmtry Nit r.:
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500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
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Ends
Monday

Visa-MC-Discover

Chicago's Shawon Dunston and Ryne Sandberg had more than just problems in the field yesterday. The Phils blanked the Cubs 5-0. ".

By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA Negotiators. still stalled on free
agency, tried again for a settlement in the NFL strike though
chances seemed slim that games
could be played this weekend.
Talks to end the three-day
walkout broke up early today after
-81.2- hours of actual bargaining.
which started Wednesday afternoon. It was the longest session
since a round of talks on April 20.
Players, meantime. were still
on picket lines where, occasionally. things got ugly.
In Houston. a busload of
substitute players was pelted with
eggs and a rock smashed a
window.
The Washington Redskins went
to court after striking players
pounded a bus carrying subs to
workouts.
In Kansas City, there were
unloaded shotguns, a slashed tire
and shoving.
Among those reporting for work
were union defectors Randy White
of the Dallas Cowboys and Mark

Gastineau of the New York Jets.
As for Sunday's games. it didn't
look good.
"I wouldn't be encouraged that
this weekend's games are going to
be played," said Tex Schramm of
the Dallas Cowboys, one of two
team presidents attending the
talks.
The league was expected to
make its decision about the games
today.
While Wednesday's sesSion got
under way at 3 p.m. EDT. talks
didn't shift to free agency - the
key issue - until just before
midnight.
The union has demanded free
agency for players with four
years' experience. The owners, so
far, have refused to modify the
current system under which
teams are compensated if a player
signs elsewhere. Only one player
in 10 years. Norm Thompson, has
changed teams under that system.
Just after talks ended at approximately 3 a.m., Schramm told a
news conference free agency was
keeping both sides far apart.
'Our position is that if free

HIGHTAIL IT TO THE
Ammo Blow

0.......

Out

... .

•IS.A-1:.....

It \

agency is not going to be resolved,
then we're not going to make progress toward an agreement," he
said.

I

Dove Quad
f,:..
1
. p
/
//

Childers optimistic

'Toughest schedule ever'
awaits 1987 Lady Racers
From Hsi Sports Information

After posting the best record in
Lady Racer history last season.
Murray State head basketball
coach Bud Childers has no easy
task in quest of the coveted Ohio
Valley Conference championship.
"From top to bottom, this is the
toughest schedule we've had in the
four years I've been here," said
Childers after reviewing the
1987-88 slate.
Two tournaments and 10 opponents who won at least 15 games
last year highight an attractive
schedule - at least for the fans.
"We are committed to
upgrading the caliber of opponents
we are playing," said Childers.
"Part of that upgrading has to do
with moving toward playing strictly Division I opponents, which will
help us as far as NCAA recognition
for post-season opportunities."
Twenty of the 22 opponents are
Division I affiliates. But the exceptions - Tennessee-Martin and
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville are no pushovers.
Tennessee:Martin, which opens
the Lady Racer regular-season on

Nov. 27, is considered to be a Top
20 talent in Division II. Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville. which hosts
MSC Dec 13. won 17 games. last
year.
After the season-opener. the
third annual Hawaiian Tropic
Lady Racer Classic takes center
stage on Nov. 30. The first night of
the Classic is part of a Murray
State first - a basketball
tripleheader.
After Western Illinois and
Tennessee-Chattanooga kick off
the tournament, the Lady Racers.
take on Western Carolina, followed by Murray State men against
Southern Illinois.
During the New Year's holiday.
the Lady Racers travel to sunny
DeLand, Fla., for one of the top
women's basketball tournaments
in the nation - the Stetson Holiday
Classic. MSC plays three games in
three days. against North
Carolina-Charlotte. Miami of Ohio
and Marshall.
The always-challenging OVC
season begins in January, with
conference newcomer Tennessee
State opening the schedule.

OPENING SOON!
Our "Touchless Automatic"
Car Wash

A
-

.,4•
Remington

No Brushes-No Scratching
Remington .22 LR
Cartridges

Fiber Glass Insulation

96

Sale1.

Great for plinking, target shooting or small game hunting' Long rifle
"
velocity. 100-pack 1607-45951

4' X8'

8' Treated

80 lb

Treated
Lattice

Landscape
Timbers

Concrete
Mix

Remington Dove/
Quail Shells

sail 3.49

Shotgun 12 or 20 gauge, 23/4"L a8 shot Box of 25 1607-01481

Rag

Construction is almost
complete. All our selfservice bays with foamy
brushes and pre-soak are open.
Watch for

OMNI)OIDEV!VC!

14wOa
r rgtUe
s.
0
1Wat.
America's Locally-Owned, Nalionally.Known TOTAL HARDWARE Store

499

•

"We reiterated our position
they reiterated their position
Then Gene Upshaw said, 'Let's
break

-a - "
',J....Ice...
mt....

REMINGTON

CertainTeed El

4

Twins 4, Rangers t

Dan Gladden. whose two-run
homer tied the score in the sixth
inning, hit a tie-breaking triple in
the eighth that led Minnesota past
Texas at the Metrodome
The Twins increased their lead
over Oakland to five games with 10
remaining for each team
Roy Smalley singled with one
(Cont'd on page 13)

•:o.

Insulate now andlike up to $30. Help take
the bite out of winter energy costs and CertamTeed
will reward you for doing it. With $1 back on
every bundle you buy-up to $30.
You can get a rebate on each package you
buy of CertainTeed Fiber Glass Insulation-up to
30 packages in all. See our display for details.
Offer limited and expires October 25, 1987.

219

Tonight, the Detroit Tigers and
Toronto Blue Jays begin the
business of determining who rules
the best division in baseball.
The two teams. fresh from victories Wednesday night, start a
four-game series in Toronto with
the Blue Jays holding a half-game
lead over the Tigers in the
American League East.
George Bell hit his 47th home
run and Jim Clancy pitched a fivehitter as Toronto beat the
Baltimore Orioles 6-1. Bell leads
the majors in homers and with
runs batted in with 132. Toronto
has won four straight and 16 of the
last 21.
Doyle Alexander, acquired by
the Tigers in mid-August, raised
his record to 8-0 with Detroit with
a two-hitter in a 4-0 victory over
the Boston Red Sox
Alexander and Clancy are
scheduled to pitch against each
other Sunday_ Tigers ace Jack
Morris faces Mike Flanagan

NFL negotiators try again; violence erupts in strike

"SPECIAL- OF - THE - WEEK"

BUCKABUNDLE
REBATE
DISPLAY.

tonight.
Toronto beat Baltimore in 12 of
13 games this season. Detroit was
12-1 against Boston.
Alexander, obtained from Atlanta for a minor leaguer, pitched the
seventh two-hitter of his career.
Both hits came in the first inning
and he retired the final 22 batters
in his third shutout since joining
the Tigers
Alexander is 20-3 lifetime in
September. including 5-0 with
Detroit.
Blue Jays 6, Orioles I
Bell hit his 47th home rim and
Clancy pitched a fivehitter for
Toronto.
Bell has the most home runs in
the league since 1969 when Harmon Killebrew led with 49. Clancy,
15-10, won his fifth straight deci..
sion.

AmeHcan

Just for fun

Position

Part of the problem, according
to Mahoney, came in the offensive
front, where "we weren't blocking
the nght people," he said. Intent
on solving the problem up front, he
will start what he called "the best
five linemen on the field."
The revamped front line will
consist of right tackle Greg Hurd,
(Cont'd on page 13)

Battle among best to begin,
Cards, title remains on hold

nited we run

Rank

Howard's injury was one of a
number of lowlights in the loss to
Ma',according to MSU first-year
head coach Mike Mahoney.
"After looking at the film, I can
see why we lost." he said. "We
didn't play with a lot of enthusiasm We had a chance to put
them away, and we never did. We
lacked a killer instinct."

STORE HOURS:
8:30-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
•
753-8604

I

VISA

1

to
L

BOYD'S CAR WASH
514 South 12th (Next to D & W)
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Former Laker center starting for Louisville

Racers not likely to catch Douglas off guard
Allen Douglas is a fighter. He
fought a learning disability in
elementary school. He fought his
home town in choosing a college.
He's currently fighting the hardships of starting center as just a
sophomore and to top that off, he's
having to fight back from the flu.
Douglas left Calloway County
High School in 1986 as a fallen
hero. Strongly recruited by the
University of Kentucky, he disappointed many of his followers by
electing to Attend the University of
Louisville.
However, people accepted his
decision and continue to follow his
career, which has been another
fight.
Douglas, 6-3, 248 pounds, has
built himself up to become
Louisville's starting center in just
his sophomore season. It's a position, he's worked hard for and will
fight to keep.
"I have to work at it keeping
his spot p every day," Douglas said
in a telephone interview. "As long
as I can stay in good health and
keep my lean weight down. I ought
to be alright. There's something
about this game that you learn
about every day. You can always
improve."
For Douglas, improving can be
translated into increasing.
Douglas went from 226 pounds to
262 this summer before slimming
down to his current playing weight .
of 248. That weight should be up a
little by the end of the season, a
season which has already seen the
Cardinals win a big game against
Tulane before falling to
Cincinnati.
"That was a great win for us."Douglas said of the Cards' opener
"Everybody was exciting going in
and 'everything worked out.
"I was more excited about -the
opportunity than nervous about it
I looked at it as an opportunity to
help the team."
Most games are like that for

hometown faithful that make the
journey to Cardinal Stadium to
back the Racers.
-It will be special for me, but I
try to minimize it," he said. "It's
just one game for us, like all the
others."
Entering his second year at
Louisville, Douglas has found his
home in more than just football.
His grade point average is above
3.0 on a four-point scale and has

Clay
Court
By Clay
Walker
Sports Rafter

centers. especially Douglas who is
as team -oriented as a Cardinal is
red.
"I want to know everything
about our next opponent," he says.
"The more you know about a
team, the better prepared you are
to match up with the guy across
from you."
He knows quite a bit about Murray State which visits Louisville
Saturday
"They have a good team with
lots of great backs," Douglas said.
"They traditionally have a good
defense and I know coach I Mikel
Mahoney. He'll have them up for
us."
The Cardinals will likely be
"up" as well, having lost an opportunity to beat Purdue in their
latest game, settling for a 22-22 tie.
Although MSU blew a 17-3
halftime lead in its 21-17 loss at
Western Kentucky last Saturday,
the pressure of ,this weekend's
game seems to be on Louisville's
offensive line.
"I'm awfully disappointed in the
group and have told them so,
coach Howard Schnellenberger
said at his weekly news conference. "And I think they're
teammates are awfully disappointed in them."
The Cards have been limited to
just 36 yards rushing in their last
two contests and have allowed 10
sacks for a total of 101 lost yards.
For Douglas. who was released
from the hospital for treatment of
the flu last week, the pressure is
also felt by playing in front of the

CLASS RINGS

This offer
expires I I :t0,87 and
IS lo h ised only.h yr the
purchase 4rAr,caed
Siladium H.S. Class Rings

Cook's Jewelry
J473
874

Central Shopping Center
BRING TNIS AO

Murray
753-1606

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGE
Last Division
Pet.
L

GB

41105 al. LIE AL,11
East Ins islets
It
L
Pet.
GB
St Louis
89
62
589 —
New York
87 65
572
24
Montreal
85
66
563
4
Philadelphia
76
76
500 134
Pittsburgh
74
71'
457 15Is
Chit ago
72
79
477 17
%est Division
54
I.
Pct.
GB
San Fran,isco
83
85/
546 —
Cinc annuli
75
76
497
71
,
Houston
72
79
477 104
Los Angeles
66
86
434 17
Atlanta
83
65
433 17
San Diego
64
87 424 Isis
Ncelnesda,'s Games
Philadelphia 5 Chicago 0
San Diego 6 Cincirmati 4 13 innings
New York 4 Montreal 3
Atlanta 5 Houston 4
Pittsburgh 2 St Louis 0
San Francisco 9. Los Angeles t•
Thursday's Games
San Diego 'Jones 8-6 , at Cincinnati , Hoff
man St-10,
Philadelphia ,K Gross 9.14. at Chicago
Maddux 6-13,
Houston , Ryan 8-14 , at Atlanta ,P Smith
1-2,
Montreal 'Martinez 10.3, at New York
AgUllera 10-2
Pittsburgh , %Salk 7 2, at St
Louis
Magrane 8 7.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St Louis at Chicago
Houston at Cincinnati
Pittstfurgh at New York
Montreal at Philadelphia
San Francisco at Atlanta
San Diego at Los Angeles

MILV.AUKEE BREWERS —Named Duffy

Dyer manager of Denver in the American
Association and Dave Machemer manager
at El Paso of the Texas League
National League
MONTREAL EXPOS—Renewed their
working agreement with Indianapolis of the
Ameri?an Association for 198f•

Larry Krouse insurance
759-98881

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
Brian Fisher had the magic touch.
Fisher pitched a two-hitter for
his third shutout of the season and
Pit.tsburgh defeated St. Louis 2-0
Wednesday night to stall the Cardinals' pennant drive.
The defeat reduced the Cardinals' lead over New. York to 212
games as St. Louis' magic number
remained at nine. The Mets beat
Montreal 4-3. Any combination of
St. Louis victories and New York
defeats totaling nine would give
the Cardinals the division title.
Mets 4. Expos 3
Gary Carter went 4-for-4 and
drove in three runs and John
Candelaria won his first game for
New York as the Mets beat Montreal at Shea Stadium.
Candelaria, obtained from

team, it also serves as the final
tune-up before the Ohio Valley
Conference season gets underway
Oct. 10, when MSU must travel to
pre-season league favorite
Eastern Kentucky.
The match-up with the Cardinals is the 15th meeting between
the two schools, which were
charter members of the Ohio
Valley Conference in 1948. The
Racers are 6-8 against Louisville,
with a 4-5 road record. The Racers
have outscored the Cardinals in
Louisville, 152-96, with an average
game going to MSU by a 30-19
count. The Racers have scored an
equal amount of points (1521 at
home and on the road against Li

California on Sept. 16, pitched six
innings and allowed three runs
and five hits.
Giants 9, Dodgers 8
Kevin Mitchell and Chris Speier
drove in two runs each in a five.
run, seventh-inning as San Francisco rallied from a four-run
deficit to beat Los Angeles at
Candlestick Park.
Braves 5, Astros4
Albert Hall led of the ninth inning with a triple to complete the
cycle and scored on a wild pitch to
lift Atlanta over visiting Houston.
Hall singled in the first inning,
doubled in the fifth and hit a home
run in the sixth before tripling
against Dave Smith, 2-2.
Phillies 5, Cubs 0
Lance Parrish hit a two-run
homer and Bruce Ruffin pitched a
six-hitter as Philadelphia blanked
Chicago at Wrigley Field.
Padres 6, Reds 4
Randy Ready and John Rruk hit
home runs with two outs in the 13th
inning to off Jeff Montgomery to
lift San Diego over Cincinnati at
Riverfront Stadium.
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155J80R13

$32.95

205/75R14

165/80R13

$39.95
$42.95 -

205/75R15

$54.95

4
- 15/75R15

$57.95

185/75R14

$46.95

_225 _figIi.15

$59.95

195/75R14

$49.95

235/75R15

$62.95

185/80R13
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League soccer
Goblins eat up
Red Devils 2-0
The Green Goblins shut out the
Red Devils in boys under-10 soccer. Josh Arant and Greg Miller,
who combined with Ross Clark for
the shutout, scored the Goblin
goals in the defensive battle.

ARRIVA $4
5
095i ,,, .,,F,
,, bite)...
RADIAL

all

.
--: •441

WHITEN ALL SIZE
$50.95

205/75R14

$71.95

165/80R13

$53.95

205/75R15

$76.95

185/80R13
1135/75R14

$58.95

215/75R15

$80.95

$64.95

225/75R15

$84.95

195/75R14

$68.95

235/75R15

$88.95

155/80R13

Our Price
For This White
Letter Radial
EAGLE ST RADIAL
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Carroll VW Inc.
World's Finest Imports
753-8850
Monday thru Friday 7:30 till 5:00

ANCIENT
VOLKSWAGEN
PROVERB
"Anything adjustable will sooner or
later need an adjustment...."
Our mechanics have the know-how and the special tools
and equipment to set your Volkswagen right again And
because we re so good at what we do we can make this
amazing offer at an equally amazing low price

COUPON
SERVICE BONUS CERTIFICATE
VALUE ON SERVICE PURCHASE OF
$5.00
$10.00
$15.00

$15 TO $4995
$50 TO $99 99
$100 & MORE

Coupon valid thru 12-3147
Present this coupon at tirn• repair order Is written
—Crisdll Cards Honored—
Visa • Mis•tercard Discover American Empress Chevron

Jim Carson

William Vance

Service Manager

Parts Manager

Call Per Your Appolotmant

$51.95

Traction
:4---L-ImprovedWeather
In Any
.50-,„,.- =

WHITEWALL SIZE

Enter ArtCarved's Super Bowl Sweepstakes!

Siladium't
Class Rings

Farm Stare Farm Insurance Companies
•lotices
rgePfr

insurance.

Photo cceurtes) of The Courier Journal
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05 The
/ All-American

10101 o&am

Louisville's Allen Douglas

The St. Louis Cardinals' number
for clinching the National League
East remained on hold because

ALLAMERIC N
99
ARTORVED

ate

ednesday 's Transactions
American League
BOSTON RED SOX—Offered Bill Fischer
pitching coach. Walt Hrintak first base and
batting coach. Joe Morgan third base
coach and Rae Slider, bullpen coach oneyear contracts
CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Released Doug
r ,..(88,8. third baseman

National

THE

St

609
59
92
66
s53
84
546 10
83 69
71
71‘
483 llits
63
kb
414 30
,
65
379 351
Sit
Nest Division
Pct.
GB
L
Minnesota
82 70 539
Oakland
77 75 507 5
77 497
Kansas Cit>
76
Texas
71'
71
483
California
72
Si
471 104
Seattle
70
82
461 12
Chicago
84
447 14
66
Bednesdas's Games
Toronto 6 Baltimore 1
Detroit 4 Boston 0
Cleveland IS Oakland 6
Minnesota 4 Texas 2
Milwaukee 6 New York 7 iii innings
California 10 Chicago 6
•
Kansas City 9. Seattle 0
Thursday's GILIlles
Detroit , Morris 18-9. at Toronto
Flanagan 5 7 ,
Texas • Hough 17.11, at Minnesota , Viola
16-9
Boston . Sellers 7•81 at Milwaukee • Homo
10-7,
at Oakland
Chicago !Bannister 13 II
'Davis I-0.
Only'games scheduled
Friday's Games
California at Cleveland
Detroit at Toronto
New York at Baltimore
Kansas City.al Minnesota
Boston at Milwaukee
Chicago at Oakland
Texas at Seattle

Royals 9, Mariners 0 '
Mark Gulalcza pitched a five.
hitter and struck out a career-high
11 as Kansas City won at Seattle.
Bill.Pecota and Larry Owen hit
consecutive home runs in the
fourth inning in support of Gubicza. 12-17
Angels 10, White Sox 6
Brian Downing's RBI single
and
broke an eighth-innin
California went
beat
Chicago,

chops," he said. ''lf we go up there
and play the way we did Saturday.
we'll get embarrassed very easily.
They've got a good quarterback in
Jay Gruden, who has a good arm
and has recovered well from his
off-season knee surgery."
On the strength of Gruden's accurate 1.544 completion percentage arm, the Cardinal's of coach
Howard Schnellenberger have
compiled a 1-14 record, their most
recent outing a 22-22 tie at Purdue
last Saturday. UL opened the
season with a phenominal second.
half comeback to defeat Tulane
42-40, then lost to Cincinnati by a
25-0 count.
The Cardinal offense has come
primarily from Gruden, who has
passed for 681 yards, an average
of 227 yards per game. His favorite
receiver is fullback Rodney
Knighton, who has hauled i 18
aerials for 228 yards and four
touchdowns. UL has averaged 28
rushes per game, as opposed to 36
passes.
The UL contest not only pits the
Racers against a Division I-A

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

That's

Toronto
Detroit
Milwaukee
New York
Boston
Baltimore
Cleveland

Racers look to overcome..(('oord from page 12)
transplanted left tackle Richard
Watson at right guard, center
Marshall Sills, Brian Collins or
Mark Burke at left guard, and
Eric Crigler at left tackle.
To shore up the lack of depth at
wide receiver with the loss of
Howard, the Racers will look to
redshirt T.R. Robinson and
freshman walk-on Richard Miller
to back up freshman James Huff.
At runningback, Mahoney hopes
to welcome back senior tailback
Bill Bird, who sat out Saturday's
game with a sprained ankle and
turf toe. It was Bird's 75-yard
screen pass reception which
scored the wining touchdown with
27 seconds left the last time MSU
visited Louisville, back in 1984, a
26-23 Racer victory.
Critical to Murray State's hopes
for victory, according to
Mahoney, is a return to the spirit
which fired the Racers to their two
victories this season.
"I imagine Louisville is up there
looking at the film from the
Western game and licking their

*Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

been perfect in classes in his communications major.
Off the field, Douglas enjoys the
Cardinals' other sports, although
they don't have the same place in
his heart as football. He frequents
U of L basketball games, but most
of his time is directed toward
football.
After all, for a sophomore who's
starting center at a Division I program, it's one fight after another.

Major League Baseball...
((oat'd from page 12)
out in the Minnesota eighth off
Jose Guzman. 14-12, and Gladden
followed with a triple. Don Baylor
hit a pinch-single with two outs to
score Gladden.
Indians 8, Athletics6
Joe Carter drove in four runs,
giving him 100 RBI. and his tworun single broke an eighth-inning
tie that sent Cleveland over
Oakland.
Brewers 8, Yankees 7
Bill Schroder and Mike Felder
hit run-scoring singles in the bottom of the 10th inning that rallied
Milwaukee over New York.
The host Brewers scored the tviig
in the ninth against Dave
Righetti, 8-5, and scored twice
against him in the 10th

SCOREBOARD
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56
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WHITEWALL SIZE
115'70R13,
67.95
18570R13. $70.95
195,70R13, $73.95
195'70R14, 476.95
205 70R14 $80.95
215 70R14 $83.95

WHITE11ALL SIZE
225, 70R14 $85.95
225,70R15 $89.95
235,70R15. $92.95
215/65R15. $87.95
205 60R13. $78.95
21560R14 $84.95

YOUR
CREDIT'S
GOOD AS
GOLD!

9HITE% ALL SILL
195 60114
$77.95
235 60R14 $89.95
245 601114 588.9.5
245 60R15 $95.95
255 60R15 $98.95
275 soRis $106.95
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r
woo 0000 °°°°
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Goodyear s new credit card is honored at Goodyear Auto
Service Centers, Goodyear franchisees, and thousands of
participating independent dealers nationwide Come in
pick up an application, get quick credit approval today.
\ 1 qo honored 'American Express 'Discover 'MasterCard 'VISA

Ends September 30

Jones Goodyear
721 S. 12th St.
753-0595
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Poll: most Americans approve
U.S. military actions in Gulf
NEW YORK 1AP - A majority
of Americans support using U.S.
Navy ships to protect foreignowned oil tankers in the Persian
Gulf. even though they also
believe the action is likely to get
the United States involved in a
war according to a CBS NewsNew York Times poll.
Among the poll's other findings:
- Most Americans approve of
the U.S. military attack on an Iranian ship that was laying mines in
the Persian Gulf, but think Presi(lent Reagan should seek congressional approval for keeping U.S.
forces in the region.
- And Americans still are
largely undecided whether Judge
Robert H. Bork should be confirmed to the Supreme Court.
The poll, conducted Monday and
Tuesday and released Wednesday.
found that 60 percent of those polled said they approve of U.S. Navy
ships being used to protect
foreign-owned oil tankers. while 32
percent disapprove and 8 percent
had no opinion.
Fifty-five percent of those questioned think sending the U.S. Navy
to the Gulf was likely to get the
United States involved in a war, 36
percent think it unlikely and 9 percent had no opinion.
The highest majority found by
the poll involved the helicopter
raid on an Iranian vessel Monday
night in which five Iranians were
reported killed and 26 were
captured.
Seventy-eight percent of those
questioned approved of the
helicopter attack on the 1,662-ton
Iranian vessel Iran Ajr, while 8

percent disapproved and 14 percent had no opinion.
Sixty-three percent of
Americans believe Reagan should
secure approval from Congress to
keep the U.S. Navy in the gulf, the
poll indicated, while 33 percent
think he should make his own decision and 4 percent had no opinion.
The attack Monday was the first
direct American attack on Iranians in the two months since the
United States began protecting
shipping in the Gulf. The United
States agreed to protect the
tankers of Kuwait as the sevenyear war between Nan and Iraq
spread to all commercial shipping
in the gulf.
Reagan has resisted invoking
the War Powers Act, which requires that a president inform
Congress within 48 hours when introducing troops into a situation of
"imminent hostilities." The
troops must be withdrawn within
60 days unless Congress
authorizes their deployment,
although the president can ask for
a 3Q-day extension.
The poll also asked respondents
what they thought of Bork. Sixteen
percent said they had a favorable
opinion of the Supreme Court
nominee, 26 percent said they had
an unfavorable opinion of him, 18
percent said they were undecided
and 40 percent said they did not
know enough about him to have
formed an opinion.
The poll of 836 people throughout
the United States was conducted
by telephone: it has a sampling error of plus or minus four percentage points

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to ail
those who what where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more Call

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

On the road again

House-passed Contra Aid extension
faces little opposition in Senate

States with most road mileage
In thousands of miles In 1985

Texas

282

Missouri

199

California

174

1

Illinois
Kansas

135

132.4

Minnesota

132

Michigan

118

Pennsylvania

116

Ohio

113

Iowa

1

112

Chicago Tnbune Graphic by Tim Williams.
Sources: U.S. Department of Transportation.
Federal Highway Administration

Seven state troopers allege in suit
they were improperly demoted after
detail to guard governor and others
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP Seven current and former Kentucky State Police troopers allege
in a suit against the state that they
were improperly demoted after
finishing stints on a detail to guard
the governor and other highranking officials.
But the chief attorney for Kentucky State Police said it was
departmental policy that assignment to the Executive Security
Detail and its accompanying pay
raise are temporary.
The suit was filed Monday in
Franklin Circuit Court.
Five of the plaintiffs are still
troopers: Jim Antle, Dunnville:
John Conley, Cynthiana: Dan
Drury, Lawrenceburg: Charles
Riggs, Benton, and Terril
Stephens, Frankfort.
The other two - William Starks
and Joe Witherspoon. both of
Frankfort - have Since left the
state police.
Named as defendants were KSP

8.50°A

Commissioner Morgan Elkins,
former commissioners Marion
Campbell and Kenneth Brandenburg and the Justice Cabinet.
The Executive Security Detail
guards the governor, lieutenant
governor and, in some instances,
cabinet secretaries.
Capt. Larry Fentress, the state
police's attorney, said the
agency's position is that "it has
not done anything improper or
Jrilawful" in cutting the rank and
pay of former detail officers.
"There is a state police policy
that this is a temporary assignment with a temporary pay increase," Fentress said.
The suit's allegation that
troopers were dot aware of the
policy "is a disputed issue of fact"
for the court to decide, Fentress
said.
Antle left the security detail in
June 1979. Conley in September
1985, Drury in November 1985,
Riggs in October 1977, Starks in
December 1979. Stephens in
March 1985 and Witherspoon, two
terms, in 1979 and 1985, according
to their complaint.
They seek various amounts of
back pay. pension and retirement
benefits.

on 42 Months

WASHINGTON (AP ) - No major opposition is expected when
the Senate next week takes up a
stopgap spending measure that includes $3.5 million in new
-humanitarian" aid to the rebels
fighting Nicaragua's leftist
government.
The House on Wednesday approved the spending bill, which is
backed by the Reagan administration. The vote was 270 to 138.
A leading Senate opponent of the
Contra rebels, Connecticut
Democrat Christopher Dodd, said
the additional aid is at odds with a
five-nation peace agreement signed in Guatemala on Aug. 7. and is
not needed because the Contras
still have unspent money from the
current year's $100 million
allocation.
"But I'm not going to make a
fight over it," Dodd said through a
spokesman
Other than the Contra money.
which is intended to buy items like
food, clothing and medical supplies. the spending bill is relatively uncontroversial because it
merely continues government
operations at their current levels
through Nov. 10. It is necessary
because current appropriations
expire Sept. 30, the end of the
fiscal year
House Speaker Jim Wright, D.
Texas. said he expects the new
money to be the last U.S. aid ever
.sent to the anti-Sandinista rebels
because of increasing optimism
that the peace process will
succeed. -The evidence indicates to -me
reason to be -optimistic - still
guardedly, but less guardedly
than before," Wright said
Wright cited as signs of progress
the pledge by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega to begin a partial. unilateral cease-fire, the
reopening of the opposition
newspaper- La Prensa, the
resumption of broadcasts by a
0-rrin Catholic -operated radio
station and the appointment of a
reconciliation commission led by
Cardinal:Miguel Obando y Bravo„
the Sandinistas' most prominent
domestic critic
"All of these give me reason to
have hope." Wright told reporters.
The Reagan administration has
signaled its intention to ask for
$270 million iii.neW Military aid (Or
the Contras over,. 1S months if the
peace plan fails

The vote came a day after President Oscar Arias of Costa Rica
traveled to Capitol Hill to appeal
to lawmakers to "take a risk for
peace" and put off further talk of
military aid to the Contras at least
until Nov. 7, the target date for a
regional cease-fire. He did not object to the relatively small
humanitarian aid extension,
however.
Managua's cease-tire announcement drew a skeptical response
from the administration. State
Department spokeswoman Phyllis
Oakley said Nicaragua was engaging in mere "cosmetic gestures"
in that and other steps it has taken
to comply- with the peace
agreement.
Oakley said the reopenings of
the newspaper and radio station
"do not constitutethe advent of
freedAn of the press in
Nicaragua" because the media
will not be permitted to report on
the two most important subjects
facing Nicaragua: the peace process and the economy.
In Miami, Aristides Sanchez,
one of six members of the Contra
political directorate, said the
rebels will not respect the ceasefire. "We take it as a simple
publicity stunt on President
Ortega's part," he said.
But President Vinicio Cerezo of
Guatemala. while conceding that
the
rpseN
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"maintain a more open position"
toward any peace overtures.

Smokers
Of cigarettes
Percent of U S men and women

1970

75 78B0 83 86
74 76
85
Chicago Tribune Chart Source
Cente,s tog DSOS** Control

SNAPPER

Certificates
of
Deposit

Fall Clearance Sale
Consumers know best. That's why SNAPPER
is America's number one choice in rear engine
riders. SNAPPER has spent over thirty-five
years perfecting the best eluipment available
Consumers won't settle for less. SNAPPER quality
and versatility give them what they need

SNAPPER FEATURES INCLUDE:
Hl-VAC' CUTTING DECK: Cuts grass evenly.

DISC DRIVE: Provides on-the-go shifting through
five forward speeds

AUTOMATIC BLADE STOP: Instead of seat
switch that stops engine

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS: Maintain your lawn
year round
Visit your SNAPPER dealer today

Vacuums clippings with ease

A division of Fuqua Industries

Model Number

300855

30"
8 h.p.
Electric

Reg. 11538.95 with bagger
Save 1200.00

Yes, you can now earn
8.50% on our 42-mos.
certificate. Check our
other attractive rates!

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Membe
r FDIC

(substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal)
Rates change each Tuesday

4

1338.95
Less '139.95 FREE BAGGER

'46.03 per month
00
Sal
e
Pri
ce
or
199
36

., 17.92 A.P.R.

Through September 30

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-2571 or 753-4110

JOIN THE MILUONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.
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Friday,Sept. 25

Saturday, Sept. 24

Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a football game
with Union County near Morgan.
field at 7:30 p.m.

ty. For information call 762-6851.
- --Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
OVC rival Tennessee State
University at 7 p.m. in Racer
arena. Admission is free.
- - -Murray State University Racers
will play University of Louisville
in football game there at 6 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Outdoor Sportsman's Rally at Hillman Ferry
Campground; Introduction to
Bowhunting at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Toys and Games from
2 : 3 0 to 4 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon, Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and WKAA at 7 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; bowhunting
season opens for deer and turkey
in Kentuckyand Tennessee
portions.

Saturday, Sept. 24
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F 4LA.M. will sponsor a "just for
fun" golf tournament at 8 a.m. at
Miller Memorial Golf Course. For
Information call 759-1865 or
753.2831
- - -Bicycle Rodeo will start at 9
a.m. at A. Carman at Expo
Center, College Farm Road.
--- The Liberty Boys will be
featured at a gospel singing at 7
p.m. at Independence United
Methodist Church.
---Eighth annual Ladies' Day will
start at 9 a.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
---Bonita Hopkins, founder and
director of PACA, will be honored
at a potluck birthday meal at 2
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
--- PAWS Pet Fair will be from 10
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Depot in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Admission is 50 cents or one bag or
box of pet food.
-- - Tutor training session for adult
reading program will be at First
Christian Church following a luncheon at 12:30 p.m. for all former
and new tutors. For information
call 753-1993.
---Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 12 noon at club house.
- - -Dance featuring music by Reaction will be from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
- --Paris Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
have its 13th annual seminar at
8:30 a.m. at Elks Lodge, Paris,
Tenn.
---Sunburst U.S.A. Beauty
Pageant will start at 9:30 a.m. at
Holiday Inn, Murray.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 6 p.m. at North Branch of
Peoples Bank to go to Murray
State to play volleyball. For information call Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---CTBS Test of Basic Skills will be
given from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom: and
Speech and Hearing Screening
will be given from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
in clinic of Special Education
Building, Murray State Universi-

Sunday,Sept. 27
Mr. and Mrs. S.S. Turnbow will
be honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 1
to 4 p.m at home at 1618 College
Farm Rd
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Oakley will
be honored on 50th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2
to 4 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
---Mr. and Mrs. John W. Evans
will be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
12 noon to 2 p.m. at Center at St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming.
---Prince Hall Day will be
celebrated at 4 p.m. at Wayman
Chapel A.M.E. Church.

V9•99
PACK
I 15CARRY
PIECES

I

Sunday, Sept. 27
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church will have its homecoming
---Potluck supper will be served at
5 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist
Church prior to start of youth
revival.
Gospel singing featuring Gail
McEwen will be at 3 p.m. at St.
John's Missionary Baptist Church.
- - -Dexter Holiness Church will
have all-day services at church.
- --Walk for World Hunger,
organized by Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, will start at 2
p.m. at Murray High School track.
For information call 753-3714.
---AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
- --Events in Land Between the

Sunday, Sept. 27
Lakes will include Outdoor Sport-sman's Rally at Hillman Ferry
Campground, Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2

Sunday, Sept.27
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Deer Of LBL At 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Putting the Garden to Bed at 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm.

We have
Mobile Home
Insurance!
Tony Boyd

Call us for a
quote today!

WESTERN KENTUCKY INS.
TONY BOYD AGENCY
302 N. 12th

11%

Coupon good for 15 pieces chicken
(white/dark) Buy up to two with this
coupon
Is dte
Good at KFC Restaurants

I Offer I., tpires
November 3r
1987

lienatVA

I

45•99
.
I

9 Pcs CHICKEN
Coupon good for 9 poi chicken (white/dark) Buy up to 2 with this coupon Good
at KFC restaurants listed below
Otter Expires
Noember 30
1987

You know that no one cooks up tender,
juicy chicken like Kentucky Fried Chicken.
"It's finger lickin' good".
And right now, the Colonel's cooking up a
real nice deal on America's favorite chicken.
Just clip these coupons and take 'em to the
chicken experts. And you'll find out why
Kentucky Fried Chicken
does chicken right.

9 SMALL
SIDE ORDERIN
DRINK

19
° 6
Viel),50

Chose any one of our delicious side
orders and a small drink for only 99C
with - any item purchased at regular
price Good only at KFC Restaurants
listed

1$4.29

Offer Expires
November 30
1181

FEEDS 2

Items recovered
from Titanic
now on display

Coupon good for 5 pcs chicken, 2 small
potatoes with gravy and 2 biscuits Good
at KFC restaurants listed below
Offer Expires
November 30
1901

liseir
ogop.
v-

I

$1 59
2-pc SNACK
1 BISCUIT

PARIS ( AP ) - A delicate pair
Coupon good for 2 pcs chicken and buttermilk biscuit Combination white/dark
of gold spectacles protected by a
orders No limit with this coupon Good at
leather case during 75 years on the
KFC restaurants
ocean floor was part of the fir§1,
listed below
public display of items recovered
Offer Expires(2
0300
from the wreckage of the Titanic.
2-pc DINNER
November 30
The display also included a
Coupon good for 2 pcs chicken, Wesilver ladle and a cracked whiskey
toes & gravy, coleslaw and buttermilk
bottle.
biscuit Combination white/dark orders
Among the items that were not
Buy up to 4 with this coupon Good at
displayed was a bag of loose,
KFC restaurants
rough-cut diamonds recovered
listed below
•
from the ship, said an official inOffer Expires
volved in the salvage operation.
November 30
Coupon good for an order of six of our
During the summer, divers
delictoos chicken livers No limit with this
11*7
spent 55 days scanning the
coupon Good at KFC restaurants listed
wreckage and retrieving the first
below
objects ever taken from it. About
100 reporters gathered for the
Offer Expires
lielltipto
I
unveiling of the items at a
November 30
laboratory treating the pieces for
1987
NUGGETS COMBO
exposure to saltwater.
FRIES & BISCUIT
•
Jacques Montlucon, a
spokesman for the Electricite de
Coupon good for 6 Kentucky Nuggets
order of Kentucky Fries and buttermilk
France lab, donned thin rubber
biscuit No limitewith this coupon Gptod at
gloves and pulled the items one by
KFC restaurants
one from their container.
vielr
impto
listed below
"Oh my," he said upon seeing
I MEDIUM DRINK
00
Offer Expires0
the gold spectacles, in mint condiNovember
30
Coupon good for a free medium drink
tion and still in the leather case
with the purchase of a 2 pc or 3 pc
1987
bearing the name of the Paris optidinner at the regular price Good only at
cian who made them.
KFC restaurants listed below
Montlucon also displayed a pale
Offer Expires
woo
I November 30
green whiskey bottle, with a small
crack in its side and filled with
murky water; an elaborate bronze
2-pc COMBO
grill used to cover a duct on the
Coupon good for 2 pcs chicken, pota
ship; a silver ladle, its engraved
toes & gravy, large buttermilk biscuit
handle covered in a tar-like
Combination white/dark orders No limit
with this coupon Good at KFC restau
substance; and a fluted serving
rants listed behow
bowl.
A leather valise containing
coins, bank notes and loose, uncut IOffer Expires
November 3000
0
diamonds also was found by
Murray - 1 1 1 3 Sycamore 753-7101
divers, said Eric Isphording, 16 1987
Mayfield
- 121 S. Paris Road 247-6443
Jack
Marshall,
Franchisee
president of the French Institute
(
iO
.1111 t
for Research and Exploitation of
the Sea

$2.29

I

I

1)*

viellow

CHICKEN LIVERS

$1.99

FREE

I
I

c00%

AMap
lie013
pow

I

-

753-5842

•
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MSU-TV is back on the air

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Grace P. Irvin

MSU-TV 11, the student-run
television station at Murray State
University, resumed operations
for the 1987 fall semester the week
of Sept. 21.
— Newscenter 11" will once

again be aired at 6 p.m Monday
through Thursday. The new fall
Mrs. Grace P Irvin, 78, of 717
Michael Irvin, Sheila Irvin, Cullen
anchor line-up features news anReginald V. Williams, 87, whom he had been
Sycam
ore St.. Murray, died
married for 14
Moody ,.and wife, Barbara, and formerly
chorplarming director Amy L
of the Pilot Oak com- years; one son, Glynn
Wedne
sday
at
2:55
p.m.'
at
West
Williams,
Candi
Glass, all of Murray, Mrs. munity, died Wedne
Bryan, a junior from Murray; and
sday at West
Murray; one daughter, Mrs Dons
Keith (Charissa.) Finney, View
news anchors Jennifer A. Dunn, a View Nursing Home, Murray.
Nursing Home, Murray.
Bradley, Murray; one grandson,
A former employee of Murray
Charleston, S.C., Christopher
senior from Union City, Term.,
A
retire
d farmer, he was a David Williams; one greatHosier
y
Mill,
Inc.,
she
was
a
Glass
and
his wife, Robin, Cabot, member of Pilot
senior Shelley L. Howell of MurOak Church of grandson, Michael Williams.
Ark., and Mrs. Pat (Carmen) Cor- Christ.
ray and Susan M. Warren, a junior member of Grace Baptist Church.
Born
July
17,
1909,
in
Stewa
rt
so. San Jose, Calif.
from Clay.
Born Jan. 3, 1900, in Graves
Services will be Fnday at 2p m.
Six great-grandchildren are County. he
The weather anchors are Roger County, Tenn., she was the
was
in
the chapel of Jackson Funeral
the
son
the
of
late
daugh
ter
of
the
late Alfred Cullen
Geremy Harper, Murray. Rachel Bob Willia
D. Seay. a senior from Piqua.
ms and Faye Dance
Home, Dukedom, Tenn Richard
Futrel
l
and
Ella
Vinson
Futrel
l.
Finney, Erin Finney and Michael Williams
Ohio, and Rhonda L. Smith, a
Adams will officiate.
She is survived by her husband, Finney, Charle
senior from Paducah. Back-up
ston, S.C., and
His
first
wife,
Burial will follow in tuba
Mrs.
Jewell
Roy
Irvin,
to
whom
she was marCasey Clark and Raven Clark, Williams.
weather anchors are Larry W.
to whom he was mar- Church of Christ Cemetery.
ried
on
Sept.
10.
1927;
three
Cabot, Ark.
Newcomb, a freshman from Benried for 50 years, died in 19T1'.
Friends may call at the funeral
The funeral will be Friday at 2
ton and Kevin R. Birdwell, a daughters, Mrs. Robbie
He is survived by his present
home
after 5 p.m. today
Treva
than,
Murra
y,
Mrs. Robert
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- wife, Mrs.
senior from Buena Vista, Tenn.
Verdie Williams, to (Thursday
(Ellar Moody and Mrs. Cecil
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J.
Covering sports are sports
(Catherine) Glass. Rt. 8. Murray:
Burpoe and the Rev. Jack Jones
directoranchor Michelle Babb. a
will officiate.
junior from Sacramento; Dean one son, Wien E. Irvin and wife,
Alma, Rt. 4, Murray: a sister-inBurial will follow in Murray City
Rowe, a senior from Central City,
law, Mrs. Isie Elkins, Rt. 4. Cemetery.
sports anchor; and Willie E.
Friends may call at the funeral
Thomas, a senior from Ecorse. Murray.
Eight surviving grandchildren
The Department of Chemistry at
home after 2:30 p.m. today
Miss., sports reporter.
and the University of Louisville as
are Mrs. Gary (Sandra) Harper, (Thursday I.
Murray State University will be
As anchors at MSU-TV, they will
Elizabeth Dole
the only institutions of higher
able to introduce students to the
appear• two nights a week on
education in Kentucky with this
MI Age: 51
advanced technique of magnetic
"Newscenter 11," which is broadcapability
•Birthplace: Salisbury. N C.
imaging thanks to a $50,000 grant
cast to approximately 15,000
Vandegrift said the spec•Family status: Married to
from the National Science Founhomes in the Murray-Mayfield
Sen Robert Dole iR -Kan.).
tromet
er will be available for use
dation
( NSF 1.
area.
Senate Republican leader and
in
under
graduate laboratories and
Accor
ding
to
Dr. Vaughn
Also, working with "Newscenter
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP ) — The teriin joint Appropriations and
possible presidential candidate
research protects in 19$h.
Vande
grift
,
chair
man
11"
is
of
second
the
-year assignment president of Blue Cross tit Blue Revenue Committee bordered on
•Education: Duke University.
department, the grant will be used
editor Mandy Murphey, a senior Shield of Kentucky Inc., appearing the confrontational at
The NSF grant. titled "Integrabachelor s degree in political
times.
to purchase a Broadband FT
from Princeton, and news director
under subpeona before a
science. 1958. postgraduate
"It looks like you were in a bad
tion of Multinuclear Magnetic
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Angela M. Hazel. a graduate stu- legislative committee, today deal ... and late payment was
work at Oxford University,
Resonance Spectroscopy into a
just Spectrometer. Univer
England 1959. master's degree
sity funds
dent from Clarksville. Tenn.
vigorously defended the com- an excuse to get of it," Rep. Fred
Modern Chemistry Laboratory
in education. 1960. and law
will also be used to purchase the
John Dillon, an instructor in the pany's decision to cancel a group Cowan, D•Louisville.
program," was written by four
told
degree. 1965. Harvard University
$120,000 piece of equipment.
Department of Journalism and health insurance contract for state
Sutherland.
members of the MSU chemistry
•Public office: Secretary of
The instrument allows the strucRadio-TV and executive producer workers and school board
"I'm
facul
going
ty: Dr. Oliver Muscio.
to
let
that
be
your
U S Department of
tures of molecules to be determin- associ
for the show, said. "Some great employees.
words." Sutherland responded.
ate professor: Dr. David
'Transportation since 1983
ed by measurements of the
improvements have been made on
G.
Dougl
Suther
as
Suther
Owen,
land
land
said
associate professor. Dr.
he
said
he
had
been
•Previous positions: Assistant
response of their component
the set. We've installed video believed state officials reneged on
meeting with state officials for two
Jeffrey Anderson. assistant proto the President for public liaison.
atoms to radio signals when fessor
monitors in the news desk and on an agreement to renegotiate rates months in an atte
. and Dr Arlene Courtney,
1981-83. Chairman of Reaganmpt to samples are
placed tp an intense
both
sides,
of
the weather area to of the contract after the company renegotiate rates, which he said
Bush presidential campaign.
assistant profelsor Ms Courtney
magnetic field. Murray State will
help our anchors better present began losing millions of dollars.
1980. Federal Trade
the contract allowed.
will serve 'as director of the
join
the University of Kentucky
their material."
Commission. 1973-79: deputy
Blue Cross & Blue Shield's monBut when state Personnel Comproject.
director Office of Consumer
He added, "We're striving for thly income from the contract's missioner Thomas Green
well
Affairs. The White House. 1971an air of professionalism this year premiums was supposed to be bet- notified him on Sept
10 that the
73: associate director, legal
to bring our viewing audience
ween $7 million and $8 million but contract's terms would not be
affairs. 1968. and executive
news that is both interesting and
delinq
uencies in payment had changed, Sutherland said Blue
director. President's Commission
relevant to their lives."
averaged $1.7 million every month Cross & Blue Shield had nto choice
for Consumer Interests. The
MSU-TV 11 is one of more than
since July 1986, Sutherland said.
except to cancel the remaining
White House. 1969-71: practiced
100 affiliates of National College..
His appearance before the in- year of the two-year contract.
law. Washington D.C. 1967-68;
UNITED NATIONS I AP — The an immediate cease-fire
in the
Television ( NCTV I. a service basstaff assistant. Department of
United States called a meeting Iran -Iraq war.
ed in New York City. which proHealth. Education and Welfare.
with the Soviet foreign minister to"The first step should be an
1966-67
vides a variety of programs to colday after he expressed differences arms embargo. to preven
t the flow
leges and universities across the
Chicago Tribune Graphic,
with an American-British call for of arms to those wishin
g
to ignore
Sources Who s Who in America.
United States. Programs include
a worldwide arms embargo the U N. and to prolon
g the conChicago Tribune news reports
cartoons, documentaries, conagainst Iran.
flict." he said
certs, and comedy shows.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Iraq has said it will abide by a
A. Shevardnadze told the U.N. cease-fire if Iran will.
Iran has
Prices as of 10 a.m.
General Assembly Wednesday
said it will observe an informal
Industrial Average
+5.55
Goodyear
73% +'t
that the body should seek a ceasecease-fire while an impartial
Previous (lose
2.585.61
1577/1 +3% fire in the Iran -Iraq war and
board looks into who started the
Air Products
48% +11/6
Ingersoll Rand
451/2 +1/4 establish a panel to judge
"Working with you — working for you."
war, and will embrace a truce if
A.T.C.-Class A
who
25%B 25TAA
Jerrieo
18s/4B 18/
1
4A
34
AT&T
%
40% + 14 started the conflict. Another Iraq is identified as the aggressor.
limart
Soviet official questioned the efBriggs & Stratton
In his speech to the General
381/4 unc
Kroger
33% +1/4 fectiveness of an embar
7
/
Chrysler
go
Assem
bly,Shevardnadze said "It
J('Penne)
43 -%
+%
A State Department officer said
CSX Corp
is necessary to try to secure. conPenwalt
36%
Auto — Homeowners — Mobile Home
%
42% + ,4
Dean Foods
the Americans requested this currently and immediatel
Quaker Oats
33% -1/4
52% -%
y, a
Life — Health
Dollar Gen. Store
afternoon's meeting at the United
91/4B 96/4A
Sears
wit
cease-fire
and to work for
Exxon
Texaco
W/s -1
/
4
establishment of ) an impartial
41 +1
/
4 States U N. mission to discuss .the
in% .11/4
Ford
7-year-old war after Shevardnacize
Time Inc.
600 Main
10i%
body
to investigate the question of
+
I/
3
753-0489
G.A.F.
651/4 -1/4
clearly refrained from endorsing
1.•.S.Tobacco
respon
sibility for the conflict "
23
%
'
1
/
11
General Motors
Wal-Mart
His statement appeared to sup31% +1/4 sanctions.
GenCorp. Inc.
Wendy's
106% •1
/
4
Earlier, Britain's foreign
port Iran's insistence that the
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
.8.21 secretary. Sir Geoffrey Howe, truce not begin until the impart
ial
called for an arms embargo
body is established.
414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON
against Iran. Howe's statement
Iraq, the United States. Britain
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
was particularly significant and France have
Chain Saw
insisted the war753-3366
PAT GOSSUM
because Britain is one of the five
ring nations agree to a cease-fire
permanent U.N. Security Council first.
members whose vote would be
Iran says the Persian Gulf war
essential to approving an arms started with an Iraqi
invasion in
embargo resolution.
September 1980 Iraq says it began
The United States and Britain
weeks earlier. with Iranian arare the only permanent members
tillery attacks on border villages
to publicly endorse an embargo.
Soviet Foreign Ministry
Reg. $199.95
The Soviet Union and China called
spokesman Gennady I. Gerasimov
Wednesday for more diplomacy. told a U.N. news confer
SALE
ence later
while the French foreign minister
that a cease-fire and investigation
said an arms embargo was "one of should start at the same
time, but
the possibilities."
added, "They are not our last
The five countries' foreign
ideas. They are a point for
ministers will meet informally at
CS-21106
discussion."
12„ Bar
a luncheon Friday in an effort to
He said other ideas include an
resolve differences.
arms embargo. but such a move
Addressing the 159-nation body
might not be effective since
Wednesday, Howe said an Iranian - weapons could be
Reg. $249.95
bought on the
attack on the British tanker "Genblack market.
SALE
tle Breeze" in the Persian Gulf
French Foreign Minister Jean
Monday was,the "last straw."
Bernard Raimond told reporters
He said the 15-nation U.N.
Wednesday, "I have not called
MULTI-FUNCTION MIXER
CS-200Evt
Security Council should now enpublicly or an embargo on arms to
14" Bar
force its resolution, passed
Iran" but said it was "one of the
Manufacturer s
unanimously July 20. demanding
possibilities."

Reginald V. Williams

Resigning

Murray State receives grant

President defends decision

U.S. to meet with Soviets
on conflict in Iran and Iraq

IT17,-,

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market

Ross Insurance Agency
Call us first & check our competitive rates.

FALL SPECTACULAR

SALE

YOU PICKED A
GREAT TIME TO BUY
A WASHER & DRYER

$15995

KITCHENAID

$21995

Suggested

Retail Prici

Reg. $399.95

$27995

SALE

$29995

CS-410EVL

18" Bar
K45SS

Models
KAWE900. KEYE900,KGYE900
KAVVE800. KEYEBOO. KGYE800

Reg. $469.95
Marl In Rebate $70
Your Final Cost

$39995
Murray
Home & Auto
CII-SSOInft

Murray

With the
purchase of any
) KitchenAid
Washer and Dryer

Offer valid through October 31 1987

20" Bar

Chestnut Street
753-4110 or 753-2571

Ara.

For the way it's made".

Ward & Elkins
Murray

Downtown on the Square

733-1713

Fall Savings
New Ideas...

Holland Cards & Gifts
'Halloween
Cards & Candles
'Pewter Oil Lamps •Dried Appl
e Wreaths
•New Shipment of foikart pictu
res

Selected group of items
25-50% off

Holland Drugs
Downtown Murray
753- 46?.t
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THE ACES

"Listen. I've tried to communicate with
him, but As's like 0 broken record:'None
of your bee's wax, none of your bee's wax."
—

BOBBY WOLFF

CLASSIFIEDS

-He who does anything because it is
the custom makes no choice.''
— John Stuart Mill.

One of the most troublesome areas for the average player lies in
covering honors. In general, one
should cover an honor only when doing so will promote an intermediate
card for his side.
South ruffed the third club and led
the heart jack. West covered impulsively and the defense was finished.
Dummy's ace won, and declarer
now drew trumps and surrendered a
heart to West, making four spades.
Since the bidding marks South
with a five-card heart suit, West
should be in no hurry to establish a
quick heart winner. He can afford to
duck South's heart jack, hoping that
South will lose control.
When South continues with another heart, West ducks again and dummy finesses. East ruffs and returns
a trump and South is helpless. If he
draws trumps, he loses another
Answer to Previous Puzzle
heart and if he doesn't draw trumps,
East enjoys a ruff of dummy's heart
,LT-E 01 L;PIIL'A 'A, 1
ace.
,AIR
IDA
IDEA
Today's game hinges on which
A I
REP
PRANCE
side has control. If West releases
ELL
NET
SER
control of South's known side-suit,
PAGE
‘l)
i.im
E GI. South has an easy time. If West
ATE
EAGER
DOT
keeps control of the side-suit, South
ARRANT
AU
TE
loses control of the whole hand.
AO) Al L
ESSAY
NORTH
9-24-A
r NCE
AN
OPT
•10 7 3
OPS
HIITill
LAD
•A 8 7
'AG
POLITE
TEE
•A J 8 3
, .
REAL
COT
ZERO
.+K 74
WEST
EAST
Y S E ,F1
SEA
ALLY
+985
+64
•4
•K Q 3 2
DON
6 Black
•9 7 4
•K 10 6 5 2
7 Army off
1 Buddy
10
3
+A 96 5
Teutonic
Q
.
.
1
8
2 Veneration
deity
SOUTH
3 Thick slice
9 Wine cup
4 Fluid
•A_K Q J 2
10 Equality
dressings
•J 10 9 6 5
11 Antlered
5 Pretenders
•Q
animal
17 Woolen shirt
48 2
/0
11
8
9
with hood
Vulnerable: Both
19 Cooled lava
Dealer. South
20 Fed agcy
'4
The bidding:
21 Lean-to pl

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Dance step
4 Wearying
time
9 Mimic
12 Shoemaker s
Tool
13 Reddish yellow CO101
14 Bad prefix
15 Meadow
16 Preposition
17 Brad of
hockey
18 Kevin of
Footioose
20 Calcium
4 symbol
Saint abbr
23 Roman
bronze
24 Pittsburgh
player
28 Cut of meat
30 Having more
lines
32 large bird pl

1

2

34 Paddle
35 Sandarac
tree
36 Twisted
39 Theater sign
abbr
40 Slumbers
41 Ms Fabray,
to friends
43 Grad -to-be
44 Near
45 Cancel
47
Here to
Eternity
50 Punctilious
person
51 Mature
54 Succor
55 Royal
56 Mountain
pass
57 Mom s
partner
58 Shoulder
wrap
59 Sweet potato

4

3

12

13

15

16

5

6

'

17

U

18
21

22

28

i9

20
24

21
29

32

34
38
41

40UUUU
44

48

ill

27

35

37

47

26

11

30
33

36

25

39
43

41

45

•

50

Si

54

52

53

56

UU•59

55UUS
58

57
U

22 Dravadian
24 Lasting for
years
25 Broadcasts
26 Rends
27 Mistake
29 Ponder
31
-- Patrol
33 Vapor
37 Choose
38 Hang loosely
42 Greek letter
45 Jason s ship
46 Resembling
openwork
fabric
47 Novelty
48 Inlet
49 Unusual
50 Fondle
52 Tibetan
gazelle
53 Shade tree
55 Rupees
abbr

South
142
3•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2•
2+
4+

East
Pass
Pass
All pass
Opening lead: Club queen

Lega

Legal
Mildred S. Robertson, Route #7, Box 65,
Murray, KY Guardian for Keith Lynn
Jones, Route *7, Box
65, Murray, KY 42071
Minor.
Guy Billington, 1006
Sharpe Street, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased. Ted Franklin Billington, Gatesborough
Circle, Murray, KY
42071 Co-Executor.
Robert Hugh Billington, 1208 Dogwood
Drive, Murray, KY
42071 Co-Executor.
Anna Ruth Harris,
1008 Payne Street,
Murray, KY 42071 CoExecutor. Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Wells Overbey, 1507
Sycamore
Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Deceased. Joyce R.
1507,,
Overbey,
Sycamore
Street,
Murray. KY 42071 Executrix. James M
Lassiter, 204 South
Fifth Street, Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Hilda Gail Foutch,
213 South 11th St.,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased.
Elsie
Snyder,213 South 11th
St., Murray, KY 42071
Administratrix.
Joseph W. Bolin, Main
at Sixth, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Brooksie W. Maddox, Route 01, Box 45,
Hazel, KY
42049
Deceased. Cathey
Maddox, 5663 Encino
Cove, Memphis, TN
38115 Administratrix.
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse Bldg.,
Main St., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Viola
Whitt,
Calloway
County,
Kentucky Deceased.
Clarence
Edward
Whitt, E 3 Coach
Estates, Murray, KY
42071 Executor. Geo.
Edward Overbey, 291
Main St., Murray. KY
42071 Attorney.
Dan Winters, Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, Guardian
for Michael George
Winters and Leigh
Winters,
Ann
County,
Calloway
Minors.
Kentucky
Vicki R. Jones, 105 N.
6th Street., Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.

LEGAL N9TICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Carolyn Alton, Executrix, of the 'estate
Perry,
Annie
of
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before October 5, 1987, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

1

1

Legal

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by J.W.
Williams and Hilton
Williams, Executors
of the estate of Gladys
Williams, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before October 5, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
David Bonner, Administrator of the
estate of Phillip Bonner, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before October 5, 1987, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Maria Menz, Administratrix of the
estate of Edward S.
McKinzie, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before October 5, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Charles Eldridge, Administrator, estate of
Lonie T. Eldridge,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before October 5, 1987, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. WilsonCircuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Bank of Murray Trust
Department,
Executor, of the estate of
Samuel
Hess
Crossland, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before October 5, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

2

Notice

Thanks
to you...
it works...

United Way

_

EZZE1131E
2y

AUG

BID WITH THE ACES
924B

South holds •9 8 5
IP 4
•K 10 6 5 2
•A 9 6 5
North South
1•
ANSWER: Two diamonds. A hefty
raise, but no other bid is more
descriptive
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LUCY! OUR LAST GAME
OF THE SEASON! WE
COULD HAVE LOON!AND
NOW SUMMER'S OVER!

71-10W VFALL 60T
COULD
IN MY
YOU MISS i EYES!
IT?!

1St
r+4.
NANCY

SHOW
de TELL

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
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Fall Dress Sale

_25.00 *

30.00 * 35.00

Reg.To 60.99 e(Assorted styles in Junior, Misses, Petites & Halfsizes.)

I HEAR THEY
MADE THE
OBSTACLE
COURSE.
TO

OH -OH!
I DON'T LIKE
THE LOOKS
OF THIS

HOW COULD
THEY? IT WAS
TOUGH ENOUGH
AS IT WAS

5.99

Knit Turtlenecks
Reg. 10.99 (Assortment of fashion colors in S.M.L.)

Poz;

6.99

Fall & Winter Handbags

Reg. To 11.99'(Many styles including clutch, shoulder & handbags.)

Iiiiku<E12

112113321=011
I'LL KEEP HIM
LAUGHING.
WHILE YOU GET
THE AUTHORITIES

9.99

Palmetto's Pants
Reg.To 23.99 *(Great new Fall fashion colors. Junior sizes.)

10.99

Novelty Shirts
Reg.To 20.99 *(Stripes, solids & patterns. S.M.L.)

10.99

Sweater Vest

Reg.To 26.99 (llandknit vest in assorted colors & patterns )

14.99

Novelty Sweaters

Reg.To 31.99 *(Great selection of colors in stripes & solids. S.M.L.)

14.99

Nationally Advertised Jeans

BLOND'S
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY,
HONEY
-,„, _
_
DEAR

PET

_

AND WE CAN SPEND T3-4E

PIT
SHOP

-s

A

WHY,
WHATS

-

71. :-"- ir

THE
MATTER

SHOPtc.
S
-,-..,.....
'
C'. -r----

YOU'RE MAKING MY LOVEBIRDS PEEL INADEQUATE
•
,
Ait
-ix6

(LEASE MOVE ON

4

,

Reg.To 39.00 *(Levi's, Lee, Bonjour & others. Many styles including
basics, prewashed & stone-washed. Junior & Misses sizes.)
,

Linen Unconstructed Blazers

19.99

k4'
ket-'

THE PHANTOM

Reg.To 31.99 (Linen Blazers in lovely colors. S.M.L.)

All Winter Coats Now Reduced 20%
Iwzim
5.00 Will Hold
196
Your Layaway!
1=1

MY OFFICE PEALS WITH
HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS,
WE'VE ENDLESS
REPORTS FROM
THERE
te'

wsh.
r.1,411

rik

ear

\\
rr0

ti

Central Shopping Center

Murray

t6;f4• 1.11

f.4
1

WE SENT OUR BEST
A6En1T, ANAlL JON5,70
FIND HARP EVIDENCE —
HE DISAPPEAREa„

WE Hoc1VE„
RESERVATIONS
,ARE YOU
TELLING us„
Nor TO
'2

4
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. 188'7

CLASSIFIED
2 .Notice

6

Help Wanted
ACTIVITIES assistant
part time, 20 hours
weekly, must be fiexi
be, enthusiastic. ex
perienced in geriatric
programs. Call for ap
pointment Fern
Terrace Lodge 753 7109
E.O.E
EXPERIENCED com
Puter operator needed
immediately. Send re
some to: P.O Box 117,
Benton, Ky.

6

Help

Wanted

24

Mairay Ledger & Times

Miscellaneous
1 GREAT recipe Mor
fling Glory Muffins
Send $2 plus self
addressed stamped en
velope to Box 19, New
Concord, Ky 42076.
1 5 CARAT diamond
earrings for sale, like
new Call Scott Wilson
753 0586
5 x 2 0 & 7 1 / 2 x 24
SPACES now available.
Call Hendon's Mini
Storage. 753 7618.
ALL chain saw chains
20% off Stokes Equip
men?, industrial Road,
753 1319
BETTER built storage
buildings, now on display at Treas in
Murray. 8'x12' starting
at $585
Call L E.
Williams 489-2663.
CHAIN saw sale Sach
Dolmars saws Exam•
ple of the savings Model 112, 3.1 cu inch
with 18" bar
now
$299.95 save $50 With 2
year warranty
Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
DIRECT comics and
games. If interested
call' 762 4305 ask for
Casey_

26- TV -Radio

32

Apts tor Rent
37 Livestock-Supplies
38 Pets-Supplies
38 Pets•SuPPi1 4 %
1 bedroom apartment
EXCEPTIONAL saddle AKC registe
red
poodle
Lease and deposit No horses 5 year mare and
GRE
A-T Dane puppies
puppies, $100. 437 4785
pets 1539208 after
3 males, 4 months oit:
yearling filly Serious
BEAGL
ES for sale
I $40 each 753 7161
4P.M
inquiries call'759 4414,
have 4 good rabbit dogs
I OR 2 bedroom apar
PARAKt-E-TSF ISH pond stocking
,--17 9s
for sale or trade for
tments Murray Manor
Cockatiels, $49 95.
Catfish, Hybrid bluegill, guns 753 7161
Apartments 753 8668
Conures, $49 95.
Bass, Crappie, Minnows
BEAGLES for sale, Senegal Parrot,
E qual Housing and Triploid 'grass calls
$4995
season
huntin
g
dogs
Opportunity.
Ring Neck Parakeet
Delivery will be Mon
Also shot gun reloacier 539 95. and
also Poodt•
1 or 2 BEDROOM day, September 28,
for )2 and 20 gauge
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
Puppies
apartment near down
Paradis
Southern States Co op.
502
437
4313
after
4P
M
Kennels 753 4106
Murray, Ky. t502) 753
12x50, 2 BEDROOM, town Murray. Call 7531423 Time 4 SP M call
good mattresses, hot 4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
Public Sales
41
your local store to order 41
Public Sales
water heater, used 1 436 2844.
year, 1 owner, wheels 2 BEDROOM duplex, or call toll free 1 800 643
etleong dept
GENERAL mainten
1 1'2 bath, carpeted, 8439
included. Good condi
• t-ssing on letters &
ante man. Some ex
SIMMENTAL and
wood burning fireplace
tion
.nie sewing 40 hoursa
Priced right
perience required. ReSimbrah bulls Per •
436 2755.
8A.M -8P.M. 474- 2382
ferences requred. Apply
Sewing back2 BEDROOM duplex at tormance & semen
12x70 MOBILE home
in person only Riviera
, •.ind would be helpfur
Excellent goal
Central air, new natural 406 South 16th St. $200 a tested
Courts office, 641 North
. 'e at
month Call 753 9918 or ity. 5650 & up Cadiz.
gas furnace, 3 be
Murray.
Ky 522 8794
753 6078 after 5P.M.
Saturday
drooms, 2 full baths
Fri. & Sat.
GENERAL office work Insurance
ENERGY efficient 2
deck, out buildings
Must be able to type,
I7 a.m. - 1 p.m
Moving must sell. After bedroom duplex in 41
753-4199
121 South 2 mi turn
file and answer the
Public Sales
3:30P.M. 753-6875.
Northwood
"free hie& [ULM *enactBeautifully
phone. Must work
loft on Overby Rd.
•
1100 Sycamore
landscaped on quiet
14x65 ALMOND Carib
weekends. Call 354-6376
go As mi.
COUNTRY Jean's has
bean mobile home, deadend street Central
from 9A.M. 5P.M.
.1
acid jeans by Lawman,
utility pole, central heat heat pump, appliances
72 Chevy oil heater
games short bed
Manisha, Pressia and
furnis
9.
Situati
hed, sun deck
on Wanted
and air, washer and
electric stove couch
Camper truck too+ t,
stone washed by Law- LADY to live-in with
Fri., Sept. 25
Deposit and lease No
dryer, very nice condi
rocker tools 4,acw,ve
Room, HOUSECLEANING,
s COmrnOtieS
man, Guess, Lee and invalid lady
pets. 753 7185.
tion.
901
782
3513.
reason
board
and salary. 759able rates, re
lots rnisc
8 a.m.
Zena. Jeans, $10. Large
,
i tS
FriNt'
FEMAL
E
roomma
14x70
te
MOBIL
to
home
E
661.
on
ference
s available. 247
selection ,sizes 1- 16.
share
house
reasona
large
ble
shaded
lot
in
Close out on all NEED a lob? 4 openings 5766.
county. 2 bedroom, 2 expenses 759 4011,
childrens ieans. $9-$12- now. You may qualify JOB needed. Will work
leave message on
bath, dishwasher, car
$14. Size 4T-18. Hwy. 94 if: (1)you do not have with elderly, house
port, porch, central machine.
East, 759 1062. Open: GED or your high cleaning, odds and
Call FEMALE wanted to
FIREWOOD $20 a rick, heat and air
Mon-Thurs. after school diploma, (2) you ends. 753.1980 ask for
share 3 bedroom apar
white Oak and Hickory 759-1578.
have been out of school Gina
4P.M.: Fri and Sat
Turn r1 on AB Lassiter
tment 759 1213
9 months or more, (3) WILL do babysitting in
cut to specific length. 14x70 SALEM, 2 Bed
10A.M.-5P.M.
Rd oil 94 East 5th
room, 2 bath, fireplace,, FURNISHED
753-2887 or 759.4794.
Fri. & Sat.
You are between ages 16 my home anytime. Call
house on rt
& 21. We are a E0E. 762-2755.
FOR pens, pencils, yard central air, gas heat, apartments Efficiency
8 a.m. - 5 p.m
Fri.
Only
Opening Tuesday
This project is funded WOULD YOU LIKE
sticks, ice scrapers, partly furnished, front or 1 bedroom. adults
TO
306 N. 8th St
by the Western Ky. COME HOME TO A
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
rain bonnets, caps, porch, outbuilding. only. No pets. ZimSept. 8th
Arce asorclisnass
merma
ocat
L
Apartm
n
ed
at
Fox
ents,
Private Industry CLEAN
coffee mugs, calendars
HOUSE? Re
Meado
South
Call
ws.
16th
St..
after
Council- JTPA
753
6609
Call asonable rates. Excel
and hundreds of other
1707 Melrose
;t. 3 '.2** r
LAKEFRONT apart
J.T.P.A. Out Of School lent refere
advertising specialty 4p.M. 759-9452.
nces. Will
'"es
1974ment
oor.,
Big
12x60
melts
TRAIL
753-9378 between 8:30
bedro
2
ER
oms,
r
items, contact Jim and
also do laundry &
12:00 5 days a week.
nac,othes regular size
Helen Cain, (502) 759- on 100x180 shaded lot 3 garage, kitchen with
ironing. Call 753.4339.
bedrooms, I bath, all appliances furnished
• ,v&-erire
1602.
WOULD
like
to keep
Located inside
Uri
NEED someone to keep infants in GLIDDEN latex wall electric and wood heat. Lease and deposit re
Fri. & Sat.
my home
quired. No children or
Furnished and air con
6 year old after school, 753•5258
paint
5
gallon
can,
Uncle Jeff's
.
4 3 6 2 4 8 4 or
7:30 a.m. -11 a.m
Monday, Wednesday,
$29.99. Get at Black's ditioned. Negotiable, pets
• Extra nice used fur,, ture
753 7272.
Thursday and Friday. 10. Business Opportunity
Decorating Center, 701 $12,500 or best offer
Plus new giftware
N 16th St 4th house
Days
759 1721. after LARGE 1 bedroom
North Elementary
S. 4th St., Murray
on rt past Moose Lodge
4P.M.- 759 1153.
and rrOrtr,
furnis
school district. 753-4029.
apartm
hed
ent
KEROSENE heater
Earn Extra.Cash
Watch tot signs
Financing available
NEED -week- •4011 or
wicks installed. Beat 1979 12x60 MOBILE 5150 per month plus $25
for Christmas!
7153-6575
Part-time. Call Avon,
the rush, get your home on well shaded month for utilities 436
Hwy. 641 North Paris, Tn.
Average SS) and up on
Faye McClure 753-0232
heater ready now Just private lot with 2 large 2755
hour demonstrating
Nor
FOR all your Stanley or Want to buy Avon.
$9 plus the price of the storage buildings $12, MOP Cal apts
641 Auction House
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Christmas Around the
needs, cleaning sup- SALES REP
Exwick! Coast to Coast 000 437 4785
Now
BEDRO
2
rentin
OM,
World
g
12x60
Frid
Equal
in
ay, September 2.5th-6 p.m.
plies, gift items, also a perienced sales reHardware 753-860.4.
Can 527.1162
fine line of cosmetics presentative in outside
LARGE, large, large Fox Meadows with shed Housing Opportunity
Big
759
with
loads
electric
4984
from Illinois and St. Louis
ity $4000
and fragrances. et favo- sales. Salary, monthly
selection of storage
NOW renting 2 BR and
rite degreaser on sale car allowance, corn
buildings in stock for 753:7189.
For more information
efficiency apts, partial
for $4.99 through the mission, need good / 1 . Instruction
immediate delivery
month of October. dependable car. Send
Acree Portable 12x60, 2 BEDROOM, utilities at Embass-,901-644-942S
LEARN
TO
DRIVE
resume to: P.O. Box
Please call 753-9875.
Buildings, Mayfield, central gas heat, fur Cell 753-3530
TRACTOR-TRAILER
nished, complete. B 16 N OW taking ap
Gary Pinson-Owner Firm 01682
THE Gold Nugget, 1040-P, Murray.
Ky. 502-247 7831.
Fox Meadows. For ap
plications for 1 and 2
south side of square,
LAYAWAY your
Bryan Dell Carter-Auctioneer 01941
bedroom, section 8, low
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762. SHIRT
Christmas purchases pointment call 753-9225.
pressor, ex
Fri.
'76
&
Sat.
incom
famil
14x70
Diamonds, black hills perien
e
y
at
WINDS
OR
now. Coast to Coast
ce preferred
excellent condition, Southside Manor Apar
gold, 14kt. gold chains- Apply in person
Hardware. 753-8604
Boones
7 a.m. - ?
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED, •••
beautifu
"We sell for less!" "We Laundr
l
interior-. Also, tments. Call 753 8221
NEN end RORER
LEADING edge model
0 n..o lo quo,
y and Cleaners
peer" te ewe 0, PINAAISwe Ir dhows,
1 acre of land with new
E qual Housing
guarantee it." Jimmy
Corl.cao00
D
persona
e
.oco0+8.
l
comput
Deo
,
1609
er,
Keen/and Dr
W ANTED- Legal
Thompson Jeweler.
Accredited Member NATTS
hard disc. $900. Used for well and septic tank, Opportunity.
secretary with proFinancial Aid Available
approximately 4 ONE bedroom fur
AR/INV
in
Littleton's.
ficient word processing
ALLIANCE
months old, asking $17, fished apartment No
Call 436-2155.
riucroosnwsa• nuisetsc CI;
skills, working
pets
.taximicie
121 next to
LIKE new Commadore 000 for both. 435 4510 or
knowledge of legal profairgrounds $100
64- Keyboard, disk 435-4568.
cedures and court rules
Cali Toll Free Anytime
900 Coldwater Rd
month 753 3139
drive, 64K memory, 3 NICE 1984 Continental
a plus. All inquiries kept
disk. $300 or best offer. mobile home. 14x60 2 TAKING applications
confidential. Send re753-4
577
- FrIday & Saturday
Also, couch and chair, bedroom, 2 full baths, for Section 8. Rent
sume to P.O. Box
Subsidi
cathedr
zed
apt
al
1,
2 or 3
ceilings. Call
good condition, $40.
14. Want to Buy
1040-K, Murray.
8 30 a m
Mondays 7 p m
BR
Apply Hilldale
after 8P M. 753 0921
753-8711.
500 . GALLON LP gas
Apts.,
Hardi
n, Ky.
MULCH for sale
LOCAL developer needs tank.
Table Items 3 for $1.00
753-0305 after
E qual Housing
personal secretary to 5P.M.
Shredded hardwood,
*Fou
r
Opportu
Star
Sleep
nity
*
ers $1.00 ea. Maternity 25 °0 off
work monday through
brown or black, small
Friday. Must type 55 to UPRIGHT piano in amount or by the truck
Mobi
le
Fri.
Hom
8
e
5
Hanger Items $1.00 ea.
excelle
nt
condition. 753
115 South 4th
60 words per minute,
load. Delivery availa
6762.
34
Houses
Repa
have
tale.
own
for
Call
ir
Sat.
Rent
Jerry 759 4808.
vehicle and
9 - 12
Everyone Welcome
home telephone. For WANTED- El Camino, P USH I T , PULL -IT,
2 BEDROOM near un
*
..
04
F
4.
0, all r°"
*
Starts 9/28/87
personal interview call '82-'85, good condition, DRAG -IT, CARRY IT
1500 Cardinal Dr.
iversity. 753 9562.
753-1622
474.2258 ask for Mrs. fair price. Cash or trade and we will give you $75
3 BEDROOM near
on
1980
Camaro
.
753Moore.
for your old mower in on
Aurora, marina and
8115.
a new Toro. Stokes 28. Mobile Homes for
beach', quiel country
Rent
Tractor
753-1319
.
15. Articles for Sale
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or setting. LeNse 8. de
Sale Continues
posit. 5250. 442 5647.
a.m. Rain or Shine
BRIAR wood pool table, RON'S Muffler now has unfurnished, some new
4 BEDROOM house
full size, good condition SURE PULL trailer furniture, natural gas
at the Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gregory and
with trailer attached on
with pool sticks, stick hitches Heavy duty electric, air con
Pat Skinner homes. From Murray. Ky,
"While It Lasts"
rack and balls, $200. shocks for $15.95 each ditioned
Shady Oaks lrvan Cobb Rd. Newly
decorated inside
Re
753-5209.
take
753-6437 or 753-9696.
Hwy 121 South to Mt. Carmel Bap
instal
Stainmaster Plush
led.
Mufflers
55"
ferences and deposit
COLOR movie cam
$26.95 installed. Will 3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 require
tist
Churc
h, follow signs.
Heavy Stain Release & Stain Guard Hi-lo
d.
753
4108.
bath. $175 a month plus
Polarvision, $100; change oil, filter with
Shag • 1 ri
115111, $6114, $7.1
6 ROOM, 1 bath in
Will sell: 1971 12 x 60 Winston all electric
bunkbed unit, $150, lube 514.95. 400 N. 4th St. deposit. 753 5123 any
country. References
time, leave a message.
firm. 753-0810 after 753-3514.
mobile home Ito be moved I to sell at 12
and deposit required.
Heavy Hi-lo Shag
Sat., Sept. 26
6P.M.
RUBBER bed mats for FURNISHED 2 bed
noon
753 0169.
UPRIGHT grand piano; ALL makes of pick-up room, couple or single,
HOUSEHOLI): Queen size water bed, wood
*2", "3",'4" ..
8 a.m - 2 p.m.
used Sears washer and trucks. Stokes Tractor small quiet court, $100 FOR rent or sale 2
stove,
bedroo
bookcases, china cabinet, living
m
A
frame.
436
Hwy.
641 South
per month. 753 8216
dryer; 3 month old 753 1319
Action Back Commercial y,
room chairs. Lowery electric organ,
3'; mi. S. of Murray
Sears 9 cu. ft. chest type SATELLITE system. before 8A.M. or after 2755.
'2" & '3" sq. yd.
LARGE house on Tin
freezer. 753-5764.
breakfast set ,w/4 chairs, set of Regency
on left
Call after 5P.M. 5P.M.
nessee side in Hazel
Heavy Berber Commercial
NORT
HWIN
D
Mobile
753
4487
china, microwave. 12 ft. chest freezer,
'4" to '8"
.
16. Home Furnishings
$200
per month, deposit
SATELLITE 10' dish, Home Park on North and
stack washer & dryer, ironing board
Heavy Commercial Plush
references re
DINING room suite Drake reciever, Prosat 16th Street now has
cabinet, desk, large chest of drawers,
$3.1, $4.1,.5.1 .4
with lighted china lift. Less than 1 year trailer lots and trailers quired. 753-5155.
TWO bedrooms, large
woven rugs. Hoover washer.
cabinet and hostess old, fully remote. Per- for rent. 753-9866.
Outside Grass 2 fl
utility, stove, re
1 4° to *31
RECREATIONAL: 15 ft. fiberglass boat
chair, $500. 753-4074.
'
.
fect condition. 759 1617
29. Heating and Cooling
frigerator, 8 miles SE of
EXCELLENT condi
after 6P.M. 489-2360.
w/walk-through windshield, 25 h.p motor,
Kanga back shag
Murr
*3" 8'4"
ay,
Marri
ed
tion, queen size
TORO push and self ASHLEY wood heater. coupl
mat
& trailer: new 8 lb. thrust trolling motor,
Hundreds of rolls in stock Bring
es only. Re
your truck,
tress and box springs propelled, side and rear Phone 753 4944
haul your own. save an extra
fishing equipment. 2 rubber rafts, weight
ferences, deposit Call
3%
with
frame
CAROL
and
INA
wooden
baggers
woodst
Save up to $75.
ove, 492 8594 after 6P M
'No Gimmicks just good
carpet buys''
lift bench & weights. pickup camper
headboard, $150. 9 Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
used 1 year, like new
'VVe have what we adverti
sedrawer
building.
Also,
dresse
3
r
with
ricks of wood
installation Available
UPRIGHT piano; DP
36
For
Rent or Lease
large mirror, $50. 5 1500 weight set;
TOOLS: 38 inch 10 h.p. riding mower, 20
utility 753 0305 after 5P.M.
Fri.
&
Sat.
shelf bookcase, $35. Call trailer, 6x14; 2FOR rent
10 acres
Inch 3 h.p. push mower, lawn sweeper,6 x
15" WOOD burning Fisher
after 5P.M. 753-7628.
pasture
good
and
trailer
8 a.m. - ?
radials; 2 15" mud and -grandma, burns to 28"
Hwy. 641 S. - 6 miles from
8 ft enclosed 2-wheel trailer, small lawn
Murray, KY
GIRLS white bedroom snow studded tires; 4' wood, good condition. site Phone 312 737 2818
Old Garment Facto°, Blvd
Between Hazel, KY and Puryee
trailer, mechanics double tool box on
r, TN
suite, French Pro- GE FM commerical 759 4535.
2nd 4 Poplar
Open 8 a m to 5 p m Mon -Sat 9011984963
vential, $75. Also, brown radios. 753-5933.
rollers. Craftsman vise, log chains, plumKey Minishoes :.:'Of^
recliner, $20. Call after USED 55 gallon drums 30. Business Rentals
bing supplies, various nuts, bolts, nails.
Ware
houses
rds desv cnairs
5P.M. 753 7238.
very good condition. 2 OR 4 car shop 753 9386
paint, hinges. etc.
Chars Wisner Miami ekectfonr
GREEN recliner, $20; Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
Hwy. 121 South
or 753 4509
AUDIO: Amplifier ilk speakers. Sony reel
fore's sheiv,r,c
12x12 carpet, $20; UTILITY pole
with 200 FOR rent: Office or
Sizes from 5x 10
to reel cassette recorder & player. Aki reel
dryer, $60; spacesaver amp circuit fuse box. store space at
You nano If, mama iti
Southside
to 10x30
washer/ dryer, $40. Also, meter box,
to reel tape deck, component turntable,
good Shopping Center. Phone
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is activeCall 759 4449 after 5P.M.
753-9918
pole for trailer. 492-8729.
GPX AM/FM stereo cassette recorder &
753 6612 or 753 4509
ly seeking a Patient Representative to hanLARGE brown over WASHER and dryer,
player 20 cm speaker system AC/DC, 8
stuffed chair and otto- Whirlpool
Series 2,
dle billings of public assistance and
track
player & tapes, movie screen & 8 mm
man, $40 Call 753-1630.
gray, large capacity, 3
projector.
medicare Qualified applicants should
NIAGRA Rolla Ssager
years old, com
MISC: Typewriters, sun lamp, Samrecliner. This chair has puterized. Also, 1 year
possess strong verbal communication skills
Saturday. October 3. 1957. 10 a.m.cyclo massage and old, fingerprint resis
sonite luggage & trolley. 2 picnic tables.
RAIN OR SHINE Mark
Troly'
and be able to type 35 NWPM Previous
radiant heat for muscle tan?, almond colored
Saturday
F'roperly Aurora. Karituck y
box fans, battery charger, adding machine.
spasm, nervous tension, refrigerator. 762 4386.
related experience desired. For more inforpunch bowl ite cups. gas lanterns, rollaway
1,600 Square Fool Three Bedroom Brick HOMIll
7
a.m.
fatigue, circulation and
4
p.m.
WE will service all
mation contact
Lot 1123-Wiist Gate Plata Subdivision
bed.
arthritis. Chair is 3 makes of keros
3 miles from
ene
months
L rac •
old with 3 year heaters plus stock all
•••, •
ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES: Nice
Richard Storts, Personnel Director
square on 121
SELLING TO THE HIGHEST 8100111 REGARDLE
gaurantee. Also, cam
SS OF PRICE'
parts. Bring your hea
oak secretary bookcase, cane walnut sewMurray-Calloway County Hospital
This hOme Srluated oh a very nice crt wath a lerice0-ihbackyar
South
House
per 489-2718
on
ter in for servicing,
ing rocker, smoke stand, mirror, doll col101s of shrubs and a 16 X 40' .rilivound swimming booi an() bear
right side of road
803 Poplar - Murray, KY 42071
receive 20% off. Stokes
house
lection, Limoges tea set, 2 beautiful hand
19. Farm Equipment
Equipm
ent,
Industr
The hOThe
ial
0,0 city sewers and water cable ty and a
(502) 753-5131 Ext. 113
painted hanging kerosene lamps, dough
a satellite dish' Three bedrooms Volh frerly closets two bail,
Road, 753 1319.
7700 JD COMBINE
mat &log toolr 475 square toot step down dee mit
bowl, blue & white agate ware, French Pro, a beaWILL-RO. Trailers.
both headers, $15,000
cathedrai Ceiinq wood burning Nrepiace wtHeat-O-Lator There
Implement, stock and
Also, 4020 JD tractor for
vincial dressing table, child's tea set,
an art room or office with private entrance There is a storm forhorse
Introductory
sale. 901 247 5335.
cellar The kitchen has many cabmets with Pulliam,
walnut lamp table, wicker baskets, silver
The entire home rs designed well but needs a Attie
WOODS 15' bushog, specials: 16' gooseneck
sprucing uf
Oneida bowl, signed Bavarian & Austrian
The home win be a bargee
stock trailer with bon
,to, someone This home is gorng
new, $5350. Call 502 623
pitchers, Majollica, Nippon. RS Prussia,
sell to ire hoes' b,ddp, regardless of price The ism [odder w.
net $3043; 20' flatbed
6163.
Definitely buy the property'
Limoges. china, large trunk, wood ammo
with gooseneck $3446.
Near tee Kentucky Lake Area Marmas
2 2 . Musical
B&G Equipment, 901
ReSfeuranfs ChurChe,
box, oil lamps, electric fan,'*manicurist
Se10015 Good frsNmg arid twofer spomng acfrtoes
ARIA Pro II electric 642-1242.
table, marble.
0I0041.1 gi '0004 0' Tel etherleletteol
OtttIMMO fro& worcat &env
,
guitar and amp.. Call
Many more items too numerous to
,Miabl•
auci•Onee, 'et etelle Water WV Own*, oVike
earrenly
753-6204.
Fri. & Sat.
gullneolee orpnneira w ",00.1 as to it. actUr•Cy
CO Po mtanNahon now
mentio
n.
r
.* to. l'1101 reelon !hal pip buverisl shoiraf ave.
thermeoves O..
BALDWIN Spinet 26. TV -Radio
00,1undy
0011te ,rtepeChon poOr 10 eV tehlierlier Al, 11.10.01CO WIS
Not
responsible
8
a.m.
for
,
?
10,
accidents.
piano, Like new, asking
25" RCA color console,
21
We perseenCe ONN II one Domes acirefikerient
Refre
shmen
ts available. For information
$1500. 753 3006 evenings.
excellent condition,
AGF147S AVAILABLE r0 SHOilr PRopt-RTY
koor TIN
Hwy. 121 at Stella
Former landmark country store in small comream 15,
11 ORAN Day ca UN bawd Ow Rahn 30 diyi IMO IMINery
and all your auction needs, call
ELECTRIC guitar with
S250. 759 1322 after
of don
munity 7 miles from Murray. Property includes
small amps, never been
3P.M.
on
Lynn
Lawso
n
Rd.
modern apartment and city block sized lot. It's
used Call after 6P.M
LEASE -T.6 OWN 25"
a bargain at $25,000. Phone Kopperud Realty
753-3345.
Nice girls clothing
console TV with remote
The Auclionrer 8 Real Estate Broker
THE AUCTIONEER
7M-1222
UPRIGHT piano, $150
(size 8 & 10) arts
$53 a month. Murray
FANCY FARM. KY - (502) 623.8466
After SP M. 759 1288,
Rental & Sales. 753 8201
crafts, misc.
492-8594

NURSING HOME
IN SURA.N CE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
'ith Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell

il4

WANTED
Outdoor
minded men and
women who want to
make money salary
steady employment
complete training Call
Monaay through Friday
for appointment
10A M 4P M 901 232
8227, Mr. Jackson

Full'time
Help Wanted

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Chestnut St., Murray

LEASE TO pWN 19"
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental 8. Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month Murray Rental
A. Sales. 7531201

Garage
Sale

Garage
Sale

Garage
Sale

Huge
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Carolyn's
Corner

Yard
Sale

AUCTION

Moving
Sale

es
As Ord
os

Fall Yard Sale

New
Fall
Bible Study

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!

1-800-334-1203)

4 Party
Yard Sale

New Life
Christian Center

Auction

Saturday, September 26

Stainmaster Blaster Sale

2 Party
Yard Sale

Everything
Sale

Paschall Carpet, inc.

PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Yard
Sale

Commercial Building For Sale

Yard
Salo

JAMES R. CASH

BOB W.FROSTY MILLER

•••••-

CLASSIFIEDS
41. Public Sales

41

Public Sales

Yard
Sale

Garage
Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Old MurrayParis Road

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 5 p.d.
800 N. 17th St.
Clothes ot all stzes coats

2 ml. from 121 South
Little boys opines adult
clothes a few antiques
lots or mist

of all sizes, lawn mower,
dishes, drapes of all
kinds lots more

4Party
Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 26
1804 Westwood
(Off Wlawtell
a Doran Rd..)

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
(No Early Sales)
Adult clothes (Jeansi
leather coat 2 formals
weachng dress furniture
chest desk coffee table
2 matching end tables
toys
household &
decorating items

Emoting OW to go!

Yard
Sale

43

Real Estate

46. Homes for

FOR sale waterfront
cottage, furnished, brick,
2 BR, large great room,
stone fireplace Many
windows view Blood
River & Ky. Lake Center
Ridge Subdivision Will
rent weekly or weekends
B Hibbard 615 966 4555
GOVERNMENT homes
from $I (U repair) also
tax delinquent & fore
closure properties.
Available now. For
listing call 1 315 733 6062
Ext. (g) 2717.
LOT 180x125; Barkley
Lake, Canton Heights
Estates Beautiful, new
and sunsets extending
length of bay, $6000.
901 946 1638 or 327 7522
nights.

1st Time Sale!!
2 Family
Sat. Only
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
809 Doran Rd.

44. lots for Sale
3 ACRES with lots of
trees, septic System
Reduced price
Southwest area 753
5233 after 6P M
KENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
Antique long buffet miracre, 12x60 mobile
ror glassware desk
home, septic and well,
816,500 Home 442-1770
clothes books & toys
or Office- 442 3632. Ow
ner financing.
43 Real Estate
LARGE residential lot
in Hazel, Ky, at corner
ROPPERUD Realty of 4th and Barnett
.
otters a complete range Phone Kopperud Realty
of Rear Estate services 753 1222.
with a wide selection of
NEAR New Concord, 1
Quality homes in the acre,
$1500 Will trade
city & in the county All for pick up
truck. Phone
price ranges Phone 312 737 2818.
753 1222 for courteous,
NICE lot on 121, 61/2
competent Real Estate
miles North on natural
service We make buy
lines. 180x300, 13600.
ing & selling Real gas
Days 753 1953 or nights
Estate easy for you
/53 0870.

We need you.
American Heart
Association

Public Auction
Saturday, Sept 28th at 9 a.m.
At the late Mr. Pat Carson home.
From Murray, Ky take 841 south to
Lauring Road, 3rd house on right.
Watch for auction signs.
Electric sewing machine-couch & chairother odd chairs-coffee & end tables-color
TV -2 Tiffany type hanging lights-small
drop leaf table-stereo-electric grill-baby
bed-sewing table-table lamps-small desk &
chair-auto washer & dryer-good chest
freezer -old upright freezer-good trash
compactor-breakfast set-some good glass
& china-pots & pans-silverware-small kitchen appliances-large lot of tupperwarestemware•cast iron pieces-kerosene lampstoneware-pressure canner-wood storage
rack-set of scales-3 & 4 drawer spool
cabinets-wash kettle-metal shelving-large
lot of Avon some still in boxes-good guitarlot of linen-870-20 ga Wing Master PumpModel 97 Winchester-16 ga. pump-12 ga.
single shot-2. 22 rifles-Winchester 22 rifleair rifle-14 h.p. M.F. lawn tractor with 3
point hitch-camping equipment-nice 15 air
glass bass with bass seats and heavy duty
trailer-new tile cutter-ceramic cutter-car
ramps-wrenches & shop tools-8" Craftsman table saw-fluorescent lights-pipe
vise-B & D hedge trimmer-large lot of new
nails-5' meat cutter table-horse collars-log
chains-bench grinder-wood desk-Mina Kota
trolling motor-hand & garden tools
Many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine.
tiot responsible for accidents.
Lunch available

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
liscensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn 01281
Terry Paschall-Darrell Beane- Auctioneers
"Ny Service Doesn't cost. It Pays"

Public Auction
Saturday, September 28th at 1 p.m.
at Mrs. Edna Cunningham home
From Murray, take 841 South to Tom
Taylor Road. First road to left, let
house. Watch for auction signs.
Nice large post bedroom suit-2 nice old
oak dresser-odd chest-fine old side board
with bevel mirror-small rocker-small
child's rocker-wing back chair-old picture
frames-old wood boxes-several old quiltslot of quilt pieces-crochet bedspread-old
roll foot board bed-cedar library table-2
wood 1 beds-nice spool type bed-old hi
back rocker-oval shape dough tray-box of
early 1900 Almanacs-box of early 1900 needle craft magazines-6 nice rose back
chairs-metal breakfast set-electric sewing
machine-sewing box-electric scissorsvacuum cleaner-clothes hamper-fine old
oak pie safe-old harvest table-some good
glass & china-Aladdin lamp with dark
green bowl-kerosene lamps-2 nice sets of
china-good flatware-lot of pots & pans-cast
Iron pieces-small kitchen appliances-l1,.
new auto washer & dryer-nice white frost
free refrigerator-nice white 30" electric
stove-chrome breakfast set-new coffee
table-end table-lamp tables-bunk bedscouch & chair-platform rocker-floor lamptable lamps-color TV-bevel mirror-wall
clock-radio-metal cabinets-wash tubs &
metal rack-stone jugs, jars & churns
sewing machine bases-fruit jars-wood
barrels-wood ice chest-wash kettle & racknail keg-weed eater-few carpenter tools
Many other items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents.
Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall-Auctioneers
"My Service Domen't Cost, It Pays"

45. Farms .for Sale
18 ACRES m/I, per
manent pasture, pond,
fencing, excellent
building site. 4 miles
southeast on old Salem
road S21,000. Financial
assistance possible for
qualified ,buyer
527 0903.
46. Homes for Sale
1982 ENERGY saver
double wide, 22 acres,
stocked pond, 10
minutes from Kentucky
Lake, 15 minutes
southeast of Murray.
$42,500. 436 2105.
2 BEDROOM brick
house with carport,
fenced back yard, wood
stove, storage bld. Call
753 6204.
3 BEDROOM brick
house, appliances in
cluded, good location
753 8449.
4 5 BEDROOM brick
home in Hazel, best of
two worlds- the feel of
country living within
walking distance of
grocery store Call to
day for appointment
753 4000 MTG Better
Homes and Gardens.
BY OWNER
New 3
,kiedroom, 2 bath home
.1 in Canterbury Subdivision
Attractive well
planned home. Must see
to appreciate. Call 751
3903 after 4P.M.
tY owner 2 bedroom,
full basement, 7 Maple
trees, 1 Box Elder,
shrubs. Plus 2 bedroom
apartment. 753-7486.
DOUBLE header. Retirement insurance. It
makes good sense to
own this house with
three apartments plus a
garage apartment. This
income
producing
property is your hedge
against inflation. Call
Century 21 for your
aopointment. 7511/92.
FOR sale 3 bedroom
brick. Good neighbor.
hood, tastefully de
corated, fenced yard.
Call after 5P.M. for
appointment 753-7903.
FOR sale by owner 3
bedroom home, central
heat and air, fenced in
yard with 20x30 block
building for shop.
Priced in the 30's.
753 3052 or 492-8158.
FOR sale by owner 2
bedroom brick home on
6.4 acres. Kitchen has
built in stove and lots of
cabinets, dining room,
new 20x27 garage at
tached to house, new
roof, lots of shade, out
buildings, great garden
;pot, fenced for
livestock, stock barn
with running water,
tobacco barn, concrete
dog kennel. Priced re
duced to sell, will
consider mobile home
trade-in. 7 miles north
of Murray. 753 8965.
NICE 3 bedroom home 5
miles west. Large
family room, 10 acres,
stock barn, pool, satel
lite antenna. By owner.
489 2711.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
home on double lot in
Maplewood- Estates,
less than 1 mile from
town. 2100 Sq. Ft. with
fireplace insert, central
air and heat, double
garage. $55,900.
759 9698.
NICE 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick home in nice
neighborhood. Many
good features. Low 40's.
753 0886 after 5:30P.M.
for appointment.
THE perfect 'blend of
comfortable living,
private location and
affordable price. Here's
one you can move right
into, This three bed
room brick includes
dining room, two baths
and double garage,
central heat and air and
priced only in the 40's.
Call your favorite agent
at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753 1492
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Sale

NO qualifing assumable
VA loan on this ex
tremely neat 2 bedroom
country home with
large detached garage
Situated on a lovely 1
acre lot in the Southw
est school district. De•
cor accents country
blues. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753 1222
4 9 . Used Cars
1964 CHEVY Impala, 2
door hard top
283
engine, straight shift
Runs good, all original
Good for restoration
$800 Call after 5P M
474 2397
1972 OLDS Cutlass, new
paint, new interior, new
tires, excellent condition. $2500 or best offer.
759 4554.
1976 MAVERICK, -6
cylinder, automatic,
PS, air, excellent con
dition $1050. See at
University Gulf, 5
Points or call 753-9181 or
753 8124.
1079 CAMARO, black,
305 engine, auto trans,
sport wheels and tires.
Call 753-6204.
1979 TRANS Am, white
with red interior, good
condition, $2900. Sharp!
Call after 5P.M.
435 4268.
1980 98 OLDS Regency.
Gray with burgundy
interior, loaded, 33,120
actual miles, $3500 or
best offer. 437 4607.
1980 CADILLAC Seville,
loaded, 62,000 miles.
759 9921.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 2 door,
loaded, white letters,
moon roof, 62,000 miles.
Rick's Vinyl Roof's
753 9872.
1980 DATSUN 210
Looks and runs good.
$600 498 8458
1981 CHEVROLET
Citation, Am/FM
stereo, air conditioner.
Call after 6P.M.
759 4751.
1981 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass 4 door, diesel,
excellent condition 4892446.
1982 BUICK Regal, 2
tone paint, good condition, low miles, $4500.
759 1259

Used

49

Cars

49

Dan Taylor
Freddie, Poe
6,„„0,
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pan's, TN
F011716(4, 1:1(

P,ograrr, Veh,cies
001-042-3000
Hwy. 79 W - Pan.

1982 KY Trans Am,
t tops, loaded, 74,000,
black/ silver, $5300.
Also, 1985 hot red C.) 7,
36,xxx actual miles,
wrecked but driveable,
$5400, little work will
make this one sharp.
1986 I ROC Z28, 'roc
blue, loaded, 8500 actual
miles, wrecked but very
driveable, all new parts
waiting and priced
right. See at 1924 Coldwater Rd (Behisid
Murray Pet Genter)
anytime.
1986 RED ford Cougar.
Low mileage, new tires.
Inquire after 6P.M. at
753 7605 or 753 0351.
'79 ELDORADO
Cadillac, medium size
car 85,000,.,--tual miles,
have all 41:41r in work.
Extra nice. /.,7•1-0 2.
'79 PONTIAC Gran
LeMans, 2 door, new
tires, excellent condition, must sell. $2250.
345 2724.
CELICA Supra, dark
blue metalic, all accessories, 40,000 miles.
492 8783 or 753 8555

rlres

Good, Bad,
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt

Cars

50

New a usecr
Execubve

0-4`- Look
Need Car

Used

53

85 1/2 FORD Escort,
bright red with factory
air 759 4131
NISSAN 1984 anniver
sary Edition 300IX,
only 5000 made, 5 speed,
ioaded, 38,000 miles,
owner financing 753
9240
Used Trucks
1978 T-Bird, $1,500 7535049.
1973 CHEVROLET
pick up, 350 V 8, low
mileage, new tires.
436 2427.
1975 DODGE Maxi van,
318 auto., PS, PB, air,
good condition. $1950.
753 9181 or 753 8124.
1981 CHEVROLET
SCOTTSDALE 3/4 ton,
PS, PB, air, 4 new tires,
305 4 barrel, slightly
bent frame. 753-5382
after 3P.M. $3500
1982 DATSUN King
Cab, 5 speed, PS, PB,
AC, AM/FM radio,
58,000 miles Asking
$4200. 492-8433.
1984 DODGE Ram van,
customized, sharp. 7530791.
'79 FORD Super Cab
F 350 1 ton truck, utility
bed, 460 engine, air,
automatic transmission, 52,000 actual
miles. $4500. 753-5744.
51. Campers
'85 MODEL Sahara 35
Park model, excellent
condition, custom built.
Call 753 1537
52. Boats -Motors
15HP MARINER mo
tor, aluminum boat and
trailer, Hummingbird
LCR 2000 depth finder,
$800. Excellent condition. Evenings 753 3716.
1971 GLASTRON GT,
With 115HP Mercury,
excellent condition with
tilt trailer. $2500 or best
offer. 759-4554.

53. Services Offered
Al ENTERPRISE
'Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning appliances, offering full
service installation
We carry the note
Also, fireplace repair.
r Call Sammy
*Chimney cleaning
ac
4•Masonry *Damper
s 753-6448 (..'?
•Bird screen *Hoods.
436-5355.
A 1 STUMP Removal.
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free
estimates. 753-0906.
ALL types of masonry
work. Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios.
Large or small jobs. 26
years experience.
Charles Barnett 7535476.
APPLIANCE
Saturday, September 28, 1987
SERVICE. Kenmore,
10:00 a.m. - RAIN OR SHINE
Westinghouse,
Across the street from Tommy Blair's
Whirlpool. 27 years
3055 lrven Cobb Drive. - PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
experience. Parts and
Tommy Blair nas recently purchased the Pasquale s
service. Bobby Hopper,
Pizza Real Estate across the street from his autOrnoblie
Bob's Appliance Ser
dealership to encompass the new expansion of his
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
automobile facility This is the reason Tommy Blair has
Business 753-4872, 436
5848 (home).
employed James P Cash Auction Company to sell the
APPLIANCE REPAIR.
modular pizza building and equipment allowing 15 days
Factory authorized for
for removal so all expansion efforts can begin on
Tappan, Kelvinator and
schedule
Brown. Service on gas
The Pasquale's Pizza building is a 24' X 62' modular
and electric ranges,
construction which allows for easy disassembling and
microwaves, dis
removal Blueprintsavailable The building is equipped
hwashers, re
with central heat and air conditioning, two restroom
frigerators, etc. Earl
facilities and would be easily converted to many dif Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
ferent type businesses instead of a restaurant Terms
5341.
YARD landscaping,
on the building are 500/0 down day of auction with the
leveling driveways,
balance being due within '15 days.
blade work and bush'
The restaurant equipment will be auctioned separate
hogging Call 436-5430 or
from the building and then in combination allowing Mr
753-0659.
Blair to make the decision to accept which is most
CHRIS'S. Counselor
suitable to him
and advisor E.S.P. and
Restaurant Equipment to be Auctioned
card reading. 901-642121 Blodget pizza ovens •131 30'• X 72'' butcher
7050 appointment only.
block work tables wimaple tops•stainless steel three
COLLEY Tree Service.
compartment sink wldrain board and double faucets
Keep your trees in
•Norlake refrigerated prep-deli unit, 9' surface w'cut
shape by topping, prunouts, model OTPR95 • Wolf four burner gasktange
n g , deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
wistand, model HP-4-24• Norlake double door qeezer,
removal of unwanted
model F43C • Norlake 6' X 10' walk-in cooler • comtrees. Stump removal.
mercial 80 gallon gas hot water heater•60" stainless
Complete tree care. 14
steel salad bar drop -in ice cold pan w;sneeze guard •
years experience. Free
15' exhaust hood wImake-up air including fans and
estimates. 753-0366.
Kidde extinguisher system • 1161 wrought padded
CONCRETE drivebooths with tables• 12' Formica covered serving bar
ways, patios, brick and
• Sylvania 19" color television
.block work. CALL 502
Additional items will be auctioned behind
492-8160.
Tommy Males Service Center
DRESS making,
1976 white truck tractor Road Commander II w290
alterations, drapes, etc.
436 5850.
Cummins, 9 speed, twin screw • 1976 Champion 25'
motor home w"generator, roof air, 454 Chevy enginc
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
• 1973 Champion 22' motor home, w:generator, air
lots, seal coating and
Dodge engine • 1966 Fan 18' travel trailer • 19F'
,
striping. Also,
Kawasaki LTD 440 motorcycle w14,100 miles •
limestone, gravel, top
fluorescent parking lot lights w/poles & Mercury
soil and grading. Phone
highlights •(61 triple parking lot light fixtures win,
753 1537.
• Bell & Howell slide film projector • Autoscan '
FENCE sales at Sears
gasoline analyzer • 16 gal grease pump • 16 tj
now. Call Sears 753 2310
undercoat sprayer • 121 Heavy-Duty truck jack sta•
for free estimate for
• Hunter wheel balancer .FMC engine analyzer•1''
your needs.
computer wheel balancer • shop fan on 5' mow'
FOR most any type
• Mazda engine stand • Hunter strobe wheel bala7
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
• 21 Jack stands, 51
/
2'• Doyle vacuum cleaner • L . •
dirt and sand call Roger
vacuum cleaner • wooden typewriter desk • 121 meld,
Hudson, 753 4545 or
desks• Microfiche viewer •16) ieep covers•new tar,
753-6763.
Surburban truck seat • antique wood table • large lot
used tires •large lot assorted wheel covers•large lot
assorted new rims•(3) new /
1
2 ton-GM step bumpers
• 1111 sets new GM speaker packages • 121 Allegro
tire covers, 161
/
2"• 1 -tah cattle racks • 1 /
1
2-ton chain
hoist • HID metal work table if HAIR-DRESSING EQUIP
MEN T •141 dryers•
.(81 chairs•(9)sinks•.431 cabinet
Interior & Exterior
widrawers & mirrors
Doors. Windows
Complete Settlement Day of Sale
Underpinning. Gutters
Although all material in this advertisement is obtained
from sources deemed reliable: the auctioneer and
. Vinyl & Carpel
Installed
owners make Ao warranty or guarantee, expressed or
Leveling, plumbing
implied, as to the accuracy of the information herein
sagged roofs & floor'.
contained It is for this reason that the buyer(s) should
repaired
avail themselves the opportusiity to make inspection
"Best prices.
prior to the transaction All announcements day of sale
quality results.'
'
take recedence o en all srinted
Sliding Glass Doors
Complete & nstalled
.. '450 thru Oct. 31.1
AuCT00.4 Ea i REAL ESTATE SROKIER
Lattice Decks from '250
g AMC, ARV RINIUCII,
"Factory Experience
IS02 F1111466 OP ISO2I 633•1131111
Building IL Servicing
Mobile Homo,"
•PHONE (502)492-8488•

Services Offered

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
tens installed for your
specifications Cali
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
proved. Save on those
o high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
cry cleaning For a free
estimate call 753.5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
QUALITY
workmanship- Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D.L. Poole,
435-4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

SEWING Machine Re
QUALITY construe1
pair
All makes and repairs and alterations.
models. Home & In
Free estimates. Call G
dustrial. Bag closing & A 436 2617.
machines. Also scissor WINDOW
S cleaned by
sharpening. 40 yrs. profess
ional window
experience. All work cleaner
1 901 782 3670
guaranteed. Kenneth (reverse
charges) Walt
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Solo Cottage Grove,
Stella, Ky.
TN
Also, Beckett
baseball magazines
WET BASEMENT? We Septemb
er issues for
make wet basements sale
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or 56 Free Column
write Morgan Con
2 BLACK and 2 tabby
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
kittens 2 months old
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Call after 5P M
42001 or call 1•442•7026.
435 4268

Custom Kitchen

Cabinets
All Types Of

4r

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

.........................4
t

'Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY
Befund Bunny Selma

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair
Buy, Sell or Trade
- This Week's Specials '76 Dodge Pick-up

'81 Oldsmobile
'75 Executive Motor Home

Used boats, motors and trailers
Expert and Fast,Marine Repair
Fiberglass Specialist
1 Mile from Murray on 94 East
753-0079

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-16S1
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
ROBERTS REALTY #1 real estate agency
In nation's #1 retirement area, presents new listings!
1. 103 acres with four bedroom brick. Lots of extras in house! Milk
house, barns, equipment sheds and silo. For more information call
ROBERTS REALTY.

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service

2. Four nice wooded lots with electricity. Easy lake access.
$6,500.00.

Installing City Sewer & Water Lines

3. Easy living in three bedroom mobile home on one acre of land.
Central heat & air. $15,600.00.

753-9224
AUCTION

*Four Start
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

JAMES R. CASH

4. Kentucky Lake is in sight with the purchase of this siding home
with rental unit in basement. Extras you must see to appreciate!
$28,900.00.
5. Approximately six acres of wooded land near mouth of Blood
River & Kentucky Lake. $5,500.00.
6. Central gas heat, central electric air; aluminum siding; carpet;
six rooms; quiet community living. $25,000.00.
7. A masterpiece in landscaping plus nine room home! Two heatpumps: fireplace; carpet; drapes; easy lake access. Priced below
cost at $58,900.00.
8. Building lot with city utilities & shade. Exclusive subdivision.
$3,500.00.
9. One of the county's finest! Two baths; central heat & air; pella
windows; appliances; one acre of land & much more! $69,500.
00.
10. Beautifully shaded 3% acre lot in setting for this 3 bedroo
m,
2 bath, cedar enclosed modular home. Central heat & air.
$32,500.00.
11. Eight room brick with full basement for great play room.
New
central air unit; outside storage. Near schools, hospital & shopping. $52,500.00.
12. Ideal rental or starter home. Electric baseboard heat, low
maintenance home. T.V.A. standard insulation. $16,500.
00.
13. Approximately 10 acres near university on main highway. Excellent potential for business expansion. For more information call
ROBERTS REALTY.
14. Quality built featuring central gas heat; appliances; carpet;
nice deck: carport; tastefully decorated. Near Murray High
School. $62,000.00.
15. 147 feet of main highway frontage! Eight room home;
appliances; new carpet. Great retirement or starter home.
$25,000.00.
16. A decorators dream is the older, solid home on two acres
of
land. Two car garage; city water; approximately three miles
from
city. $29,900.00.
17. Large lot on heavily traveled four lane. Fast growing area.
City utilities.
18. Hobby shop for "crafty" person! All fixtures & equipment
included. Good income, good location, good investment. $18,750
80.
19. Two beautiful building lots in quiet subdivision. Both must
be.
sold together but price no more than most single lots! $7,800.0
0.
20. Three bedroom brick & siding home with new kitchen cabinet
s
& new roof. Wood stove plus electric heat. Fenced back yard.
$42,300.00.
21. Three acres of shaded landscaped land is setting for six room,
two bath modular home. Appliances, carpet. lots of extras!
$36,000.00.
22. Located at Graves-Calloway County line and ready for immediate occupancy! Three bedroom home with gas heat.
$31,500.00.
23. Two bedroom beginnertiome on nice lot. County location with
city water. Only $10,000.00.
24. Three bedroom home and 27 acres for only $34,000.00! Eight
closets; appliances; carpet; formal dining; garage & carport. Excellent location between Murray & Ky. Lake.
25. 1% lots in quiet subdivisi9p is the setting for this three bedroom
brick with two ceiling fans; formal dining; carpet; lots of storage
& exceptionally large utility room. $44,500.00.
26. Three bedroom aluminum siding home on large lot.
Appliances;
cable T.V. Electric & wood heat. V.A. assumable loan. $38,500.
p0.
27. Large, older home in need of some repair, located on 3.9
acres.
Two fireplaces. $13,900.00.
Sales Associates home phone numbers for evening inquiry:
Bobby Ethridge 489-2833
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Max Dodd
753-3204
Joe Kennon
438-5878
Vicki Todd
753-3939 Theresa Knight 759-7728
Randal Scott
753-4510
Anna Requarth, Broker 753-24'77
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He said it was expected that
American %arhips find mines in Gulf; some
of the detainees would be on
stretchers,
and that no foreign
Tranian crewmen will be released
news media would be allowed to
termediary in the release of the
Iranians to cool tensions in the
gulf, where the Iran-Iraq war has
flared. In recent months, Oman
has developed close relations with
Iran, located just across the narrow Strait of Hormuz.
Informed sources in the Omani
capital of Muscat, who declined to
be further identified, said the
sultanate was preparing to receive
up to 30 Iranians at Seeb airport.
The Americans have said they
detained 26 Iranians following
Monday's helicopter attack on the
landing craft, the Iran Air. Five
were
The Iranians will be flown by
U.S. Marine helicopters from ote
of the warships of the U.S. Middle
East Force to Seeb, where they
will board an Iranian air force
plane to Tehran, the sources said.
"Oman Red Crescent officials
will provide medical assistance
and overnight facilities if required," said one source in
Muscat, speaking on condition of
anonymity.

MANAMA. Bahrain (AP( —
American warships and
helicopters swept the central Persian Gull today for mines planted
by an Iranian ship, while U.S. officials. arranged to repatriate the
vessel's captured crewmen.
The mine-sweeping, which
began Wednesday, has yielded at
least three mines so far, according
to U.S. officials and shipping executives. The Pentagon said the
Iranian crewmen helped pinpoint
the location of the explosives.
Diplomatic sources in the gulf
said the Iranian crewmen would
be released Saturday in Oman to
the International Red Crescent
Society, the Islamic equivalent of
the Red Cross.
Meanwhile, shipping sources
said Navy warships were escorting a reflagged Kuwaiti tanker
through the gulf. but Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger
denied the convoy had left Kuwait.
Diplomatic sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said
Oman offered to serve as in-

cover the event.
The detainees will be handed
over while Weinberger confers
with leaders in Saudi Arabia on a
five-day tour of the region, they
said.
Pentagon sources had said
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Plus

Angel Soft
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Owen's Best Family Pack
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CAKE MIX
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Pond Raised Catfish Dinners
Call Your Orders In * Party Trays o4e,

753-4682
1407 Main Street
STORE HOURS:
8-7 Mon-Thurs; 8-8 Fri & Sat
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve the Right
To Limit Quantities
Prices Good
thru Sept 30th
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provided information that helped
American forces locate the mines.
U.S. naval vessels often anchor in
the area where the devices were
found.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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view, said three mines had been
located Wednesday and the'Navy
expected to find others
He said some of the crewmen
from the 1,662-ton Iran Air had

earlier that the United States
hoped to turn over the Iranian
crewmen today
Gulf-based shipping executives.
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the Navy had found eight
moored, contact-type mines in its
mine-sweeping in the central gulf.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, speaking from
Washington in a television inter-
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